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The Phoenix Journals are intended as a "real time" commentary on 
current events, how current events relate to past events and the 
relationships of both to the physical and spiritual destinies of mankind. 

All of history, as we now know it, has been revised, rewritten, twisted 
and tweaked by selfishly motivated men to achieve and maintain control 
over other men. When one can understand that everything is comprised 
of "energy" and that even physical matter is "coalesced" energy, and that 
all energy emanates from God's thought, one can accept the idea that the 
successful focusing of millions of minds on one expected happening will 
cause it to happen. 

If the many prophecies made over thousands of years are accepted, these 
are the "end times" (specifically the year 2000, the second millennium, 
etc.). That would put us in the "sorting" period and only a few short 
years from the finish line. God has said that in the end-times would come 
the WORD-to the four corners of the world-so that each could decide 
hislher own course toward, or away from, divinity--based upon TRUTH. 

So, God sends His Hosts--Messengers--to present that TRUTH. This is 
the way in which He chooses to present it, through the Phoenix Journals. 
Thus, these journals are Truth, which cannot be copyrighted; they are 
compilations of information already available on Earth, researched and 
compiled by others (some, no doubt, for this purpose) which should not 
be copyrighted. Therefore, these journals are not copyrighted (except 
SZPAPU ODYSSEY which is "fiction"). 

The first sixty or so journals were published by America West Publishing 
which elected to indicate that a copyright had been applied for on the 
theory that the ISBN number (so necessary for booksellers) was dependent 
upon the copyright. Commander Hatom, the primary author and 
compiler, insisted that no copyrights be applied for and, to our 
knowledge, none were. 

If the Truth is to reach the four corners of the world, it must be freely 
passed on. It is hoped that each reader will feel free to do that, keeping it 
in context, of course. 
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CHAPTER 1 

2/18/91 #4 HATONN 

ONS OF DOLLARS 

[QUOTING CONTINUED:] 

The National Conference of Christians and Jews might look 
into the millions of dollars being invested today by so-called or 
self-stylcd "Jews" to insure that the Talmud shall remain the axis 
of political, economic, cultural and social attitudes and activities 
of so-called or self-styled "Jews" today, and future generations. 
Violating the basic principle of "brotherhood" and "Interfaith" 
so-called or self-styled "Jews" are spending millions of dollars 
each year to establish and equip quarters where the teachings of 
the Talmud can be indoctrinated into the minds of children from 
the time they are able to read and write. These few news items 
were selected from hundreds like them which are appearing 
daily in newspapers clear across the nation: 

"Two new Jewish Centers, built at a cost of $300,000. will 
be opened to a 1000 students for d,& and &&y school activi- 
ties next month, it was announced today by the Associated Tal- 
mud Torahs." (Chicago Herald-Tribune, 8/19/50.) 

"The Yeshiva School Department now provides daytime an 
approved English-Hebrew curriculum for grades 1 to 5 (aged 5 
112 to 10). The afternoon Talmud Torah has opened a new 
beeinner's class and is accepting enrollment of advanced as well 
as beginner students." (Jewish Voice, 9/18/53) 

"RABBI TO TALK ON TALMUD TO SHOLEM MEN. Dr. 
David Graubert presiding rabbi of Bet Din, and professor of 
rabbinical literature at the College of Jewish Studies, will pre- 
sent the first of his series of four lectures, 'The World of the 
Talmud'. (Chicaeo Tribune. 10/29/53J 



" GRANTS DEGREE . . IN T U U D .  Balti- 
more, (JTA). New Israel Ra- has been granted 
here authority by the M ~ N  I a n d State Board of Education to is- 
sue degrees of Master of Talmudic Law and Doctor of Tal- 
. (Jewish Voice, 1/9/53.) 

I, L NS ON 0 
w e e T f i :  
able shortly on tape recordings for local stations in the U_nited 
States and Canada, it was announced today." (California Jewish 
Voice, 111 1152.) 

Earlier in this letter, my dear Dr. Goldstein, you remember 
reading a quotation by the most eminent authority on the Talmud 
to the effect that "3T-E. MODERN JEW IS A PRODUCT OF 
THE TALMUD. Would it surprise you to learn that many 
Christians also are the "PRODUCT OF THE TALMUD". The 
teachings of the Talmud are accepted by Christians in the high- 
est echelons. I will only quote one on the subject of the Talmud, 
the former President of the United States. In 1951 President 
Truman was presented with his second set of the "63 books" of 
the -. On the occasion of this acceptance the newspapers 
carried the following news item: 

"Mr. Truman thanked us for the books and said that he was 
glad to get them as 'I have read many more of the ones pre- 

n r go than a lot of people think.' He said that 
w n d  that the 

- 
most moJt the Tal- 

&which contains much sound reas- and good philosophy 
m." 

Former President Truman says he benefits by "puch s o u d  
reasoniog" and his brand of "good philosophy of life" which ab- 
sorbs from the " U t  he reads the _nanst." His recent term 
in office reflected his study of the Talmud. No one familiar 
with the Talmud will deny that. But does our former President 
Truman know that Jesus did not feel the way he feels about the 
Talmud? The "much sound reason in^" and the "ggod philoso- 
p-of" in the Talmud were constantly and consistently de- 
nounced by Jesus in no uncertain terms. Former President 

Truman should refresh his memory by reading the New Testa- 
ment passages where Jesus expresses Himself on the question of 
the Pharisees and their Talmud. Will Mr. Truman state that in 
his opinion the Talmud was the "sort of book" from which Jesus 

teachings which e "drew the nabled him to revolutionize the 
d" on "mra l  and religious subject.$"' 

Before leaving the Talmud as my subject I would like to refer 
to the most authentic analysis of the Talmud which has ever 
been written. You should obtain a copy of it and read it. You 
will be amply rewarded for your trouble in finding a copy of it, 
I can doubly assure you. The name of the book is "The Tal- 
mud". It was written almost a century ago in French by Arsene 
Darmesteter. In 1897 it was translated into English by the cele- 
brated Henrietta Szold and published by the Jewish Publication 
Society of America in Philadelphia. Henrietta Szold was an out- 
standing educator and Zionist and one of the most notable and 
admirable so-called or self-styled "Jews" of this century. Hen- 
rietta Szold's translation of Arsene Darmesteter's "The TaEmud" 
is a classic. You will never understand the Talmud until you 
have read it. I will quote from it sparingly: 

"Now Judaism finds its expression in the Talmud, which is 
not a remote suggestion and a faint echo thereof, but in which it 
has become incarnate, in which it has taken form,   as sing from 
a state of the abstraction into the domain of real. things.- THE 
STUDY OF JUDAISM IS THAT OF THE TALMUD. AS THE, 
STUDY OF THE TALMUD IS THAT OF JUDAISM. . .THEY 

THING- 
ARE ONE AND THE SAME. . .Accordingly, the Talmud is the 
completest expression of religious movement, and this code of 
endless prescriptions and minute ceremonials represents in its 
perfection the total work of the religious idea. . .The miracle 
was accomplished by a book, the Talmud. . .The Talmud, in 
turn is composed of two distinct parts, the Mishna and the 
Gemara: the former the text. the latter the commentarv uuon the . . 
text. . .by the term ~ i s h n a  w e  designate A C T I O N  OF 
O G  EMB 
A L L G O F A T I O N .  CIVIL AND 
RELIGIOUS. . .This code, which was the work of several gen- 



erations of Rabbis. . .Nothing, indeed can a u a l  the importance 
of the Talmud, unless it be the ignorance that prevails concern- 
ing it. . .This explains how it happens that a single page of the 
Talmud contains three or four different languages, or rather 
specimens of one language at three or four stages of degeneracy. 
. .Many a Mishna of five or six lines is accompanied by fifty or 
sixty pages of explanation. . .is Law in all its authority; it con- 
stitutes dogma and cult: it is the fundamental element of the 

The above quotations were culled from a treatise intended to 
sugar-coat the Talmud. In painting a nice word-picture of the 
Talmud that author could not escape mentioning the above facts 
also. Coming from this source under the circumstances the facts 
stated above do not add glory to the Talmud. 

"The Talmud Unmasked, the Secret Rabbinical Teachings 
Concerning Christians" was written by Rev. I. B. Pranaitis, 
master of Theology and Professor of the Hebrew Language at 
the Imperial Ecclesiastical Academy of the Roman Catholic 
Church in Old St. Petersburg, Russia. The Rev. Pranaitis was 
the greatest of the students of the Talmud. His complete com- 
mand of the Hebrew language qualified him to analyze the Tal- 
mud as few men in history. 

The Rev. Pranaitis scrutinized the Talmud for passages refer- 
ring to Jesus, Christians and the Christian faith. These passages 
were translated by him into Latin. Hebrew lends itself to trans- 
lation into Latin better than it does directly into English, The 
translation of the passages of the Talmud referring to Jesus, 
Christians and Christian faith were printed in Latin by the Impe- 
rial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg in 1893 with the Im- 
primatur of his Archbishop. The translation from the Latin into 
English was made by great Latin scholars in the United States in 

1939 with funds provided by wealthy Americans for that pur- 
pose. 

In order not to leave any loose ends on the subject of the Tal- 
mud's references to Jesus, to Christians and to the Christian 
faith I will below summarize translation into English from the 
Latin texts of Rev. Pranaitis' "The Talmud Unmasked, The Se- 
cret Rabbinical Teachings Concerning Christians". It would re- 
quire too much space to quote these passages verbatim with their 
foot-notes from the Soncino Edition in English. 

First I will summarize the references by Rev. Pranaitis refer- 
ring to Jesus in the Talmud in the original texts translated by him 
into Latin, and from Latin into English: 

Sanhedrin. 67a Jesus referred to as the son of Pandira, a sol- 
dier. 

lb.(18b) Illegitimate and conceived during 
menstruation. 

S -. Hanged on the eve of Passover. 
ToMath Jesck.  Birth related in most shameful expressions. 
A- Referred to as the son of Pandira, a Ro- 

man soldier. 
Schabbath XIV, Again referred to as the son of Pandira, the 

Roman. 
$ $ a .  On the eve of Passover they hanged Jesus. 
Schabbarh. 104b, Called a fool and no one pays attention to 

fools. 
ToMoth Jeschu. Judas and Jesus engage in quarrel with filth. 
&rzhedrin. 1 0 3 ~  Suggested corrupts his morals and dishon- 

ors self. 
-107b. Seduced, corrupted and destroyed Israel. 
&har 111. (2821, Died like a beast and buried in animal's 

dirt heap. 
-, Attempt to prove Christians err in wor- 

ship of Jesus. 
Abhodah Zarah. 21a. Reference to worship of Jesus in homes 

unwanted. 
Avoid appearance of paying respect to 

Jesus. 



Iore Dea. 150.2. Do not appear to pay respect to Jesus by 
accident. 

Abhodah Zarah ( 6 a k  False teaching to worship on first day 
of Sabbath. 

The above are a few selected from a very complicated ar- 
rangement in which many references are obscured by intricate 
reasoning. The following are a few summarized references to 
Christians and the Christian faith although not always expressed 
in exactly that manner. There are eleven names used in the 
Talmud for non-Talmud followers, by which Christians are 
meant. Besides Notsrim, from Jesus the Nazarene, Christians 
are called by all the names used in the Talmud to designate all 
non-"Jews" : Elinin, Edam-h, Blabm, Qb!& 
Elilim. Nokrim, Amme m, Kuthrim, bikorosim, and 
SQim. Besides supplying the names by which Christians are 
called in the Talmud, the passages quoted below indicate what 
kind of people the Talmud pictures the Christians to be, and 
what the Talmud says about the religious worship of the Chris- 
tians. 

Hilkhoth Maakhuloth, Christians are idolators, must not 
associate. 

&hodah Zurah (22a). Do not associate with gentiles they 
shed blood. 

Iroe Dea 153.2). Must not associate with the Christians, 
shed blood. 

Abhodah Zarah (m. Suggest Christians have sex relations 
with animals. 

&hodah Zarah (22a. Suspect Christians of intercourse with 
animals. 

Schabbath 1145B). Christians unclean because they eat 
accordingly. 

Abhodq Zarah (22d. Christians unclean because they are 
not at Mount Sinai. 

b r e  Dea I198 481. Clean female Jews contaminated meeting 
Christians. 

Kerithuth (6b u.781. Jews called men, Christians not called . . 
men. 

Makkoth (7b). Innocent of murder if intent was to kill Chris- 
tian. 

Orach Choiim (225.10). Christians and animals grouped for 
comparisons. 

Midrasch Taloioth (2251. Christians created to minister to 
Jews always. 

Orach Chuiim. 57.6$1. Christians to be pitied more than sick 
p~ 

pigs. 
Zohar II (64b). Christian idolators likened to cows and 

asses. 
Kethuboth (1 lob). Psalmist compares Christians to unclean 

beasts. 
Sanhedrin (74b)Tos. Sexual intercourse of Christian like that 

of beast. 
Kethuboth (3b). The seed of Christian is valued as seed of 

beast. 
Kidduschim (68a1. Christians like the people of an ass. 
Eben Haezar (44.81. Marriages between Christians and Jews 

null. 
Zohar (a.64b). Christian birth rate must be diminished 

materially. 
Zohar a m .  Christian idolators children of Eve's serpant. 
w. Idolatrous people (Christian) befoul the 

world. 
Emek Hammelech (23d). Non-Jews' souls come from death 

and death's shadow. 
Zohar a.46b.47d. Souls of gentiles have unclean divine ori- 

1 gins. 
Rosch Haschanach 117&. Non-Jews souls go down to hell. 
Iore Dea (337.0. Replace dead Christians like lost cow or 

ass. 
I e b m t h  (61Q. Jews called men, but not Christians 

called men. 
Abhodah Zarah (14b)T. Forbidden to sell religious works to / Christians. 
- 

&hodah Zarah (781. Christian churches are places of idola- 
try. 

Iore Dea (142.101. Must keep far away physically from 
churches. 



Iore Dea (142.15). Must not listen to church music or look 
at idols. 

lore Dea (143.1Z Must not rebuild homes destroyed near 
churches. 

Hilkoth Abh.Zar. (lob). Jews must not resell broken chalices 
to Christians. 

Schabbath (116a) Tos. Gospels called volumes of iniquity, 
heretical books. 

Schabbath (116111. Talmudists agree that books of Christians 
be burned. 

bbhodalr Zarah (2aI. Festivals of Christians called days of 
calamity. 

Abhodah Zarah (78d. Christian feast days despicable, vain 
and evil. 

A- . Forbidden to observe Christian 
Christmas Day. 

Hilkorh Akum (ch.lX). Forbidden to celebrate Easter and 
Christmas. 

n (91b). Jews possess dignity even an angel cannot 
share. 

&&edrin. 58h. To strike Israelite like slapping face of God. 
-. A Jew considered good in spite of sins he 

commits. 
62&. Jew stay away from Christian homes on holi- 

days. 
Iore Dea (148.10). Jew must not return greeting Christian, 

do it first. 
. Jew must not sue before a Christian 

judge or laws. 
Cbschen Ham. (34.191. Christian or servant cannot become 

witnesses. 
&re Dea (112.1). Avoid eating with Christians, breeds 

familiarity. 
Abhodah Zuruh (35b1. Do not drink milk from a cow milked 

bv Christian. 
Iore Dea (178JJ. Never imitate customs of Christians, even 

hair-combs. 
h Zurah 172b). Wine touched by Christians must be 

thrown away. 

&re Dea (12QJJ. Boughtdishes from Christians must be 
well washed. 

Abhodah Zurah (2a). For three days before Christians festi- 
vals, avoid all. 

Abhodah Zurah (78d. Festivals of followers of Jesus re- 
garded as idolatry. 

Iore Den 1139.11. Avoid things used by Christians in their 
worship. 

&hodah Zarah (14b). Forbidden to sell Christians articles . . 
forworship 

Iore Dea (151.11. Do not sell water to Christians for bap- 
tisms. 

Abhodah Zurah (2a.T). Do not trade with Christians on their 
feast days. 

Abhodah Zarah II.2). Now permitted to trade with Chris- 
tians on such days. 

Abhoduh Zurah 12aT). Trade with Christians because they 
have monev to Dav. 

lore D& (l.b8:5). If Christian is not devout may send him 
gifts. 

Hilkoth Akzm (M.2). Send gifts to Christians only if they 
are irreligious. 

Iore Den (81.7J.aJ. Christian wet-nurses to be avoided be- 
cause dangerous. 

Iore Dea 1 1 5 3 m .  Christian nurse will lead children to 
heresy. 

Iore Dea 1155.1). Avoid Christian doctors not well known to 
neighbors. 

Peaschim (25111. Avoid medical help from idolators, Chris- 
tians meant. 

I-. Avoid Christian barbers unless escorted 
by Jews. 

Abhodah Zarah (26a). Avoid Christian midwives as danger- 
ous when alone. 

W r  (1.2%). Those who do good to Christians never rise 
when dead. 

m o t h  A h  (X.61. Help needy Christians if it will promote 
peace. 

Iore Dea (148.12m. Hide hatred for Christians at their cele- 
brations. 



Abhodah Zarah 120al. Never praise Christians lest it be be- 
lieved true. 

Zore Dea (151.141. Not allowed to praise Christians to add 
to glory. 

Hilkoth Akum N. 12). Quote Scriptures to forbid mention of 
Christian god. 

Zore Den (146.151. Refer to Christian religious articles with 
contempt. 

Iore Dea (147.5). Deride Christian religious articles without 
wishes. 

Hilkoth Akwn 0. No gifts to Christians, gifts to converts. 
&re Dea 0. Gifts forbidden to Christians encourages - 

friendship. 
Iore Dea 1334.43). Exile for that Jew who sells farm to 

Christian. ------ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~  

Zore Dea (154.2). Forbidden to teach a trade to a Christian. 
&bha Bathra (54bl. Christian property belongs to first per- 

~ ~ - -  - - 
son claiming. 

chen Ham. (183.7). Keep what Christian overpays in 
error. 

W c h e n  Ham. (126.u. Jew may keep lost property of 
Christian found by Jew. 

Babha Kama (113b). It is permitted to deceive Christians. 
Choschen D. Jews must divide what they over- 

charge Christians. 
Choschen Ham. (156.5). Jews must not take Christian cus- 

tomers from Jews. 
[ore Dea (157.2 H). May deceive Christians that believe 

Christian tenets. 
&u&h Zarah (5w. Usury may be practiced upon Chris- 

tians or apostates. 
Iore Dea (159.U. Usury permitted now for any reason to 

Christians. 
p abha K m  1Ll3a.L Jew may lie and perjure to condemn a 

Christian. 
-. Name of God not profaned when lying 

to Christians. 
Kallah (lb.o.181. Jew may perjure himself with a clear con- . .- . - -  - 

science. 

Schubbouth Hap. (6a. Jew may swear falsely by use of sub- 
terfuge wording. 

a h a r  (I. 160a). Jews must always try to deceive Christians. 
Zore Dea (158J). Do not cure Christians unless it makes 

enemies. 
Orach Cahiim (330.2). Do not assist Christian's childbirth 

on Saturday. 
Choschen Ham. 1425.5). Unless believes in Torah do not 

prevent his death. 
dore Dea (158.1). Christians not enemies must not be saved 

either. 
m o t h  Akum (X.U. Do not save Christians in danger of 

death. 
Choschen Ham. (388.151. Kill those who give Is- 

raelites'money to Christians. 
Sanhedrin (59d. Prying into Jews' "Law" to get death 

penalty. 
fJilkhoth Akwn (X.2). Baptized Jews are to be put to death. 
Zore Dea (158.2)Hag. Kill renegades who turn to Christian - - 

rituals. 
n Ham. (425.5). Those who do not believe in Torah 

are to be killed. 
rh resch.lII.8. Christians and others deny the "Law" 

of the Torah. 
Zohar (I.25@. Christians are to be destroyed as idolators. 
Zohar m.19a) Captivity of Jews ends when Christian 

princes die. 
Zahar n.219b). Princes of Christians are idolators, must die. 
Obadian. When Rome is destroyed Israel will be redeemed. 
Abhodah Zarah (26b)T. "Even the best of the Cbh should 

be killed". 
Sepher Or Israel 177b. If Jew kills Christian commits no sin. 
Zalkut Simoni (a. Shedding blood of impious offers sac- 

rifice to God. 
Zohar fli.43a). Extermination of Christians necessary sacri- 

fice. 
Zohar &.38b.39@. High place in heaven for those who kill 

idolators. 
Hilkhorh Akm (X.1). Make no agreements and show no 

mercy to Christians. 



H i h t h  &m a. 11. Either turn them away from their idols 
or kill. 

Hilkhoth &m IX.7). Allow no idolators to remain where 
p~ 

Jews are strong. 
Choschen Ham. (338.16). All contribute to expense of 

killing traitor. 
Pesachim (49bI. No need of prayers while beheading on 

Sabbath. 
Schabbath ( l l w .  Prayers to save from punishment of 

coming Messiah. 

In the Library of Congress and the New York Public Library, 
unless recently removed, you can find a copy of "The Talmud 
Unmasked, The Secret Rabbinical Teachings Concerning Chris- 
tians" by the Rev. I. B. Pranaitis. A copy of the original work 
printed in St. Petersburg, Russia in 1892 can be made available 
to you by our mutual friend if you are interested in reading the 
above passages in the original Hebrew text with their Latin 
translation. I trust my summaries correctly explain the original 
text. I believe they do. If I am in error in any way please be so 
kind as to let me know. It was very difficult to reduce them to 
short summaries. 

The National Conference of Christians and Jews need not 
scmtinize the "63 books" of the Talmud to discover all the anti- 
Christ, anti-Christian, and anti-Christian faith passages in the 
books which are "THE LEGAL CODE WHICH FORMS THE 
BASIS OF JEWISH RELIGIOUS LAW" and which is "m m m  BIS". F e y  
can also keep in mind that, as Rabbi Morris Kertzer also polnts 
out, as explained earlier, that "- 

GS TOO. . .IN. . . m U P  DISCUSSION OF TAL- 
MUD BEFORE EVENING PRAYER." If the National Confer- 
ence of Christians and Jews are genuinely interested in 
"interfaith" and "brotherhood" do you not think, my dear Dr. 
Goldstein, that they should compel a start at once to expunge 
from the Talmud the antiChrist, anti-Christian and anti-Chris- 
tianity passages from the Talmud in the "brotherly" way they ex- 
punged passages from the New Testament? Will you ask them? 

Throughout the world the Oxford English Dictionary is ac- 
cepted as the most authoritative and authentic source for infor- 
mation on the origin, definition and use of words in the English 
language. Authorities in all fields everywhere accept the Oxford 
English Dictionary as the most trustworthy fountain of enlight- 
enment on all phases of the English language. The Oxford En- 
glish Dictionary brings out clearly that "Judaist" and "Judaic" 
are the correct forms for the improper and incorrect misused 
and misleading "Jew" and "Jewish". You will agree completely 
with the Oxford English Dictionary if you consider the matter 
carefully. "Judaist" and "Judaic" are correct. "Jew" and 
"Jewish" are incorrect. "Jew" and Jewish do not belong in the 
English language if the use of correct words is of interest to the 
English-speaking peoples. 

The so-called or self-styled "Jews" cannot truthfully describe 
themselves as "Jews" because they are not in any sense 
"Judeans". They can correctly identify themselves by their reli- 
gious belief if they so wish by identifying themselves as 
"Judaists". A "Judaist" is a person who professes so-called 
"Judaism" as his religious belief, according,to the Oxford En- 
glish Dictionary. The origin of "Jew" has not its roots in 
"Judaism", as explained. The adjective form of "Judaist" is 
"Judaic". "Jewish" as an adjective is just as incorrect as "Jcw" 
is as a noun. "Jewish" has no reason to exist. 

Well-planned and well-financed publicity by so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" in English-speaking countries in the 18th, 19th 
and 20th centuries created a wide acceptance and use for 
"Jewish". "Jewish" is being used today in many ways that are 
no less fantastic and grotesque than incorrect and inaccurate. 
"Jewish" is used today to describe everything from "Jewish 
blood", whatever that may be, to "Jewish Rye bread", strange 
as that may sound. The many implications, inferences and in- 
nuendoes of "Jewish" today resulting from its commercial uses 
beggar description. 

At the 1954 annual meeting of the St. Paul Guild in the Plaza 
Hotel in New York City before more than 1000 Catholics, a 
Roman Catholic priest who was the main speaker and the guest 
of honor referred to "my Jewish blood". It just happens that this 



priest was born a so-called or self-styled "Jew" in eastern Eu- 
rope and was converted to Catholicism there about 25 years ago. 
It seems unique that a priest who has professed Catholicism that 
length of time should mention "my Jewish blood" to Catholics. 
The radio blasts and the outdoor signs blazon "Levy's Jewish 
Rye Breadn, in the same city at the same time. Between these 
two extremes are countless other products and other services 
which advertize themselves in print, on radio and television, as 
"Jewish". 

This priest who talks to Catholics about "my Jewish blood" 
when he addresses audiences also refers to the "Jewish blood" 
of Mary, Holy Mother of Jesus, to the "Jewish blood" of the 
Apostles, and to the "Jewish blood" of the early Christians. 
What he means by "Jewish blood" mystifies those Catholics who 
hear him. They query "what is 'Jewish blood' "? They ask 
what happens to "Jewish blood" when so-called or self-styled 
"Jews" are converted to Catholicism? And in the extreme case 
when a so-called or self-styled "Jew" becomes a Roman 
Catholic priest? How is "Jewish blood" biologically different 
from the blood of persons who profess other religious faiths, 
they ask. It is hard for me to believe that there is anything bio- 
logically different which determines characteristics typical of a 
specific religious belief. Are the inherent racial and national 
characteristics determined by religious dogma or doctrine? 

The word "Jewess" raises a similar question. If "Jewess" is 
the female for the male "Jew" I must admit that I have been un- 
able to find female'as well as male designations for persons pro- 
fessing any religious belief other than so-called "Judaism". Are 
there any other that you know? I have searched for the female 
of Catholicism, Protestanism, Hindu, Moslem, and others but 
without success. It seems very popular now to refer to Mary, 
Holy Mother of Jesus, as a "Jewess". It does seem unrealistic 
to identify the sex of members of any religious belief by ap- 
propriate designations. If the word "Jew" is regarded as de- 
scriptive of a race or a nation, as is often the case, it is equally 
unrealistic to indicate the sex of members of a race or a nation 
by a suffix used for that purpose. I know of no case in that re- 

spect except "Negress", and the Negro race strongly objects to 
the use of that designation, and strongly. 

Another word is creating more problems among Christians. I 
refer to "Judeo-Christian". You see it more and more day by 
day. Based on our present knowledge of history, and on good 
sense applied to theology, the term "Judeo-Christianw presents a 
strange combination. Does "Judeo" refer to ancient 
"Pharaism", or to "Talmudism", or to so-called "Judaism"? In 
view of what we know today, how can there be "Judeo-Chris- 
tian" anything? Based upon what is now known "Judeo-Chris- 
tian" is as unrealistic as it would be to say anything is "hot- 
cold", or "old-young", or "heavy-light", or that a person was 
"healthy-sick", or "poor-rich", or "dumb-smart", or "ignorant- 
educated", or "happy-sad". These words are antonyms, not 
synonyms. "Judeo-Christian" in the light of incontestible facts 
are also antonyms, not synonyms as so-called or self-styled 
"Jews" would like Christians to believe. More sand for Chris- 
tian's eyes. 

An "Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies" has been estab- 
lished by Seton Hall University. It is actually a "one-man In- 
stitute". Father John M. Oesterreicher is the "one-man Insti- 
tute". the "Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies" occupies a 
small office in a down-town office building in Newark, N.J. 
This "one-man Institute", according to their literature, has no 
faculty except Father Oesterreicher, and no students. Father 
Oesterreicher was born a so-called or self-styled "Jew" and be- 
came a convert to Catholicism. I have had the pleasure of 
hearing him talk on many occasions. Addresses by Father 
Oesterreicher and literature by mail are the principal activities of 
the "institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies". Father Oesterreicher 
also plans to publish books and circulate them throughout the 
world, in large quantities. 

Father Oesterreicher leaves no stones unturned to convince 
Catholics that "Judaeo-Christian" is a combination of two words 
that are synonyms theologically. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. Father Oesterreicher impresses that viewpoint upon 
his Catholic audiences. Father Oesterreicher talks to Catholic 



audiences only, so far as I am able to tell. In his addresses Fa- It is disgraceful to watch the Christian clergy take up the use 
I of the word "anti-Semitism". Thev should know better. They ther ~esterreicher impresses upon Catholics the opinion he per- 

sonally holds on the question of the dependence of the 
Christian faith upon so-called "Judaism". His audiences 
depart Father Oesterreicher's addresses very much confused. 

It would make better Catholics out of Father Oesterreicher's 
audiences if he would "sell" Jesus and the Catholic Church 
rather than try to "sell" so-called "Judaism" to his audiences. 
Well-planned and well-financed publicity by so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" manages to keep Christians well informed on the 
subject of so-called "Judaism". If Father Oesterreicher would 
concentrate upon "selling" Jesus and the Christian faith to audi- 
ences of so-called or self-styled "Jews" he would be doing more 
towards realizing the objective of Christian effort. The activi- 
ties of this "one-man Institute" are somewhat of a deep mystery. 
But I am certain that Monsignor McNulty will never allow the 
"Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies" to bring discredit upon 
the fine record of Seton Hall as one of the foremost Catholic 
universities anywhere. But it will bear watching, and Mon- 
signor McNulty will always appreciate constructive comment. 

The word "anti-Semitism" is another word which should be 
eliminated from the English language. "Anti-Semitism" serves 
only one purpose today. It is used as a "smear word". When 
so-called or self-styled "Jews" feel that anyone opposes any of 
their objectives they discredit their victim by applying the word 
"anti-Semiticw through all the channels they have at their com- 
mand and under their control I can speak with great authority 
on that subject. Because so-called or self-styled "Jews" were 
unable to disprove my public statements in 1946 with regard to 
the situation in Palestine, they spent millions of dollars to 
"smear" me as an "anti-Semitew hoping thereby to discredit me 
in the eyes of the public who were very much interested in what 
I had to say. Until 1946 I was a "little saint" to all so-called or 
self-styled "Jews". When I disagreed with them publicly on 
the Zionist intentions in Palestine I became suddenly "anti- 
Semite No. 1".  

know that "anti-Semitism" is a mekingless word in the sense it 
is used today. They know the correct word is "Judaeophobe". 
"Anti-Semite" was developed into the "smear-word" it is today 
because "Semite" is associated with Jesus in the minds of Chris- 
tians. Christians are accessories in the destruction of the Chris- 
tian faith by tolerating the use of the smear-word "anti-Semiticw 

to silence $v the most intolerable forms of persecution emplov- 
ine that smear-word Christians who oppose and oppose the evil 
conspirators. 

[END QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENTI 

Dharma, thank you for days of very diligent work and long 
hours at the keyboard. We can finish this subject material in the 
morning for you are weary and I need to be at other tasks. 
There is much to be monitored on your place during these criti- 
cal hours. Let us pray that sanity prevails for if we have a bit 
more time we can bring a lot of persons into consciousness of 
the plight in which they have mired themselves through the vi- 
cious intent of the few who would be Kings. Of course, the 
would-be Kings know it also and that is one reason for the push 
into all-out war so that a confrontation is precipitated before it 
can be averted through diplomacy. Your troops are weary and 
frustrated while waiting and waiting in the desert sands and 
endless hours. This too, has been planned to wear them down 
and make them ready for just to get it over with and 
hopefully, home again. It must be obvious that "Peace" will 
have to be insured through military force-so, who wins? 

Good night and may peace go within as we move along upon 
this journey. Salu. 



CHAPTER 2 

TODAY'S WATCH 

Let us move right on with our Journal for the best and quickest 
way to end this holocaust is to bring unto you ones TRUTH of 
who and how it is that you are in this situation. Then, if ye wish 
and come together again into the laws of God ye shall be deliv- 
ered out of this lie. Dear ones, Satan has removed the portion 
of Truth from your prophecies which condemn you and you 
have seen it not. That is WHY no-one save the ones given to 
bring Truth unto you have seen it as it is--you try to decipher 
something as "Heavenly" from something which was written by 
greedy, terroristic MEN. 

This is why, now, we must pull together the Truth of that which 
has come about in order that you can recognize of it and change 
of it--OR, allow it to proceed into Armageddon's final altar of 
death and sacrifice--UNTO SATAN--NOT UNTO GOD. The 
"Sacred Clown" (Heyoka-'Sioux') has had his fling upon your 
planet and you have all allowed him to make the fool of you. If 
you would but awaken and come back within the Laws of God 
(Wakan Tanka) and rebalance that which ye have put into disar- 
ray--ye could give your wondrous species again into lighted ra- 
diance for the generations which would follow. 

Do you not see that the politicians of the Zionists are inch by 
inch devouring your very existence? Yes, whether or not you 
wish to believe of it--THIS IS THAT WHICH IS THE ANTI- 
CHNST COMES TO ABSORB AND DESTROY THAT 
WHICH HE NO LONGER NEEDS. FURTHER, THIS IS 

KNOWING TkE TRUTH OF E V f U  SET YE FREE 
FOR YOU WILL DEMAND THAT THE SUBTFWTJGE 
CEASE AND THE BEAST BE REVEALED. EVIL CANNOT 
STAND IN THE L I G W  OF TRUTH AND THUS, 
WOULD FALL! DO YOU NOT FURTHER SEE THAT 
THERE IS NOTHING IWOWAKAN' (SUPERNATURAL) 

ABOUT ANY OF THIS CIRCUMSTANCE--IT HAS BEEN 
THE LIARS "FROM THE BEGTNNING" WJ3O HAVE 
DUPED YOU INTO GIVING UNTO THEM YOUR VERY 
SOULS! THUSLY YOU HAVE COME INTO SATAN'S 
TRAP OF THE PHYSICAL DIMENSION AND HE HAS IM- 
PRISONED YOU TO THE PHYSICAL ASPECT OF YOUR 
WONDROUS JOURNEY. MAY THE GREAT SPIRIT SEE 
FIT TO GIVE YOU INSIGHT FOR IT MUST BE OBVIOUS 
THIS DAY THAT YOUR NATIONS WHICH YOU CALL 
HOLY ARE NOT AND YOUR LEADERS ARE BUT PUP- 
PETS OF THE MASTERS OF DECElT AND YOU ARE THE 
PAWNS! SO BE IT. 

Dharma, allow us to finish the letter to Dr. Goldstein for if man 
cannot come into knowledge of this Truth as others have ef- 
forted to give unto him--so that NOW THERE IS PROOF IN 
YOUR OWN DMENSION OF ASPECT, THEN WE MUST 
Mnm. ON AS TO THAT WHICH THE PEOPLE OF GOD . - --. --- - - --- - 
CAN DO IN PREPARATION FOR THE REMNANT--MAN 
WIU HAVE FREE-WILL OF ACTION UNTO THE VERY 
FNnTNG OF TWIS EXPERIENCE AND THEN WlLL BE 
-A . - - . - - - - - - - - 

DECIDED--THE FINAL ACT OF THE PLAY 

You of human ssIfkppointed God-judges have pronounced 
over the sacred psople of God, the ancient 'natives' of your 
workl, that they are Pagan and you must denounce them and 
destroy them--WHY? Because the Anti-Christ knew that if you 
would come into the Truth and balance as projected by those 
great teachers-HE WOULD BE ANNIHILATED. So you 
have turned from the Red Road and unto the darkness of the 
lies and the liar who romps down the Black Road-doing that 
which is only physical in experience while the Spirit withers in 
its confines of non-balance and disharmony. Do not think for 
one moment longer that there wiU be a lovely RAPTURE and 
ti@-o_ff of a planet overfilled wiih h u m s  to whisk ye of dark- 
ness and iU-intent into some cozy hogan in the sky with cvstal 
streets and rainbow lights. THOSE ARE ASSEMBLED FOR 
THE PEOPLE OF WD-"THAT" IS THE PLUM OF THE 
"RED ROAD OF TRUTH". YOU IUVE BEEN LIED TO 
AND THAT WHICH HAS BEEN WRITTEN AND VOTED 



[QUOTING CONTINUED:] 

It no doubt grieves you as much as it grieves me, my dear 
Dr. Goldstein, to see our nation's moral standards sink to new 
all-time lows day by day. Of that there is very little doubt. The 
moral standards of this nation in political, economic, social and 
spiritual fields are the factors which de- the position we 
will occupy in world affairs. We will be judged on that basis 
from afar by the.other 94% of the world's total population. Our 
6% of the world's total population will succeed or fail in its ef- 
forts to retain world leadership by our moral standards bec 
U e  las . . .  ause 

t analysis thev influence the m s  and acbvlQes 
the. The m o d  Stenslards are the crucible in which the 
nnaion's character is refined and moulded. m e  end product 
UII rbe never It is some- 
thing to think about. 

There is much for which this Christian country can still feel 
very proud. But there is also much for which we cannot feel 
proud. A correct diagnosis of our nation's rapidly deteriorating 
moral standards in all walks of life will reveal the cause as the 
nation's current psychosis to concentrate primarily on how to (1) 
"make rn money" and (2) "have rn fun". How many per- 
sons do you personally know who include among their daily du- 
ties service and sacrifice in the defense against its enemies of 
that priceless birthright which is the God-given heritage of all 
those blessed to be born American? What services? What sac- 
rifices? 

With very few exceptions this generation seems to regard ev- 
erything as secondary to our accountability to unborn genera- 
tions for our generation's breach of the faith and betrayal of our 
trust to posterity. The sabotage of our nation's moral standards 
is more incidental to the program of that inimical conspiracy 
than accidental in the continued march of mankind towards an 
easier existence. The guidance and control of this nation's place 
in history has gravitated by default into the hands of those per- 
sons least worthy of the trusteeship. This notable achievement 
by them is their reward for their success in obtaining effective 
and numerous Christian "male prostitutes" to "front" for them. 
Too many of these efficacious Christian "male prostitutes" are 
scattered throughout the nation in public affairs for the security 
of the Christian faith and the nation's political, social and eco- 
nomic stability. 

A "male prostitute" is a male who offers the faculties of his 
anatomy from the neck up for hire to anyone who will pay his 
"asking price" exactly as the female of the same species offers 
the facilities of her anatomy from the neck down to anyone who 
will pay her "asking price". Thousands of these pseudo-Chris- 
tian "male-prostitutes" circulate freely unrecognized in all walks 
of life proudly pandering pernicious propaganda for pecuniary 
profit and political power. They are the "dog in the manger". 
The corroding effect of their subtle intrigue is slowly but surely 
disintegrating the moral fibre of the nation. This danger to the 
Christian faith cannot be overestimated. This peril to the nation 
should not be underestimated. The Christian clergy must remain 
alerted to it. 

The international "crime of crimes" of all history, that repre- 
hensible iniquity in which this nation played the major role, was 
committed in Palestine almost totally as a result of the interfer- 
ence of the United States in the situation on behalf solely of the 
Zionist world-wide organization with its headquarters in New 
York City. The interference of the United States in that situa- 
tion on behalf of the aggressors illustrates the power by the 
"male prostitutes" fearlessly functioning on behalf of the Zionist 
conspirators. It is the blackest page in our history. 



The responsibility for that un-Christian, non-Christian and 
anti-Christian "cause" can be honestly deposited on the door- 
step of the Christian clergy. They must assume the full guilt for 
that inhuman and unholy crime committed in the name of Chris- 
tian "charity". Sunday after Sunday, year in and year out, the 
Christian clergy dinned into the ears of 150,000,000 Christians 
who go to church regularly that Christians &regard it as their 

to support the Zionist conspiracy for the con- 
quest of Palestine. Well, we "sowed a WI - ,, 'nd", now we will 
"map a whirlwrnd . 

The 150,000,000 Christians in the United States were "high 
pressured" by the Christian clergy to give their unqualified sup- 
port to the Zionist program to "reDatrjateq' to their "- 
in Palestine the so-called or self-styled "Jews" in eastern Europe 
who were the descendants of the Khazars. Christians were ex- 
horted by the Christian clergy to regard the so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" in eastern Europe as God's "chosen peo~le"  and 
Palestine as their "bomised Land". But they knew better all the 
time. It was a case of ~ u ~ i d i t y  (cupidity: Eager desire for pos- 
sessions especially of wealth; avarice; greed.) NOT stuvidity 
you can be sure. 

As a direct result of the activities of the "male prostitutes" on 
behalf of the Zionist program, and contrary to all the interna- 
tional law, to justice and to equity, anything to the contrary 
notwithstanding, the 150,000,000 Christians in the United 
States, with few exceptions, demanded that the Congress of the 
United States use the prestige and the power of this nation, 
diplomatic, economic and military, to guarantee the successful 
outcome of the Zionist program for the conquest of Palestine. 
This was done and the Zionists conquered Palestine. We are re- 
sponsible. 

It is well established and an undeniable historic fact that the 
active participation of the United States in the conquest of Pales- 
tine, on behalf of the Zionists, was the factor responsible for the 
conquest of Palestine by the Zionists. Without the active par- 
ticipation of the United States on behalf of the Zionists it is cer- 
tain that the Zionists would never have attempted the conquest 

of Palestine by force of arms. Palestine today would be an in- 
dependent sovereign country under a form of government estab- 
lished by self-determination of the lawful and legal Palestinians. 
This was aborted by the payment of countless millions of dollars 
to Christian "male prostitutes" by Zionists on a scale difficult 
for the uninitiated to even imagine. 

With your kind permission anticipated, I beg to respectfully 
and sincerely now submit to you here my comments on several 
passages in your latest article which appeared in the September 
issue of the A.P.J. Bulletin under the headline "News and Views 
of Jews". Deep down in my heart, my dear Dr. Goldstein, I 
truly feel that I can make a modest contribution towards the big 
success I wish you in the valuable work you are attempting, un- 
der such discouraging handicaps. My reactions to what you 
state in your article may prove helpful to you. My comments 
here were conceived in that spirit. May I suggest that you favor 
them with your consideration accordingly. I feel that you may 
be so close to the "trees" that you cannot see the "forest" in its 
true perspective. You may find a genuinely sincere outsider's 
point of view helpful to you in orienting your.yesterday's atti- 
tudes to today's realities and to tomorrow's seemingly certain 
probabilities. I believe you will. 

You realize, my dear Dr. Goldstein, that all "Laws of Na- 
ture" are irrevocable. "Laws of Nature" can neither be 
amended, suspended or repealed regardless how we feel about 
them. One of these "Laws of Nature" is fundamentally the basic 
reason "WHY JEWS BECOME CATHOLICS', the subtitle in 
your article which attracted my attention. The "Law of Nature" 
to which I refer is the law that "TO EVERY ACTION THERE 
IS AN EOUAL AND OPPOSITE REACTION". In my re- 
spectful opinion that "Law of Nature" is the alpha and omega of 
all questions as to "WHY JEWS BECOME CATHOLICS". 

In your article you make this mystery sound very compli- 
cated. However, it really is very simple. The so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" who become Catholics today are subconsciously 
reacting to that "Law of Nature". The conversion to Catholi- 
cism of so-called or self-styled "Jews" is the "EOUAL AND 



llREAc7ZON OPPOSITE REA 
I t  N CTION". THEIR CONVERSION IS A 

OT AN 'MACTION". CAN YOU ANY 
LONGER DOUBT THAT AFTER READING THESE 
FACTS? 

Catholicism has proven itself spiritually the "EOUAL AND 
QPPOSlTE REACTIONn of the religious worship practised to- 
day under the name "Judaism", and prior to that name under the 
names "Talmudism" and "Pharisaism". What is spiritually con- 
spicuous in Catholicism is conspicuous by its absence in so- 
called "Judaism". What is spiritually conspicuous in so-called 
"Judaism" is conspicuous by its absence in Catholicism, thank 
God. Anything which may be said by anyone to the contrary 
notwithstanding, Catholicism and so-called "Judaism" are at the 
opposite extremes of the spiritual spectrum. 

Our subconscious mind never sleeps. It remains awake all 
the while the conscious mind is asleep. This subconscious mind 
of sc~called or self-styled "Jews" is "WHY JEWS BECOME 
CATHOLICS". The more spiritually sensitive subconscious 
minds of so-called or self-styled "Jews" for 2000 years have 
been seeking a spiritually secure beach-head as a refuge from 
the terror of the Talmud. After a lifetime breathing the atrno- 
sphere of the Talmud so-called or self-styled "Jews" found 
Catholicism a wholesome and refreshing change of spiritual cli- 
mate. They could not resist the spiritual force of the "m 
AND OPPOSITE REACTION" WHICH ATTRACTED THEM 
TO CATHOLICISM. 

Catholicism supplied a sacred sanctuary for the more spiritu- 
ally sensitive subconscious mind of the so-called or self-styled 
"Jew" seeking security in his escape from the Talmud. [H: 
Please understand that which is "inferred" herein regarding 
the Holy Catholic Church--for it was assumed that the one 
converting would fmd that which he was seeking in truth of 
Godness. However, what is actually found is collusion and 
total usurpation of the truth in favor of the same lie-the de- 
ception has been most insidious but effective indeed! ] [See 
Front Page story.] Before sailing into the safe port of Catholi- 
cism the subconscious mind of the more spiritually sensitive so- 

called or self-styled "Jew" is tossed like a ship in a storm which 
has lost its rudder. When the ship anchors safely in the port of 
Catholicism spiritual peace of mind is restored and the ship re- 
mains securely at anchor in that safe port. Many millions of so- 
called or self-styled "Jews" would embark upon that voyage of 
their more courageous co-religionists but for one reason. They 
fear reprisals by their co-religionists. 

In your article you mention just a few of the many penalties 
imposed by reactionary so-called or self-styled "Jews" upon 
their co-religionists who become converts to Catholicism. Con- 
version to Catholicism has even deprived many former so-called 
or self-styled "Jews" from earning their living. Many families 
faced starvation for that reason. A convert to Catholicism must 
be ready and willing to suffer the economic, social and political 
hardships his former co-religionists will make him pay as the 
price for the spiritual wealth he will acquire with conversion to 
Catholicism. 

Investigation by you will convince you that so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" never turn spiritually to Catholicism "BECAUSE 
SUCH WAS THE JEWISH RELIGION: BECAUSE SUCH IS 
THE CATHOLIC RELIGIOW, as you state in your article. A 
so-called or self-styled "Jew" might question the wisdom of 
conversion from the Original to a copy of the original. Inas- 
much as so-called "Judaism" is a modern name for 
"Talmudism". and "Talmudism is a name given ta the ancient 
practise of "~harisaism", how can you rec&cile what you state 
that ". . .SUCH WAS THE JEWISH RELIGION;. . .SUCH IS 

LIC RELIGION". 

Several so-called or self-styled "Jews" who were recently 
converted to Catholicism are my personal friends. Not one of 
those whom I have asked became a Catholic because they felt 
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IS THE JEWISH C-CH 

GLORIFIED", as you state in your article. What "- 
CHURCH" they ask me? I am unable to answer. What 
JEWISH CHURCH" I ask you? "Pharisaism"? "Talmudism"? 

Surely you would not venture the opinion that the Catholic 



Church is "Pharisaism" or "Talmudism" now "GLORIFIED" as 
Catholicism, would you? 

It must be quite apparent to you now that so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" who become converts to Catholicism do not be- 
lieve that the Catholic Church, as YOU state in vour article. "IS - . , - 
p IR DE- 

ENDANTS". They do not regard Jesus as a "e" to 
the Catholic Church.- You incfude Jesus with others you de- 
scribe as "JEWISH CONVERTS" to the Catholic Church, in 
your article. In your article you state, "FIRST CAME 
-". I never heard that designation 
before. Is it original? Nor will converted so-called or self- 
styled "Jews" concur at all with "THEN CAME THE APOS- 
TLES. ALL JEWS", as you also state in your article. There is 
unquestionably too big an area of disagreement here to disregard 
the views of those who have become converts to Catholicism. 
Nor can these converts to Catholicism be made to believe as 
truth "THEN CAME THE THOUSANDS OF THE FIRST 
MEMBERS OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. WHO WERE m, as you state in your article under discussion here. 

My dear Dr. Goldstein, as a former so-called or self-styled 
"Jew" for almost half your life, when you became a convert to 
Catholicism did you do so for the reasons you state in your arti- 
cle "WHY"? That would be 
difficult for me to believe in suite of the further statement YOU 
make in your article "-RE WOULD NOT HAW 
w 
JEWS". That statement appears incredible in view of incon- 
testible facts, but these facGmrnay not have been available to you 
when you made it. 

[EI: I believe the facts are quite obvious, in this instance, 
wherein vou have a man who has risen to &tion of influ- - - - - - - - - - - 

encing &e masses of people through a con&olled medii and 
he is simply a tool of the Zionist Elite who said: "A FIF- 
TE ENTH CENTURYo. 4.) As for what 
you say of their destroying your &ogues:' MAKE YOUR 
8 C Y  S CAN0 D 

M4Y DESTROY THEIR CHURCHES." You who continue to 
be deceived with the fads before Wine eyes shall reap the 
like rewards of thine ignorance by remaining in the trap 
whist the master-deceivers pull you all the way into the 
PIT!] 

If so-called or self-styled "Jews" believed what you state in 
your article they would undoubtedly prefer to stay put spiritually 
in their "JEWISH CHURCH", by which you mean no doubt so- 
called "Judaism". They would query why Catholics expected 
them to leave their "JEWISH CHURCH" to enter the Catholic 
Church (or any other 'church'). It might appear more logical to 
expect Catholics to return to the original of the Catholic Church, 
the "JEWISH CHURCH", or so-called "Judaism". On the basis 
of what you state, that would not be inconsistent. 

You take away my breath when you further state, " I M W  
JUDAISM". That leaves very little for me to say after writing 
these 62 pages of facts and comments. In a certain sense there 
is certain sense to what you state if you feel that the existence of 
so-called "Judaism", in the time of Jesus and since then, created 
the necessity for the existence of Catholicism. But in no sense 
can the Catholic Church be adjudicated the projection of 
"Pharisaism", "Talmudism", or so-called "Judaism". 

We should get together in person to go into this matter more 
fully. I hope you will extend that privilege to me in the not too 
distant future. In closing this letter I sincerely request that you 
bear in mind while reading this letter Galatim,4:16, "Am I 
therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?" 
And to this I add, "I hope not". I hope that we shall continue to 
be the very best of friends. If the Christian faith is to be res- 
cued from its dedicated enemies we must all join hands and form 
a "human life-line". We must pull together, not in different 
direction. We must "bury the hatchet" but not in each others 
heads. 

Looking forward with pleasant anticipation to the delight of a 
meeting with you in person whenever you find it convenient and 



agreeable for yourself, and awaiting your early reply for which I 
take this opportunity to thank you in advance, and with best 
wishes for your continued good health and success, please be- 
lieve me to be, 

Most respectfully and very sincerely, 
Benjamin H. Freedman. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I believe I will just leave you with this to ponder at this point. 

Try on for size, the moccasins that fit. The Christian Church in 
its lies unto the Native Americans in practice of that Christ pro- 
jected action in every facet of the lie has driven thousands into 
confusion and ridicule of that very thing you attempted to bring 
unto them--or did you? It is fact and TRUTH from onset that 
your antecedants intended to defraud them and "save them" 
from that which was balanced and harmonious within the Truth 
of God and Planet and mold them into your own sickness. You 
have a long way to go, those of you who CALL yourselves 
"CHRISTIANS", for it is long since you acted as "CHRISTED" 
beings. Ponder it for the time of confrontation is upon you and 
the choosing and sorting is under way--NOW! 

In deference to you ones who will pick this material to pieces 
with toothpicks and magnifying glasses--ah, would that all of 
you would make such effort to find the proof and confirmation-- 
please realize that we have utilized another's material and I 
give great honor and would not change it. I will make com- 
ments and if a thing be in gross error I will most surely change 
of it--otherwise, it is given that you might SEE THE TRUTH 
AS PRESENTED IN YOUR DIMENSION BY YOUR 
OWN HISTORIANS. 

CHAPTER 3 

ANOTHER REMINDER OF 
WHO ARE THE ENEMY 

Editor's note: The following writing is a reprint from p. 57 of 
the 11/29/94 CONTACT. It is a thought-provoking look at the 
current "Communist" goals as presented to the Congress of the 
United States in 1963. Read it and weep! 

POLITICALLY CORRECT? 

I am here accused of being "politically" incorrect in the way I 
present my speeches to persons with whom I disagree on matters 
of Truth and spirituality. What in the world do you mean? I am 
amused that simple language terminology according to dic- 
tionary or Biblical definement are not sufficient to keep the law- 
suits from the door. Does calling a shovel a "spaden or a 
"scoop implement" or a "digging device" make it more a 
"shovelw--or less? This is what has happened to all your foun- 
dational communications resources. A "thing" in description at 
one time is not THE description at another time. For instance, 
when I said that the "swine" who would keep information of 
Russell from the public, etc.--it was immediately assumed and 
accepted as totally degrading in that I was calling those people, 
there, pigs. I was referring to the symbolic message of "casting 
pearls before swine and being trampled beneath the feet of.. . ." 
Further, without specifics as to identification of "who", it was 
immediately established by the receivers as to "who" it "must" 
be. Was it accepted by the "correct individuals"? Possibly, but 
then, if shoes fit I always suggest they be worn if suitable. 

If I were to call someone, say Georgeo Greenspanus, an 
"...ignorant, stupid substitute for a human who is a bore and an 
airhead who is a failure, spacey and dishonestw--would he likely 
be furious with me? What if I refer to him as a "Knowledge- 
base nonpossessor, cerebrally challenged, heifem who is a cere- 



bro-atmospheric individual who is incompletely successful, 
somewhat differently focused and ethically disoriented?" What 
if I refer to a "Black" or "Hispanic" as "melanin saturated" or a 
"White" as "melanin deficient"? What if 1 refer to a bald man 
as "fallicularly challenged"? Or, a short man as "vertically 
challenged"? Or, a fat person as "horizontally challenged"? 
The facts ARE: it would become amusing, politically correct 
and no-body would know what in the heck I said. Isn't it true 
anymore that "Racist" actually means a politically correct way 
of saying " I disagree with you"? My "thanks" for the explicit 
definitions used above to Henry Beard and Christopher Cerf 
who have presented The Oficial Correct Dictionary and Hand- 
book (Villard Books, $10). A small smattering of the contents 
have been forwarded to me from Mr. Tips whom I also thank 
for sharing. 

What point could I be making here in the middle of "thought" 
discussions as associated with reality and illusion and the mani- 
festation of either? Simple--you are trained continually to per- 
ceive EXACTLY that which is intended to disorient you and all 
your perceptions relative to "what IS". 

"Oh", you say, "now we are going to get the anti-Semite poking 
and the Communist intent to take the nations of the world." 
Well, GOOD FRIENDS, the Semites are NOT the Khazarian 
so-called Jews and the so-called "Jews" in reference ARE the 
ones who established and continue the Communist regime so 
you take your druthers while I offer a thought-provoking (I 
hope) look at something from your Congressional Record, 
Thursday, January 10, 1963. I don't believe I need make com- 
ment at all for even if you are "POLlTICALLY CORRECT" 
you may yet be able to see the intent of the handwriting on the 
walls of your globe. 

[QUOTING:] 

CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS 
EXTENSION OF REMARKS 

OF 
HON. A.S. HERLONG, JR. 

of Florida 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, January 10,1963 

Mr. HERLONG: Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia Nordman of 
De Land, Fla., is an ardent and articulate opponent of Commu- 
nism and until recently published the De Land Courier, which 
she dedicated to the purpose of alerting the public to the dangers 
of Communism in America. 

At Mrs. Nordman's request, I include in the RECORD, un- 
der unanimous consent, the following "Current Communist 
Goals", which she identifies as an excerpt from The Naked 
Communist, by Cleon Skousen: 

CURRENT (19631 COMMUNIST GOALS 

1. U.S. acceptance of co-existence as the only alternative to 
atomic war. 

2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to engaging in 
atomic war. 

3. Develop the illusion that total disarmament by the United 
States would be a demonstration of moral strength. 

4. Permit free trade between all nations regardless of Com- 
munist affiliation and regardless ofwhether or not items could 
be used for war. 

5. Extension of long-term loans to Russian and Soviet satel- 
lites. 

6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Commu- 
nist domination. 

7. Grant recognition of Red China. Admission of Red China 
to the U.N. 



8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite 
of Khrushchev's promise in 1955 to settle the German question 
by free elections under supervision of the U.N. 

9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests because the 
United States has agreed to suspend tests as long as negotiations 
are in progress. 

10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the 
T T N ~  -.-.. 

11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind. If its 
charter is rewritten, demand that it be set up as a one-world 
government with its own independent armed forces. (Some 
Communist leaders believe the world can be taken over as easily 
by the U.N. as by Moscow. Sometimes these two centers com- 
Pete with each other as they are now doing in the Congo.) I 
think most of you can name several places around your 
globe even more evident as example--TODAY.] 

12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party. 
13. Do away with all loyalty oaths. 
14. Continue giving Russia access to the U.S. Patent Office. 
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in the United 

States. 
16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic 

American institutions by claiming their activities violate civil 
rights. 

17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission 
belts for socialism and current Communist propaganda. Soften 
the curriculum. Get control of teachers' associations. Put the 
party line in textbooks. 

18. Gain control of all student newspapers. 
19. Use student riots to foment public protests against pro- 

grams or organizations which are under Communist attack. 
20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of book-review assign- 

ments, editorial writing, policymaking positions. 
21. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and motion 

pictures. 
22. Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all 

forms of artistic expression. An American Communist cell was 
told to "eliminate all good sculpture from parks and buildings. 
substitute shapeless, awkward and meaningless forms." 

23. Control art critics and directors of art museums. "Our 
plan is to promote ugliness, repulsive, meaningless art." 

24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them 
"censorship" and a violation of free speech and free press. 

25. Break down cultural standards of morality by promot- 
ing pornography and obscenity in books, magazines, motion 
pictures, radio, and TV. 

26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as 
"normal, natural, healthy". 

27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with 
"social" religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need 
for intellectual maturity which does not need a "religious 
crutch". 

28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in 
the schools on the ground that it violates the principle of 
"separation of church and state". 

29. Discredit the American Consn'mtion by calling it inade- 
quate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern needs, a hin- 
drance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis. 

30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them 
as selfish aristocrats who had no concern for the "common 
man". 

31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the 
teaching of American history on the ground that it was only a 
minor part of the "big picture". Give more emphasis to Russian 
history since the Communists took over. 

32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized con- 
trol over any part of the culture--education, social agencies, 
welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc. 

33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the 
operation of the Communist apparatus. 

34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activi- 
ties. 

35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI. 
36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions. 
37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business. 
38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to 

social agencies. Treat all behavioral problems as psychiatric 
disorders which no one but psychiatrists can understand or treat. 



39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental 
health laws as a means of gaining coercive control over those 
who oppose Communist goals. 

40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promis- 
cuity and easy divorce. 

41. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the neg- 
ative influence of parents. Attribute prejudices, mental blocks 
and retarding of children to suppressive influence of parents. 

42. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are 
legitimate aspects of the American tradition; that students and 
special-interest groups should rise up and use united force to 
solve economic, political or social problems. 

43. Overthrow all colonial governments before native popu- 
lations are ready for self-government. 

44. Internationalize the Panama Canal. 
45. Repeal the Connally reservation so the United States can- 

not prevent the World Court from seizing jurisdiction over na- 
tions and individuals alike. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

So now let's look at those old Protocols in the "short" form: 

[QUOTING:] 

LETTERS AND PROTOCOLS 
OF ZION ELDERS 

From the Revue des e d e s  Juives, published in 1889, is 
again presented for you who may not have prior writings or a 
copy of this document: 

Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have received your let- 
ter in which you tell us of the anxieties and misfortunes which 
you are enduring. We are pierced by as great pain to hear it as 
yourselves. 

The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the following: 

1. As for what you say that the King of France obliges you 
to become Christians: do it, since you cannot do otherwise, but 
let the law of Moses be kept in your hearts. 

2. As for what you say about the command to despoil you of 
your goods [the law was that on becoming converted, Jews gave 
up their possessions]: make your sons merchants, that little by 
little they may despoil the Christians of theirs. 

3. As for what you say about their making attempts on your 
lives: make your sons doctors and apothecaries, that they may 
take away Christians' lives. 

4. As for what you say of their destroying your synagogues: 
make your sons canons and clerics in order that they may de- 
stroy their churches. 

5. As for the many other vexations you complain of: arrange 
that your sons become advocates and lawyers, and see that they 
always mix themselves up with the affairs of State, in order that 
by putting Christians under your yoke you may dominate the 
world and be avenged on them. 

6. Do not swervefrom this order that we give you, because 
you will find by experience that, humiliated as you are, you will 
reach the actuality of power. 

Signed V.S.S.V.F.F., Prince of the Jews, 21st Caslue 
(November), 1489. 

In the year 1844, on the eve of the Jewish Revolution of 
1848, Benjamin Disraeli, whose real name was "israel", and 
who was a "damped", or baptised Jew, published his novel, 
Coningshy, in which occurs this ominous passage: 

"The world is governed by very different personages from 
what is imagined by those who are not behind the scenes." 

And he went on to show that these personages were all Jews. 

Now that Providence has brought to the light of day these se- 
cret Protocols all men may clearly see the hidden personages 
specified by Disraeli at work "behind the scenes" of all the 
Governments.. . . 



Prague, 1869 

1. Every hundred years, We, the Sages of Israel, have been 
accustomed to meet in Sanhedrin in order to examine our 
progress towards the domination of the world which Jehovah has 
promised us, and our conquests over the enemy--Christianity. 

2. This year, united over the tomb of our reverend Simeon- 
ben-Ihuda, we can state with pride that the past century has 
brought us very near to our goal, and that this goal will be very 
soon attained. 

3. Gold always has been and always will be the irresistible 
power. Handled by expert hands it will always be the most use- 
ful lever for those who possess it, and the object of envy for 
those who do not. With gold we can buy the most rebellious 
consciences, can fix the rate of all values, the current price of 
all products, can subsidise all State loans, and thereafter hold 
the states at our mercy. 

4. Already the principal banks, the exchanges of the entire 
world, the credits of all the governments, are in our hands. 

5. The other great power is THE PRESS. By repeating 
without cessation certain ideas, the Press succeeds in the end in 
having them accepted as actualities. The Theatre renders us 
analogous services. Everywhere the Press and the Theatre obey 
our orders. (There were no "radio" or "TV" at the time.) 

6. By the ceaseless praise of DEMOCRATIC RULE we 
shall divide the Christians into political parties; we shall destroy 
the unity of their nations; we shall sow discord everywhere. 
Reduced to impotence, they will bow before the LAW OF OUR 
BANK, always united, and always devoted to our Cause. 

7. We shall force the Christians into wars by exploiting their 
pride and their stupidity. They will massacre each other, and 
clear the ground for us to put our own people into. 

8. The possession of the land has always brought influence 
and power. In the name of Social Justice and Equality we shall 
parcel out the great estates; we shall give the fragments to the 
peasants who covet them with all their powers, and who will 
soon be in debt to us by the expense of cultivating them. Our 
capital will make us their masters. We in our turn shall become 
the great proprietors, and the possession of the land will assure 
the power to us. 

9. Let us try to replace the circulation of gold with paper 
money; our chest will absorb the gold, and we shall regulate the 
value of the paper which will make us masters of all the posi- 
tions. 

10. We count among us plenty of orators capable of feigning 
enthusiasm and of persuading mobs. We shall spread them 
among the people to announce changes which should secure the 
happiness of the human race. By gold and by flattery we shall 
gain the proletariat which will charge itself with annihilating 
Christian capitalism. We shall promise workmen salaries of 
which they have never dared to dream, but we shall also raise 
the price of necessities so that our profits will be greater still. 

11. In this manner we shall prepare Revolutions which the 
Christians will make themselves and of which we shall reap the 
fruit. 

12. By our mockeries and our attacks upon them we shall 
make their priests ridiculous--then odious, and their religion as 
ridiculous and as odious as their clergy. Then we shall be mas- 
ters of their SOULS. For our pious attachment to our own reli- 
gion, to our own worship, will prove the superiority of our reli- 
gion and the superiority of our souls. 

13. We have already established our own men in all impor- 
tant positions. We must endeavor to provide the Goyim with 



lawyers and doctors; the lawyers are au courant with our inter- 
ests; doctors, once in the house, become confessors and direc- 
tors of consciences. 

14. But above all let us monopolize Education. By this 
means we spread ideas that are useful to us, and shape ideas 
that ore useful to us, and shape the children's brains as suits us. 

15. If one of our people should unhappily fall into the hands 
of justice amongst the Christians, we must rush to help him; find 
as many witnesses as he needs to save him from his judges, until 
we become judges ourselves. 

16. The monarchs of the Christian world, swollen with ambi- 
tion and vanity, surround themselves with luxury and with nu- 
merous armies. We shallfurnish them with all the money their 
folly demands, and so shall keep them in leash. 

17. Let us take care not to hinder the marriage of our men 
with Christian girls, for through them we shall get our foot into 
the most closely locked circles. If our daughters marry W H M  
they will be no less useful, for the children of a Jewish mother 
are ours. Let us foster the idea of free love, that we may de- 
stroy among Christian women attachment to the principles and 
practices of their religion. 

18. For ages past the sons of Israel, despised and persecuted, 
have been working to open up a path to power. They are hitting 
the mark. They control the economic life of the accursed Chris- 
t i m ;  their influence preponderates over politics and over man- 
ners. 

19. At the wished for hour, fixed in advance, we shall let 
loose the Revolution, which by ruining all classes of Christianity 
will dejnitely enslave the Christians to US. Thus will be ac- 
complished the promise of God made to His People. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I believe you are quite capable of evaluating "where you are" 
from measurement against the foregoing. You've come a long 
way, Baby! 

Now how does this come into your daily lives in such a way as 
to be able to discern and judge circumstances? For one thing 
you can get the information we have offered and STUDY it. 
Or, you can continue to wade through bits and pieces as pre- 
sented hither and yon and hopefully get enough to have a 
"picture" of that which is coming and has already come upon 
you. 

Antichrist Element Of S o c i a  



CHAPTER 4 

Sen. Jacob Javits' Aide 

Editor's note: The following is reprinted, most recently from p. 2 
of the 9/IO/% CONTACT. 

AS WE NOW RE-PRESENT THE ROSENTHAL INTER- 
VIEW PLEASE READ IT, SEE lT, HEAR IT AND THEN 
PERHAPS YOU WILL SEE WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE AS 
THE U.S. BECOMES THE EVIL BLACK-SHEEP OF THE 
PLANET. 

[QUOTING:] 

old Wallace Rosenthal interview. 1978) 

THAT DWARFS - 
(This is the most sensational 

manuscript of its kind.) 

by Walter White 

In a highly confidential interview with a Jewish administra- 
tive assistant to one of this nation's ranking senators, he said, "It 
is a marvel that the American people do not rise up and drive 
every Jew out of this country." 

The Jew, Mr. Harold Wallace Rosenthal, made this statement 
after admitting Jewish dominance in all significant national 
programs. He said, "We Jews continue to be amazed with the 

ease by which Christian Americans have f d e n  into our hands. 
While the naive Americans wait for Khrushchev to bury them, 
we have taught them to submit to our evev  demand. 

Asked how a nation could be captured without their knowing 
it, Mr. Rosenthal attributed this victory to absolute control of 
the medii. He boasted of Jewish control of ALL NEWS. 
Any newspaper which refused to acquiesce to controlled news 
was brought to its knees by withdrawing advertising. Failing in 
this, the Jews stop the supply of news print and ink. "It's a very 
simple matter," he stated. 

m: Hey, wait a minute-we are copying this verbatim so 
don't go off on the "same old kick" attack-YOU had better 
begin to pay attention! This interview in point was done in 
the late 1970s-todav vou are on the fourth day of Septem- 
ber, m! What hk-changed, except the no& HAS NOW 
STRANGLED YOU, THE WORLD.] 

Asked about men in high political office, Mr. Rosenthal said 
that no one in the last three decades has achieved any political 
power without Jewish approval. "Americans have not had a 
presidential choice since 1932. Roosevelt was our man; every 
president since Roosevelt has been our man." 

In a discussion about George Wallace, Mr. Rosenthal smiled 
and suggested that we note where Wallace stands today. 

When the U.S. foreign policy was mentioned, the bedroom 
confidence of the interview was all but set aside. With disdain 
and mockery he sneered at the American stupidity in failing to 
see through the entire scope of Kissingerls foreign policy. 
"It is Zionist-Communist policy @om beginning to end. Yet the 
citizens think this Jewish policy wiU bene$t America. " He 
cited "detente" and Angola as examples of Jewish diplomacy. 
The credulous nature of Americans drew only contempt from 
him. 

The interview continued on an almost omniscierit plane. "We 
Jews have put issue upon issue to the American people. Then 



we promote both sides of the issue as confusion reigns. With 
their eyes fixed on the issues, they fail to see who is behind ev- 
ery scene. We Jews toy with the American public as a cat toys 
with a mouse. " 

As the conversation went on into the late hours, one could 
sense that perhaps America deserves the reign of terror being 
plamed for her. The Jewish mind pits every ethnic group 
against the other. "The blood of the masses will flow as we 
wait for our day of world victory," Mr. Rosenthal said coldly. 

For hours after this incredible discussion, a sense of inade- 
quacy prevailed. Is it possible that another group of "human 
beings" could be so treacherous in spirit, so evil in intent? Yet, 
the words heard and the evidence at hand are real. Is it possible 
that the American people can remain docile, even while their 
life's blood is being drained from them? It seems so. 

WHAT DOES ALL THIS 
SAY TO US? 

Since what you have just read plus the lengthy interview that 
followed, Mr. Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age 29, the adminis- 
trative assistant to Senator Jacob K. Javits of New York was 
killed in an alleged sky-jacking attempt on an Israeli airliner 
in Istanbul, Turkey, August 12,1976. 

m: Oh yes, and by the way: THE MODE OF OPERA- 
TION OF THESE ISRAELI COUNTERFEITS IS TO PER- 
P E ~ T E  ATROCITIES WEIILE SETIWGUP THE 
BLAME ON THEIR ENEMIES, THE CHRISTIANS AND 
ARABS! IT ALWAYS HAPPENS FOR THERE IS NO 
CONSIDERATION FOR THEIR OWN KIND-ONLY 
WORLD DOMINATION. TBIS TYPE OF SELF-AFFLIC- 
TION IS FOUND IN EVERY KNOWN INCIDENT FOR 
THE PAST MANY CENTURIES. THESE ARE NOT 
"JEWISH"-LINEAGED PEOPLE-THESE ARE EVIL 
SERVANTS IN FULL BLOOM. YOU ARE THE FOOLED 
AND THE FOOLS!] 

It would appear that Mr. Rosenthal might have "talked too 
freely" because although four people were killed and some 30 
injured during the sky-jacking attempt, Rosenthal was not killed 
by a random bullet as were the others. From reports secured 
at the time, it seems amazing and strange that of all the people 
involved in this incident Mr. Rosenthal should have been fa- 
tally wounded. Meanwhile, I, Walter White, who conducted 
this confidential interview, can now state after much investiga- 
tion, expense and travel, that Harold Rosenthal was undoubtedly 
murdered at the Istanbul Airport, in what was to APPEAR as a 
hijacking--probably by his own people. 

We had no desire to hurt anyone and especially members of 
the Rosenthal family who had suffered enough in this tragedy. 
We corresponded with his mother and father in Philadelphia and 
his brother Mark David Rosenthal who is attending college in 
Northern California. In fact, it was he who advised me that 
Harold's friends in Washington had set up a memorial fund in 
Harold W. Rosenthal's name. He sent us a copy of "The 
Harold W. Rosenthal Fellowship in International Relations" 
American Jewish Committee, Washington Chapter, 818 - 18th 
Street, N. W. Washington, D.C. 20006. It lists some of the 
"who's-who" and the honorary Co-Chairmen are Vice President 
Walter F. Mondale and Senator Jacob K. Javits. Anybody 
else sick yet? Do you not see how "they" work in the after- 
math of their OWN atrocities from airliner crashes to wipe- 
out of fellow politicians and co-workers? They murder and 
then eulogize, build foundations, etc., and weep crocks of 
B.S. tears whiie Uley wear their beanie bonnets and run for 
re-election. Well, perhaps Clinton has no OTHER 
CHOICES??? But what of Dole, etc? The facts are the 
OTHERS are caught in just about as big a black-mail disad- 
vantage. You have become deathly sick citizens of a des- 
perately sick world and most of you don't even know you 
are terminally ill.] 

Out of respect, we decided to wait until a year had passed 
since the death of Harold Wallace Rosenthal so we delayed pub- 
lishing everything he gave us on that memorable day and 
evening. And as stated before, the interview was lengthy--as he 



seemed to enjoy pouring out this information--and at times it 
was broken--and went on into the evening. 

This writer and editor is not easily shocked but as this egotist 
Harold W. Rosenthal raved on and on I found so much of what 
he said actually horrifying--the actual betrayal of which he ad- 
mittedly was a part--and he appeared to gloat over the apparent 
success of a Jewish World Conspiracy. This, mind you, comes 
from an "administrative assistant" to one of our ranking Sena- 
tors, Jacob K. Javits of New York. 

What you are about to read should act as a WARNING to all 
non-Jews throughout the world. It hopefully should open the 
eyes of many who knew him in Washington government circles. 

It becomes indeed obvious that what he discloses is not fic- 
tion. It is not imagination! He was not pretending--as he spoke 
with knowledge and intelligence. Many things have been said 
and written about the one World Jewish Conspiracy but never 
has it been described so openly. It staggers the imagination. 
Their plans are shocking and many will be astonished at the con- 
tents of this document. NOTHING like it has ever been told be- 
fore. 

We prefer not to elaborate. You be the judge. 

Looking back to the time of this interview and having had 
time to analyze Harold Rosenthal's candidness, we are com- 
pelled to think of him as a conceited, boastful yet very knowl- 
edgeable person. I would classify him as an egotist and an ego- 
ist. At times his cruelty surfaced with a venom, especially as he 
describes the stupid Christians or "goys" as he so often referred 
to "us". This surprised me because the word "goy" is not in our 
language and he must have known this. His mind was thor- 
oughly immersed in the one-world plan of world Jewry. With 
arrogance, he boasted that the Jew's conquest of the world was 
almost complete--thanks to Christians' stupidity. 

When asked if he was a Zionist, Mr. R. replied: 

"That's a hell of a question! At the foundation of the issue is 
the traditional Zionist concept of aliyah, a Hebrew term meaning 
the 'in gathering' or return of Diaspora (dispersed Jews) Jews to 
the Palestine homeland. Ever since 1948 and the creation of the 
State of Israel, aliyah has become a basic imperative of Israeli 
government policy. " 

What is aliyah? Will you please spell it for me? He did so 
and we inquired as to the realistic meaning of aliyah. Mr. R. 
said: 

"It is a permanent physical migration to Palestine, not just a 
visit." 

We asked, what is Zionism? I've heard Jews define it as 
anything from permanent migration to financial and spiritual 
support of Israel from around the world. Mr. R. replied: 

"Our first leader, former Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion, 
said that Zionism without a 'return to Zion' is phony. Not many 
American Jews migrate permanently to Israel. Some say that all 
Jews, by definition, are Zionists. Others say that a Jew is not a 
Zionist unless he's a member who pays dues to an actively 
Zionist organization. Definitions have been tossed everywhere 
since the Jewish homeland became a reality." 

Millions of tax-exempt American dollars are sent to Israel 
yearly and we true Americans do not like this. Mr. R. replied: 

"The naive politicians in Washington are gullible. Most of 
them are not too bright so the powerful Jewish lobbyists influ- 
enced this practice years ago and there is no one strong enough 
to stop it. Some of that money is even returned to the United 
States and spent on Zionist propaganda efforts, much of it 
through the B'nai B'rith and the Conference of Jewish Organiza- 
tions and the World Jewish Congress. The Jewish Agency is a 
funding arm--a sort of body of B'nai B'rith officials. There is 
nothing wrong with sending American dollars to Israel tax-free 
so long as we are smart enough to get away with it. Let's re- 
verse this conversation for a minute. You made it clear and 



quite vociferously, that you don't like Jews. Why do you hate 
us? " 

Mr. Rosenthal, I do not hate anybody. I said I hate what the 
Jews are doing to us and especially as it relates to any and ev- 
erything related to Christianity. I hate their deceit, trickery, 
cunning, and their detestable dishonesty. Does that make me 
anti-semitic? If it does then I am anti-semitic!! 

"Anti-Semitism does not signify opposition to Semitism. 
There is no such thing. It is an expression we Jews use effec- 
tively as a smeirword--used to brand as a bigot like you 
guys-anyone who brings criticism against Jews. We use it 
against hate-mongers. " 

[H: It is certainly interesting to note that "out of the blue" 
Mr. Steven Horn against the Ekkers asked Doris "are you 
anti-Semitic?" Do you still think it is somehow just a battle 
of a "no-sale" item? He, further, presents writings such as 
THIS ONE as her opinion on Semitism-to the courts as if 
somehow being a writer makes her blind. People of the 
world-you are in serious, serious trouble.] 

It was made clear that I despised the Jews' corruptive influ- 
ence on our Christian culture--and on our properly Christ-ori- 
ented American way of life, to which Mr. R. said: 

"During Christ's time, the Jews were seeking a material and 
earthly kingdom but Christ offered the Jews a spiritual kingdom. 
This, they couldn't buy, so they rejected Jesus Christ and had 
him crucified. " 

What do you mean--had him crucified? Doesn't history 
prove that the Jews crucified Jesus Christ? To  which he an- 
swered: 

"Yes, I guess they did. I don't beat around the bush--but 
2,000 years ago your people would have done the same thing to 
a man who mistreated them as Christ did the Jews." 

You speak of Jesus Christ as merely a man. 

"That's all he was--a man who walked on the Earth like any 
other man and this myth about Christ rising from the dead and 
returning to Earth to visit with his disciples is a bunch of crap. 
The Jews who drove the Arabs out of Palestine did so to dis- 
prove Christ's mission for a spiritual kingdom. You see, instead 
of a leader who would make an empire for the Jews, your kind 
of people gave the Jews a peaceful preacher called Christ who 
instead of an eye-for-an-eye turns the other cheek. Rubbish! 
We are building and, in fact, have built an earthly empire 
without your kind and your disappointing Messiah." 

I can see that it is you and your kind who try to get Christ 
out of Christmas. I feel sorry for you. .. to which he quickly 
replied: 

"Don't give me that shit. I don't want your pity. I don't 
need it! Too many Jews do not have the guts to tell you how we 
live and plan, but I am not intimidated by anyone or anything. I 
know where I'm going." 

When asked why do Jews frequently change their names he 
said: 

"Jews are the most intelligent people in the world so if it ben- 
efits them to change their names they do so. That's all there is 
to it. They mix in your society which is plenty compt--SO 
while the Jews are benefiting themselves the dumb goy doesn't 
realize that these Jews with non-Jew names are non Jews. I 
know what you're thinking--about Jews in the government who 
use non-Jew names. Well, don't be concerned because in the 
foreseeable future there will be no Presidential power in the 
United States. The invisible government is taking strength 
in that direction." 

To your knowledge, are the Jews in Russia really persecuted 
or are they given any kind of freedom? To which he said: 



"Most Jews throughout the world--I'd say more than 9096, 
know what is really happening to our people. We have commu- 
nication uneaualled anpww.  It is only the jerks, the igno- 
rant and misinformed and degenerates who can find peace in 
your society--and you bastards hide your sins by donning 
sheep's clothing. You are the hypocrites--not the Jews, as you 
say and write about. To answer your question--in Russia, there 
are two distinct governments--one visible and the other invisible. 
The visible is made UP of different nationalities, whereas the 
invisible is composed of ALL JEWS. THE POWERFUL SO- 
VIET SECRET POLICE TAKES ITS ORDERS FROM THE 
INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT. There are about six-to-seven- 
million Communists in Soviet Russia, 50% are Jews and about 
50% gentile--but the gentiles are not trusted. The Communist 
Jews are united and trust each other, while the others spy on one 
another. About every five or six years the secret Jewish Board 
calls for the purge of the Party and many are liquidated. 

When asked "why"? he said: 

"Because they begin to understand too much the Jewish se- 
cret government. Russian Communists have a Secret Group 
Order which consists of Jews only. They rule over everything 
pertaining to the visible government. It was this powetful or- 
ganization that was responsible for the secret removal of the 
center of Communism to Tel Aviv from where all instructions 
now originate. 

Does our government and the United Nations have knowl- 
edge of this? He replied: 

"The United Nations is nothing but a trapdoor to the Red 
World's immense concentration camp. W e  pretty much 
control the U.N." 

When asked why the Communists destroy the middle class or 
educated and their entire families when they invade a country 
Mr. R. replied: 

"It is an established rule to destroy all members of pre-ex- 
isting government, their families and relbtives, but never Jews. 

destrov all members o f  the a-e police. annv offi- 
cers and their families but never Jews. You see, we know 
when a government begins to search for the Communists 
within its borders-they are really altempting to uncover Jews 
in their area. We're not fooled! The invisible rulers in the 
Communist countries have a world control over the pmpa- 1 ganda and the governments in fn. countries. We control ev- 

1 ery media of expression including newspapers, magazines, ra- 
dio and television. EVEN YOUR MUSIC! We censor the 

i songs released for publication long before they reach the pub- 
I lishers. Before lone we will have COMPLETE CONTROL OF 
I YOUR THINKlNG~'' 
I 

The way you boast, if this is true, it is frightening to think 
about our future, and that of Christianity, to which Mr. R. said: 

I 
I 
I 
I "THERE WILL BE A FORCED CLASS WARFARE HERE 
1 IN THE UNITED STATES AND MANY WILL BE LZQUI- 
I DATED. YOU WlLL UNQUESTIONABLY BE AMONG 

THEM. THE JEWS WILL NOT BE ZiWWED. I'M NOT 
I BOASTING! I'M GIVING YOU THE FACTS! AND IT IS 

TOO LATE FOR YOUR CHRISTIAN FOLLOWERS TO PUT 
I UP A DEFENSE. THAT TIME IS W N G  PAST. LONG, 

LONG A W  W E  HAD TO BECOME THE AGGRESSORS!! 
I THAT IS UNDOUBTEDLY ONE OF OUR GREAT PUR- 
I POSES IN LIFE. W E  AZUZ THE AGGRESSORS!! BE- 

CAUSE YOU STOLE YOUR PRETENDED RELIGIOUS BE- 
LIEFS FROM OUR TALMUD. " 

After reminding him that we thought he was intelligent but 
now realize that he doesn't know what he was talking about he 
replied: 

"Judaism is the uneaualled culture, with nothing, nothing 
anywhere in the world to compare with it. Your so-called 
Christianity is an out-growth of Judaism. The cultural and intel- 
lectual influence of Judaism is felt throughout the entire world-- 
yes, throughout civilization. " 



Asked whether he thought we faced a problem eventually 
with the Blacks because of their startling population increase he 
said that the Blacks are helping to serve "our purpose" which 
might mean several things. 

We discussed the Black "invasion" of city, county and state 
jobs and their prominence now in television. Also how ridicu- 
lous it is for the Blacks to become converted to Jews--like 
Sammy Davis for instance. Mr. R. replied: 

"That doesn't mean anything. We know that a Black cannot 
become a Jew and that Sammy Davis is still Black. It may have 
been to his advantage to become converted. In reality he still 
remains a nigger and not a Jew." 

I told him of my indepth study of the Jews and that there 
were few who have done more research on world Jewry than 
have I, and about my unpleasant discoveries, reminding Mr. R. 
that there is no morality among the Jews, it would seem. He 
replied: 

"MONEY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN MORAIJTY. 
WE CAN ACCOMPLJSH ANYTHING WITH MONEY. OUR 
PEOPLE ARE PROVING THAT IN IS -  WHERE-ZTS 
STRENGTH AGAINST ATZACK IS ITS PERUANENT 
STATE OF WAR READINESS. ISRAEL CCAN NOW WIN IN 
ANY ENCOUNTER. THE KZBBUIZ-USED IN- 
TELLECTUAL ELEiWENTS ARE W I N G  TO BUILB THAT 
SMALL COUNTRY INTO A MID-EAST WONDERLAND. IT 
WLL ALSO EVENTUALLY BE THE BASE FOR WORLD 
GOVERNMENT HEADQUARTERS." 

We discussed the tragedy of Watergate and corruption at all 
levels of government and suggested that government representa- 
tives practice more openness and candor in dealing with the 
people. Mr. R. said: 

"What good would it do? What the hell does the public know 
about the running of government? The great majority are asses- 
-horses1 asses!!" 

May we quote you on that? 

"I don't care what you do, as I said, few have the guts to 
speak out. We would all have better understanding between 
each other-dews and gentiles, if we spoke out more openly. 
Your people don't have guts. We establish your thinking, we 
even place within you a 'guilt complex' making you afraid to 
criticize Jewry, openly. " 

In the quietness of this enlightening conversation it became 
clear that the understanding poured forth did not come from a 
novice. Mr. Rosenthal was asked how Jews gain acceptance so 
easily among other races. His answer was long and thorough. 

"At a very early date, urged on by the desire to make our 
way in the world, Jews began to look for a means whereby we 
might distract all attention from the racial aspect. What could 
be more effective, and at the same time more above suspicion, 
than to borrow and utilize the idea of a religious community? 
We've been forced to borrow this idea from the Aryans. We 
Jews never possessed any religious institution which developed 
out of our own consciousness, for we lack any kind of idealism. 
This means that a belief in life beyond this terrestrial existence 
is foreign to us. As a matter of fact, the Talnurd does not lay 
down principles with which to prepare the individual for a life to 
come, but furnishes only rules for a sumptuous life in this 
world. It is a collection of instructions for maintaining the Jew- 
ish race and regulating intercourses between us and the goy. 
Our teachings are not concerned with moral problems, but 
rather with how to 'get'. 

"In regard to the moral value of the Jews' religious teaching, 
there exist quite exhaustive studies which show the kind of reli- 
gion that we have in a light that makes it look uncanny to the 
Aryan mind. We are the best example of the kind of product 
which religious training evolves. Our life is of this world only 
and our mentality is as foreign to the true spirit of Christianity 
as our character was to the Founder of this new creed 2,000 
years ago. The Founder of Christianity made no secret of his 
estimation of the Jews and the fact that he war not one of us. 



When he found it necessary he drove us out of the temple of 
God, because then, as always, we used religion as a means of 
advancing our commercial interest. 

"But at that time, we managed to nail Jesus to the cross for 
his attitude towards us; whereas, the modern Christians enter 
into party politics and in order to win elections, they debase 
themselves by begging for Jewish votes. They even enter into 
political intrigues with us against the interests of their own na- 
tion. 

"We can live among other nations and states only as long as 
we succeed in persuading them that the Jews are not a distinct 
people, but are the representatives of a religious faith who, 
therefore, constitute a 'religious community', though this be of a 
peculiar character. As a matter of fact, this is the greatest of 
our falsehoods. 

"We are obliged to conceal our own particular character and 
mode of life so that we will be allowed to continue our existence 
as a parasite among the nations. Our success in this line has 
gone so far that many believe that the Jews among them are 
genuine Frenchmen, or Englishmen, or Italians, or Germans 
who just happen to belong to a religious denomination which is 
different from that prevailing in these countries. Especially in 
circles concerned with government, where the officials have 
only a minimum of historical sense, we are able to impose our 
infamous deception with comparative ease. Therefore, there is 
never the slightest suspicion that we Jews form a distinct nation 
and are not merely the adherents of a 'confession'. Though one 
glance at the press which we control, ought to furnish sufficient 
evidence to the contrary, even for those who possess only the 
smallest degree of intelligence. " 

When questioned about the ways in which the Jews have 
gained power, Mr. Rosenthal said: 

"OUR POWER HAS BEEN CREATED THROUGH THE 
MANIPULATION OF THE NATIONAL MONETARY SYS- 
TEM. We authored the quotation 'Money is power'. As re- 

vealed in our master plan, it was essential for us to establish a 
private national bank. THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYS- 
TEM fitted our plan nicely since it IS OWNED BY US, but 
the name implies that it is a government institution. From 
the very outset, our purpose was to c o n f i t e  all the gold 
and silver, replacing them with worthless non-redeemable 
notes. This we have done!" 

Asked about the term "non-redeemable notes", Mr. Rosen- 
thal replied: 

"Prior to 1968, m: Check that dote of 1968 because this is 
the exact time lperiod" of establishment of such as Peruvian 
certjlcates concerning WLD-i .e . ,  the "Bonus Conhactrr. It 
was all set up and authorized by these SAME people--check out 
the names in New York at the time and JUST WHO DID THE 
TRANSACTIONS.I] the gullible goy could take a one dollar 
Federal Reserve note into any bank in America and redeem it 
for a dollar which was by law a coin containing 412-112 grains 
of 90 percent silver. Up until 1933, one could have redeemed 
the same note for a coin of .25-415th~ grains of 90 percent gold. 
However, since 1968 the dollar Federal Reserve note is not re- 
deemable. All we do is give the goy more non-redeemable 
notes, or else copper slugs. But we never give them their gold 
and silver. Only more paper," he said contemptuously. "We 
Jews have prospered through the paper gimmick. It's our 
method through which we take money and give only paper in 
return." p: And upon which interest is demanded for the 
worthless non-redeemable PAPER trash.] 

Can you give me an example of this, we asked? 

"The examples are numerous, but a few readily apparent are 
the stocks and bonds market, all forms of insurance and the 
fractional reserve system practiced by the Federal Reserve 
corporation, not to mention the biions in gold and silver that 
we have gained in exchange for paper notes, stupidly called 
'money'. Money power was essential in carrying out our 
master plan of international conquest through propaganda." 



Asked how they proposed doing this, he said: "At first, by 
controlling the banking system we were able to control corpora- 
tion capital. Through this, we acquired total monopoly of the 
movie industry, the radio networks and the newly developing 
television media. The printing industry, newspapers, periodi- 
cals and technical journals had already fallen into our hands. 
The richest plum was lat er to come when we took over the 

o f  ALL SCHOOL MITERZALS. Through these 
vehicles we could mold public opinion to suit our own purposes. 
The people are only stupid pigs that grunt and squeal the 
chants we give them, whether they be truth or lies." 

Asked if the Jews felt any threat from the "silent majority", 
he laughed at the idea, saying: "There is no such thing as the 
"silent majority" because we control their cry and hue. The 
only thing that exists is an unthinking majority and unthinking 
they will remain, as long as their escape from our rigorous ser- 
vice is the opiate of our entertainment industry. By controlling 
industry, we have become the task masters and the people the 
slaves. When the pressure of daily toil builds to an explosive 
degree, we have provided the safety valve of momentary plea- 
sure. The television and movie industries furnish the necessary 
temporary distraction. These programs are carefully designed to 
appeal to the sensuous emotions, never to the logical thinking 
mind. Because of this, the people are programmed to respond 
according to our dictates, not according to reason. Silent they 
never are; unthinking they will remain." IH: Any arguments 
so far?] 

Continuing his thought of Jewish control over the goy, Mr. 
R. said: "We have castrated society through fear and intimida- 
tion. Its manhood exists only in combination with a feminine 
outward appearance. Being so neutered, the populace has be- 
come docile and easily ruled. As all geldings in nature, their 
thoughts are not involved with the concerns of the future and 
their posterity, but only with the present toil and the next meal." 

It was obvious that the excitement of Mr. Rosenthal was trig- 
gered when mention was made of the nation's industry. "We 
have been successful in dividing society against itself by pitting 

labor against management. This perhaps has been one of our 
greatest feats, since in reality it is a triangle, though only two 
points ever seem to occur. In modern industry there exists cap- 
ital, which force we represent, at the apex. Both management 
and labor are on the base of this triangle. They continually 
stand opposed to each other and their attention is never directed 
to the head of their problem. Management is forced to raise 
prices since we are ever increasing the cost of capital. Labor 
must have increasing wages and management must have higher 
prices, thus creating the vicious cycle. We are never called to 
task for our role which is the real reason for inflation, since 
the conflict between management and labor is so severe that 
neither has time to observe our activities. It is our increase in 
the cost of capital that causes the inflation cycle. We do not la- 
bor OR manage, and yet we receive the profits. Through our 
money manipulation, the capital that we supply industry 
costs us nothing. Through our national bank, the Federal 

ok credit. wh Reserve, ye extend bo ich we create _from noth- 
Me. to aU local banks who are member banks. Thev in turn 
extend book credit to indusm. Zmt. we do more than God, 

ulth is created .from or all of our we nothiltp. You look 
!hocked! Don't be! It's true, we actually do more than God. 
With this supposed capital we bring industry, management and 
labor into our debt, which debt only increases and is never liq- 
uidated. Through this continual increase, we are able to pit 
management against labor so they will never unite and attack us 
and usher in a debt-free industrial utopia. 

"We are the necessary element since we expend nothing. 
Management can create its own capital and keep the cream--the 
profits. Its business would grow and profits increase. Labor 
would prosper as well, while the price of the product would re- 
main constant, the prosperity of industry, labor and management 
would continually increase. We Jews glory in the fact that the 
stupid goy have never realized that we are the parasites con- 
suming an increasing portion of production while the producers 
are continually receiving less and less." 

As the hours rolled on in this intense, but cordial, interview, 
Mr. R. exposed his thoughts concerning religion: 



[H: I SUGGEST YOU READ THE NEXT, CITIZENS, AND 
WEEP! WEEP FOR YOUR SOULS, YOUR PEOPLE, 
AND YOUR WORLD.] 

"Religion, too, must be taught, and through this necessity we 
have labored. With our control of the text book industry and the 
news media, we have been able to hold ourselves up as the au- 
thorities on religion. Many of our rabbis now hold professor- 
ships in supposed Christian theological seminaries. We are 
amazed by the Christians' stupidity in receiving our teachings 
and propagating them as their own. Judaism is not only the 
teaching of the synagogue, but also the doctrine of every 
"Christian Church" in America. Through our propaganda the 
Church has become our most avid supporter. This has even 
given us a special place in society, their believing the lie that 
we are the "chosen people" and they, gentiles. 

"These deluded children of the Church defend us to the point 
of destroying their own culture. This truth is evident even to the 
dullard when one views history and sees that all wars have been 
White fighting White in order that we maintain our control. We 
controlled England during the Revolutionary War, the North 
during the Civil War and England and America during World 
Wars I and 11. Through our influence of religion we were able 
to involve the ignorant White Christians in wars against them- 
selves which always impoverished both sides while we reaped a 
financial and political harvest. Anytime truth comes forthwhich 
exposes us, we simply rally our forces--the ignorant Christians. 
They attack the crusaders even if they are members of their own 
families. 

"Through religion we have gained complete control of soci- 
ety, government and economics. No law is ever passed except 
its merits have previously been taught from the pulpits. An ex- 
ample of this is race equality which led to integration and ulti- 
mately to mongrelization. The gullible clergy in one breath in- 
struct their parishioners that we are a special, chosen people 
while in another breath proclaim all races are the same. Their 
inconsistency is never discovered. So we Jews enjoy a special 
place in society while all other races are reduced to common 

equality. It is for this reason that we authored the equality 
hoax, thereby reducing all to a lower level. 

"We have been taught that our current economic practices are 
benevolent, therefore Christian. These pulpit parrots extol our 
goodness for loaning them the money to build their temples, 
never realizing that their own holy Book condemns all USURY. 
They are eager to pay our exorbitant interest rates. They have 
led society into our control through the same practice. Politi- 
cally, they hail the blessings of democracy and never understand 
that through democracy we have gained control of their nation. 
Their book again teaches a benevolent and despotic form of 
government in accordance with the laws of that book, while a 
democracy is but mob rule which we control through their 
Churches, our news media and economic institutions. Their re- 
ligion is only another channel through which we can direct the 
power of our propaganda. These religious puppets' stupidity is 
only exceeded by their cowardice, for they are ruled easily." 

Rarely does any man confess the intimacy of his soul as did 
Mr. Rosenthal. Hindsight suggest that there was a greater 
force compelling this man to reveal what has been written 
here. The remainder of the interview seems to confirm this. 

"Since we do not believe in a life after death, all our efforts 
are directed to the 'now'. We are not as foolish as you and will 
never adopt an ideology that is rooted in self-sacrifice. Whereas 
you will live and die for the benefit of the community, we will 
live and die only for our own individual self. The idea of 
self-sacrifice is abhorred by Jews. It is abhorrent to me. No 
cause is worth dying for since death is the end. The only 
time we unite is to preserve our individual selves. As a 
group of wolves unite to attack a prey, but then disperse af- 
ter each is filled, so we Jews unite when peril is pending, not 
to preserve our community but to save our own skin. 

"This attitude permeates our entire being and philosophy. 
We are not the creators for to create would only benefit another. 
We are the 'acquirers' and are interested only in satisfying 
the 'self'. To understand our philosophy would be to under- 



stand the term 'to get'. We never give but only TAKE. We 
never labor but enjoy the fruits of others' labor. We do not 
physically live within any society, but always remain spiritually 
apart. To work would be to produce and the highest form of 
that labor would be to create. Your race has always worked for 
the satisfaction of what it produces. We would never work for 
anyones' benefit, only for what we can get. We have used this 
Aryan attitude to achieve our greatest prosperity. You will 
work for the enjoyment you derive out of producing, while 
never being concerned about the pay. We take your produc- 
tivity for a paltry fee and turn it into fortunes. 

"Until recently, the pride of workmanship exceeded the quest 
for high incomes. However, we have been able to enslave soci- 
ety to our own power which is money, by causing them to seek 
after it. We have converted the people to our philosophy of 
getting and acquiring so that they will never be satisfied. A dis- 
satisfied people are the pawns in our game of world conquest. 
Thus, they are always seeking and never able to find satisfac- 
tion. The very moment they seek happiness outside themselves, 
they become our willing servants. 

"Your people never realize that we offer them only worthless 
baubles that can not bring fulfillment. They procure one and 
consume it and are not filled. We present another. We have 
provided an infinite number of outward distractions, to the ex- 
tent that life can not again turn inward to find its definite fulfill- 
ment. You have become addicted to our medicine through 
which we have become your absolute masters. 

"On the first and fundamental lie, the purpose of which is 
to make people believe that we are not a nation but a religion, 
other lies are subsequently based. Our greatest fear is that 
this falsehood will be discovered, for we will be stamped out 
the moment the general public comes into possession of the 
truth AND ACTS W O N  IT. It is becoming apparent that 
an awakening is occurring even here in America. We had 
hoped that through our devastation of Christian Germany 
that any subject dealing with us would be a fearful TABOO. 
However, there seems to be a resurgence here in the one na- 

tion that we so strongly control. We are presently making 
plans for a rapid exodus. We know that when the LIGHT 
BEGINS TO DAWN, there will be no stopping it. All efforts 
on our part will only intensify that light and draw focus 
upon it. 

[Editor's note: See the little newsclipping below that sulfaced 
amidst stacks and stacks of good material sent to w. This 
panicular gem was sent many months ago by a dear friend, 
Angela ("one of the Angels"), and was.clippedfiom the 10/9/% 
issue of the Sun Francisco Erm'ner.] vo119 #10 Etle German 
Air Force Invades New Mexico 

me Geimanr .np.ylng mllllons of dolkn for the &I. In A l u n o g d a  that has Wml vets fuming 



"We fear that light is coming forth in movements across this 
land, especially yours. It has amazed us how you have been 
successful in reaching the people after we closed every door of 
communication. This, we fear, is a sign of coming pogrom 
[Webster's Dictionary: to slaughter or kilg that will take place 
in America soon. The American public has realized that we 
are in control, which is a fatal mistake on our part. THIS 
NATIONCOULDNEVERBETHELANDOFTHEFREE 
AS LONG AS IT IS THE LAND OF THE JEW. This is 
THE REVELATION that will be our undoing. 

"The American people have been easily  led through our 
propaganda that the pen is mightier than the sword. We virtu- 
ally get away with murder and all the goy do is to talk about it, 
which is ineffective since we, the masters of propaganda, al- 
ways publish a contradicting account. If the Aryan would re- 
view history and apply those lessons of the past, then the pen 
will be thrown down in disgust and the sword wielded in the 
heat of passion. Thus far, we have escaped the sword, when the 
only reprisal is some periodical of no repute, or some 
pamphlet with limited circulation. Their pen is no match for 
ours, but our constant fear is that they may open their eyes and 
learn that no change was ever brought about with a pen. His- 
tory has been written in blood, not with ink. No letter, ed- 
itorial or book has ever rallied the people or stopped tyranny. 
We understand this principle and are continually propagandizing 
the people to write letters to the President, to Congress and to 
their local media. We are safe to continually exploit, intimi- 
date and disenfranchise the White American as long as they 
are preoccupied with the illusion of educating the masses 
through printed material. Woe be unto us i f  they ever see the 
futilily of it, luy down the pen and employ the sword. 

"History confirms the fact that the passions of an aroused 
minority, no matter how small a group, have exerted enough 
power to topple the greatest empire. The movements that con- 
trol destiny are not those that rest on the inactive majority; but 
on the sheer force of an active minority. Will is Power, not 
numbers, for a strong Will will always rule the masses. 



"Again, we are safe as long as our Will is stronger, or the 
Will of the people is misdirected, scattered and without leader- 
ship. We will never be deposed with words, only force!" 

The wisdom of Mr. Harold Wallace Rosenthal has been set 
forth. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I would note here the author's comments in excerpting a few 
paragraphs from his writings on this subject: 

"Mr. Rosenthal, a former influential Jew in his own right, 
prided himself in being a vital part of the admitted control of 
the medii, of their invisible government, no political power 
is without Jewish approval, the American people have no 
guts and they sneer at the stupidity, the Jews' power 
through their money and the money power affording them a 
'master plan' for international conquest through propa- 
ganda. Let us remember Rosenthal's remarks about an 
'unthinking majority', the Jews' treachery of pitting labor 
against management and that Christ was just another man 
walking on Earth. That they are admitted parasites who have 
gained control of our society, government and economics 
through their religion, also the 'chosen people' myth exploded 
and the confessed 'big lie' that the Jews are a religion and not a 
nation. And we must not forget what Mr. R. said about their 
fear of being discovered FOR WHAT THEY ARE." 

So, do you STILL want to dabble around the point of such as 
the new Gulf debacle? ARE YOU TOTALLY BLIND? 

Is it too late to change? That depends on YOU and how and 
what you want to change. Most seem happy enough being in the 
grandstand whooping on the players and getting your children 
KILLED in some foreign intrigue over an oil PIPELINE owned 
by some criminal Elite. You are already enslaved--BUT, 
YOUR C O N S m V n O N  HAS ONLY BEEN DUMPED--NOT 
DESTROYED. What do you WANT TO DO? It doesn't show 
in the "polls". 

IS THIS TRUE, 
THIS INTERVIEW? 

Indeed it is true. Not only was Rosenthal murdered to silence 
him but he gave this same speech dozens of times so that his 
egotistical blatherings could not be missed. Yes, he was mur- 
dered and so, too, were those who had the information from 
original notes with witnesses and tapes to back up the verbatim 
discussions. The man was only spouting off the Protocols of 
Zion, no more or less. It IS the PLAN 2000 and so take note-- 
there are only some 3-112 years to "getcha". Since they 
have already "GOTCHA", they are just playing out the organi- 
zation plans. 

! 
And, NO, it is not my purpose, duty or intent to change any- 
thing in your world--save perhaps YOUR MIND. I can't even 

I do that--all I can do is offer you factual truth and you will do 
t whatever you shall, with it. 
I 
: Before closing, however, I am going to offer a letter written by 
I a man called James Zakoib that I find more than worthy of siz- 
! 

ing up, very, very well: ~ 
mceived on or about August 25, 19961 

[QUOTING:] 

NEW WORLD ORDER 
TOWER OF B A B 3  

"And they said, come let us build ourselves a city and a 
tower whose top will reach into heaven and let us make for our- 
selves a name. " Gen. 11:4. 

The purpose of the modem U.S. Project has been the same as 
irs Babylonian prototype as it has centralized natioml govern- 
ment under one supreme power center. 



c 
AT THE GREAT EUF'HRA- 

WE SHALL SOON SEE! 

President Nixon signed Executive Order 11490 on Oct. 28, 
1969. This Executive Order carries the title assigning EMER- 

~ ~ ~ ~ f a n d ~ d ~ ~ c ~ s ,  ALSO IT AUTHORIZES THE 
PLANS AND ASSIGNS THE RESPONSIBILITLES FOR 
COMPLETE TAKEOVER BY THE GOVERNMENT OF EV- - - - - - - - - - 
ERY FACET OF LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES. Because 
of these facts that Executive Order 11490 has been labelled A 
BLUEPRINT FOR TklR4MVY. Therefore, the situation in which 
we find ourselves in is where the President, through the use of 
Executive Orders or Emergency Powers, could assume dictato- 
rial control of our country at will. m: That was JUST 
PROVEN day before yesterday in Iraq. Ah, but did Presi- 
dent Clinton make the decisions? No. he only made the 
public announcement. His foreign agents and ad;isors made 
the decisions and acted on them-CLINTON WAS ON VA- 
CATION CAMPAIGNING FOR HIS NEXT PUPPET 
TERM. YOU, U.S.A., STARTED A WAR WITHOUT 
BENEFIT OF EVEN CONGRESSIONAL INSPECTION 
MUCH THE LESS PUBLIC NOTICE.] He could do it with- 
out consulting Congress and without the need for any further 
declaration of national emergency, as President Bush did a while 
back with Iraq and a few other countries in wars of GENO- 
CIDE. The many thousands, who died at Pearl Harbor and 
the long war in the Pacific, had little knowledge that their 
sacrifices were arranged to serve a global power scheme. 

During the Nixon years, government had daily increased in 
size and in power. Who can deny it? With Bush head of the 
C.I.A. under Nixon, he has worked hard for the fruition of the 
New World Order. That would take place exactly twenty years 
later with Bush as its Dictator. Who can deny it that more and 
more government has led to total government, and we are 
heading in that direction exactly as many great nations have 
done before us? 

For generations brilliant and ambitious men have been hard at 
work to establish dominance over the entire globe. A major part 
of their effort has been directed toward the imposition of 
tyranny over the United States. As has been shown, the 
Blueprint for Tyranny is already an accomplished fact. It 
could be implemented at a moment's notice by the man who has 
been elected and is the chief executive in our land, Bill Clinton. 
Let us now add our belief that the ultimate goal of this great 
conspiracy in our land is world rule and the present leadership 
of the United States is a party to it. Finally, let us draw the ob- 
vious conclusion that the imposition on the United States from 
within, of totalitarian rule, is the last step of any consequence 
remaining before the conspirator's ultimate goal is achieved. 

There are two ways to achieve TOTAL GOVERNMENT 
here in the United States. The first way is the lightning quick 
takeover which could be accomplished by ENACTMENT OF 
THE EXECUTIVE ORDER. The second is the piecemeal ac- 
quisition of power by which all elements of the Blueprint for 
Tyranny could be accomplished separately in a manner that 
would also destroy all will to resist. , 

It has been said that a conquered enemy must be continu- 
ally reconquered because he will keep on resisting. A cam- 
paign that brings about subversion to such an extent that the 
victim is induced to beg for his chains will result in a much 
more secure tyranny. 

As this whole drive for power was not exposed and de- 
stroyed, has not the day now come when even previously unin- 
formed Americans will realize that all of it has already been 
accomplished right under theirlour noses and that resistance 
would be folly? There will be no lightning quick seizure of 
Dower. None will be needed. for all will have been done in 
;cry gradual steps, each of which seemed necessary and reason- 
able at the time. Now in the end, TOTAL GOVERNMENT 
WILL BE THE OUTCOME--AND FREEDOM WILL BE 
GONE. 



As Bush's popularity and deeds dwindled it was not by acci- 
dent that Rhodes Scholar and C.F.R. member Bill Clinton was 
elected president with only 34 percent of the popular vote. 
Clinton has surrounded himself with Rhodes scholars that he can 
count on for support and advice as he unleashes his NEW 
COVENANT on the unsuspecting American people. 
Whether as an unwitting dupe or conscious participant; we shall 
soon see that Bill Clinton is also part of a massive and historical 
conspiracy to establish a WORLD GOVERNMENT. 

OF QUOTING] 

Agree or disagree, you have a big problem here and it would 
appear that you get closer and closer to that "Waterloo" right at 
the Euphrates River. A prophesy came forth from a great seer 
that when there could be dry traversing of the River Euphrates-- 
the Armageddon would be close behind. Well, there is a great 
dam which now dries-up the Euphrates AT WILL. 

Can you ever realize the balance of the WORLD revolves 
around a puddle of oil, money, and greedmongers? 

I suggest you FIM) OUT ABOUT THAT SUPERFUND OF 
BUSH! He established an outrageous manner in which to gain 
control of the world--economically. That same manner is not in 
YOUR HANDS and you seem to simply hiccup and belch and 
pass gas while moving on into your DREAMLAND activities-- 
of what? Doing nothing, mostly. Or, perhaps you wait for me 
and my team to fix it for you? It won't happen that way. 
The point you miss is that this "new" invasion of Iraq is but a 
test of you-the-people, a trial balloon to see what you will tol- 
erate and how you will take such a major usurpation of 
your Constitution and moral fiber. Ah, and look how pleased 
they must be today to see that you-the-people fall right behind 
the LIES and hoist up the demons to even greater position 
and power. Shame, shame--AMERICA. 

I not force nor guns! How much more blood of a species 
will be spilled before you see and learn? 

! 

This has become a very lengthy writing and I apologize to my 
secretary for not allowing even a break, but, YOU ARE OUT 
OF TIME, CITIZENS! The glass is empty, awaiting the turn- 
ing--and who shall turn it? And, except for the willing fingers 
to type the words, there can be NO "WORD" for there are too 
few of the Oral Tradition to long bear the only lamp for a dark- 
ening world. 

I Salu, and may you each give serious thought on these matters. 
I Hatonn to clear, please. 

There is a very BIG error in Mr. Rosenthal's outbursts that the 
pen is not worthy of a "win". Forget it, Rosenthal-pens set 
forth TRUTH and it is TRUTH THAT OFFERS FREEDOM, 



CHAPTER 5 
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MON.. JAN. 19. 1998 

We come to write and I am reminded that we have, on several 
occasions, already run the Protocols in their full translation as 
well as, many times, short versions. So why do it again? Be- 
cause I WANT YOU TO STUDY THEM and STUDY THEM 
CAREFULLY. I need you to know what IS IN THEM. 

THESE ARE THE PLAN 2000 AS OUTLINED BY AN- 
TICHRIST, AND YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THAT THEY 
ARE JUST A SELF-THIEVED GROUP WHO STOLE THE 
JUDEAN HERITAGE AS WELL AS STRUCTURED THEM- 
SELVES TO RULE THE WORLD. IF YOU DON'T LIKE 
THIS SET OF FACTS, I'M SORRY, BUT THIS IS THE WAY 
IT IS. THESE ARE NOT THE ONLY FACTIONS OF THE 
ANTICHRIST AND YOU WILL BE SEEING MORE AND 
MORE BLATANTLY DISPLAYED PARTICIPANTS EVERY 
DAY THAT PASSES. 

As an example of what I mean, you who watched 68 MINUmS 
last evening will recall that the first segment was on the atroci- 
ties and massacres in Algeria--against the Islamic families. If 
you think two people in the Simpson case with throats cut and 
blood all over the place was disconcerting, try families of 15 or 
20 all slashed, throats slashed, and even burned. Babies are 
even put into ovens in the apartrnentslhouses and burned alive. 
I tell you no lies, chelas--this was on your news. And just who 
is doing it? The Police and Military. Why? They claim to not 
be able to tolerate Islamic people. Some of the killers claim to 
be separatist Moslems and some, oh horrors, are CHRISTIANS. 

Can you now begin to see the irony in the names you give to 
groups and people? Do you REALLY think Christ would do 

such terrible things? Do you actually think the United Nations 
will do anything to help? Of course not, for think again: how 
many babies have been deaded in Iraq? 

All this atrocity in Algeria is taking place in the very shadows of 
the biggest billion dollar oil refineries and cracking towers in the 
world--owned by the Elite, none of whom are Algerian. The 
companies belong to Great Britain and the United States of 
America. And moreover, some of the perpetrators are already 
in intelligence squads trained by Mossad, British Intelligence, 
the old KGB (also Mossad and British Intelligence), and CIA 
under the United Nations. 

Now, before moving on, let us look at the MAJOR 
drug/chemical/medical houses and look at what is happening to 
the world medicine supplies. And, why don't people on medi- 
cation ever get better? Well, 60 MINUTES, again, gives you in- 
sight. There are branches of drug packagers set up under alias 
names who supply a "less expensive" line of drugs. These 
drugs are purchased by lots of into the millions of dollars--using 
dollars--and are sent to developing nations, third world coun- 
tries, struggling countries, and even into the United States and 
other developed nations. In some instances there was NOTH- 
ING in the capsules. In some instances there was only, say, 50 
mg of medication where the dosage should have been 250 mg 
PER CAPSULE OR TABLET. In other instances the capsules 
and tablets would be the correct color coded and labeled--but 
had NO active ingredients. In one batch of medications to Haiti, 
80 children WERE POISONED AND DIED FROM WRONG 
SUBSTANCE IN THE CAPSULES. 

The medicines are mainly used in clinics and hospitals and it is 
not possible to monitor every medication. There would be no 
way to tell if you have bad medicines until there would be no re- 
sponse from even major dosages of medication given--or the pa- 
tient would go downhill and die. 

In Iraq, where medications are allowed there is monitoring at 
the shipping points, but none of the real medications even so 
much as reach anywhere inside the country--much less, get to 



the needy. It is said, and you had best believe it, that Jewish-Is- 
raelis are the inspectors and monitors under the auspices of the 
U.S.(UN). 

How many of you are aware that almost all of the Cabinet posts 
for Billy Clinton are headed by JEWISH PERSONS--some of 
them foreign? A foreign person (non natural) person cannot be 
President, but they sure can be lawfully in total CONTROL OF 
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT! This takeover and evolvement are 
all right there in the PROTOCOLS, but nobody seems to give a 
damn. Therefore, information is available, but we are not going 
to cram it down your proverbial throats, nor are we going to cut 
any throats--so I suggest you pay close attention and give care to 
your choices. 

We are going to move right into the PROTOCOLS as translated. 
The translator made a special effort to give some topics within 
each Protocol and it will help you do a rather rapid search if you 
wish to do so. 

I don't like it, but you may well find that using a different copy 
of the Protocols will note slight differences in content, never in 
concept. There are one or two places whereat you will find a 
sentence missing and we will take another copy and fill in the 
blanks as much as possible. Our thrust is not toward letter-per- 
fect copy, but we will, to the very best of our ability, NOT 
CHANGE ANYTHING THROUGHOUT THE DOCUMENT. 
Remember, please, that people all along the way have been 
threatened, shot, murdered by other means and have found that 
producing these Protocols has brought pure HELL upon the 
heads of those efforting to present these copies. 

Some of you may well have had earlier copies as were compiled 
by SONS OF LIBERTY in California. That copy may vary 
somewhat in some places. Remember that in the days of pre- 
senting these original translations they had to be copied by 
HAND, individually. All copies the governments and the au- 
thorities could find WERE BURNED. It has been a tremendous 
task to get enough original script to be able to insure total accu- 
racy from one copy to another. Bear with us, please, for we are 

going to offer what we have that is the most up-to-date available 
WITH some references and notations. 

A couple or so years ago a box of new books from which we are 
utilizing information was sent to us with no identification as to 
sender or any further information regarding the works. The 
books themselves have no reference for tracing and you may 
well have a copy already. The book cover is basically red, the 
title is in red on a white background, with the other print in 
black. The back cover is red and has no print. 

There is a picture inside of Sergius A. Nilus but there is no pic- 
ture of Victor E. Marsden. We do, however, have a picture of 
Marsden from an older document and we'll see if a COPY 
would be presentable enough to reprint. 

VICTOR E. MARSDEN Professor Sergius A. Nilus 

BIRTHING WE PHOENIX 

[QUOTING, Part 13:] 

PART m 



PROTOCOLS 

OF THE MEETINGS OF THE 
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION 

PROTOCOL NO. 1 

Right lies in Might, Freedom--an idea only. Liberalism. Gold. 
Faith. Self-Government. Despotism of Capital. The inter- 
nal foe. The Mob. Anarchy. Politics versus Morals. The 
Right of the Strong. The Invincibility of Jew-Masonic au- 
thority. End justifies Means. The Mob a Blind Man. Politi- 
cal A.B.C. Party Discord. Most satisfactory form of rule-- 
Despotism. Alcohol. Classicism. Corruption. Principles 
and rules of the Jew-Masonic Government. Terror. 
"Liberty, Equality, Fraternity". Principle of Dynastic Rule. 
Annihilation of the privileges of the Goy-Aristocracy (i.e., 
non-Jew). The New Aristocracy. The psychological calcu- 
lation. Abstractness of "Liberty". Power of Removal of rep- 
resentatives of the people. 

. . . . . .Putting aside fine phrases we shall speak of the sig- 
nificance of each thought: by comparisons and deductions we 
shall throw light upon surrounding facts. 

What I am about to set forth, then, is our system from the 
two points of view, that of ourselves and that of the goyim (i.e., 
non-Jews). 

It must be noted that men with bad instincts are more in num- 
ber than the good, and therefore the best results in governing 
them are attained by violence and terrorization, and not by aca- 
demic discussions. Every man aims at power; everyone would 
like to become a dictator if only he could, and rare indeed are 
the men who would not be willing to sacrifice the welfare of all 
for the sake of securing their own welfare. 

What has restrained the beasts of prey who are  called men? 
What has served for their guidance hitherto? 

In the beginnings of the structure of society they were sub- 
jected to brutal and blind force; afterwards--to Law, which is 
the same force, only disguised. I draw the conclusion that by 
the law of nature right lies in force. 

Political freedom is an idea but not a fact. This idea one 
must know how to apply whenever it appears necessary with this 
bait of an idea to attract the masses of the people to one's party 
for the purpose of crushing another who is in authority. This 
task is rendered easier if the opponent has himself been infected 
with the idea of freedom, so-called liberalism, and, for the sake 
of an idea, is willing to yield some of his power. It is precisely 
here that the triumph of our theory appears; the slackened reins 
of government are immediately, by the law of life, caught up 
and gathered together by a new hand, because the blind might.of 
the nation cannot for one single day exist without guidance, and 
the new authority merely fits into the place of the old already 
weakened by liberalism. 

In our day the power which has replaced that of the rulers 
who were liberal is the power of Gold. Time was when Faith 
ruled. The idea of freedom is impossible of realization because 
no one knows how to use it with moderation. It is enough to 
hand over a people to self-government for a certain length of 
time for that people to be turned into a disorganized mob. From 
that moment on we get internecine strife which soon develops 
into battles between classes, in the midst of which States burn 
down and their importance is reduced to that of a heap of ashes. 
m: Well I will say that it is handy that they reduce the 
States to ashes for that finally allows the Phoenix to birth 
again.] 

Whether a State exhausts itself in its own convulsions, 
whether its internal discord brings it under the power of external 
foes--in any case it can be accounted irretrievably lost; it is in 
our power. The despotism of Capital, which is entirely in our 
hands, reaches out to it a straw that the State, will-nilly, must 
take hold of it; if not--it goes to the bottom. 



Should anyone of a liberal mind say that such reflections as 
the above are immoral I would put the following questions: If 
every State has two foes and if in regard to the external foe it is 
allowed and not considered immoral to use every manner and art 
of conflict, as for example to keep the enemy in ignorance of 
plans of attack and defense, to attack him by night or in superior 
numbers, then in what way can the same means in regard to a 
worse foe, the destroyer of the structure of society and the 
commonwealth, be called immoral and not permissible? 

Is it possible for any sound logical mind to hope with any 
success to guide crowds by the aid of reasonable counsels and 
arguments, when any objection or contradiction, senseless 
though it may be, can be made and when such objection may 
find more favor with the people, whose powers of reasoning are 
superficial? Men in masses and the men of the masse, being 
guided solely by petty passions, paltry beliefs, customs, tradi- 
tions and sentimental theorism, fall a prey to party dissension, 
which hinders any kind of agreement even on the basis of a per- 
fectly reasonable argument. Every resolution of a crowd de- 
pends upon a chance or packed majority, which, in its ignorance 
of political secrets, put forth some ridiculous resolution that lays 
in the administration a seed of anarchy. 

The political has nothing in common with the moral. The 
ruler who is governed by the moral is not a skilled politician, 
and is therefore unstable on his throne. He who wishes to rule 
must have recourse both to cunning and to make-believe; we 
have cunning and thanks to the Press we have make-believe. 
Great national qualities, like frankness and honesty, are vices in 
politics, for they bring down rulers from their thrones more ef- 
fectively and more certainly than the most powerful enemy. 
Such qualities must be the attributes of the kingdoms of the 
goyim, but we must in no wise be guided by them. 

Our right lies in force. The word "right" is an abstract 
thought and proved by nothing. The word means no more than: 
give me what I want in order that thereby I may have a proof 
that I am stronger than you. 

Where does right begin? Where does it end? 

In any State in which there is a bad organization of authority, 
an impersonality of laws and of the rulers who have lost their 
personality amid the flood of rights ever multiplying out of lib- 
eralism, I find a new right--to attack by the right of the strong, 
and to scatter to the winds all existing forces of order and regu- 
lation, to reconstruct all institutions and to become the sovereign 
lord of those who have left to us the rights of their power by 
laying them down voluntarily in their liberalism. 

Our power in the present tottering condition of all forms of 
power will be more visible than any other, because it will re- 
main invisible until the moment when it has gained such strength 
that no cunning can any longer undermine it. 

Out of the temporary evil we are now compelled to commit 
will emerge the good of an unshakable rule, which will restore 
the regular course of the machinery of the national life, brought 
to naught by liberalism. The result justifies the means. Let us, 
however, in our plans, direct our attention not so much to what 
is good and moral as to what is necessary and useful. 

Before us is a plan in which is laid down strategically the line 
from which we cannot deviate without running the risk of seeing 
the labor of many centuries brought to naught. 

In order to elaborate satisfactory forms of action it is neces- 
sary to have regard to the rascality, the slackness, the instability 
of the mob, its lack of capacity to understand and respect the 
conditions of its own life, or its own welfare. It must be under- 
stood that the might of a mob is blind, senseless and unreasoning 
force ever at the mercy of a suggestion from any side. The 
blind cannot lead the blind without bringing them into the abyss; 
consequently, members of the mob, upstarts from the people, 
even though they should be as a genius for wisdom, yet having 
no understanding of the political, cannot come forward as lead- 
ers of the mob without bringing the whole nation to ruin. 



Only one trained from childhood for independent rule can 
have understanding of the words that can be made up of the po- 
litical alphabet. 

A people left to itself, i.e:, to upstarts from its midst, brings 
itself to ruin by party dissensions excited by the pursuit of power 
and honors and the disorders arising therefore. Is it possible for 
the masses of the people calmly and without petty jealousies to 
form judgments, to deal with the affairs of the country, which 
cannot be mixed up with personal interests? Can they defend 
themselves from an external foe? It is unthinkable, for a plan 
broken up into as many parts as there are heads in the mob, 
loses all homogeneity, and thereby becomes unintelligible and 
impossible of execution. 

It is only with a despotic ruler that plans can be elaborated 
extensively and clearly in such a way as to distribute the whole 
properly among the several parts of the machinery of the State; 
from this the conclusion is inevitable that a satisfactory form of 
government for any country is one that concentrates in the hands 
of one responsible person. Without an absolute despotism there 
can be no existence for civilization which is carried on not by 
the masses but by their guide, whoever that person may be. The 
mob is a savage and displays its savagery at every opportunity. 
The moment the mob seizes freedom in its hands it quickly turns 
to anarchy, which in itself is the highest degree of savagery. 

Behold the alcoholized animals, bemused with drink, the 
right to an immoderate use of which comes along with freedom. 
It is not for us and ours to walk that road. The peoples of the 
goyim are bemused with alcoholic liquors; their youth has grown 
stupid on classicism and from early immorality, into which it 
has been inducted by our special agents--by tutors, lackeys, 
governesses in the houses of the wealthy, by clerks and others, 
by our women in the places of dissipation frequented by the 
goyim. In the number of these last I count also the so-called 
"society ladies", voluntary followers of the others in corruption 
and luxury. 

Our countersign is--Force and Make-believe. Only force 
conquers in political affairs, especially if it be concealed in the 
talents essential to statesmen. Violence must be the principle, 
and cunning and make-believe the rule for governments which 
do not want to lay down their crowns at the feet of agents of 
some new power. This evil is the one and only means to attain 
the end, the good. Therefore we must not stop at bribery, deceit 
and treachery when they should serve towards the attainment of 
our end. In politics one must know how to seize the property of 
others without hesitation if by it we secure submission and 
sovereignty. 

Our State, marching along the path of peaceful conquest, has 
the right to replace the horrors of war by less noticeable and 
more satisfactory sentences of death, necessary to maintain the 
terror which tends to produce blind submission. Just but merci- 
less severity is the greatest factor of strength of the State; not 
only for the sake of gain but also in the name of duty, for the 
sake of victory, we must keep to the programme of violence and 
make-believe. The doctrine of squaring accounts is precisely as 
strong as the means of which it makes use. Therefore it is not 
so much by the means themselves as by the doctrine of severity 
that we shall triumph and bring all governments into subjection 
to our super-government. It is enough for them to know that we 
are merciless for all disobedience to cease. 

Far back in ancient times were the first to cry among the 
masses of the people the words "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity", 
words many times repeated since those days by stupid poll-par- 
rots who from all sides round flew down upon these baits and 
with them carried away the well-being of the world, true free- 
dom of the individual, formerly so well guarded against the 
pressure of the mob. The would-be wise men of fhe goyim, the 
intellectuals, could not make anything out of the uttered words 
in their abstractness; did not note the contradiction of their 
meaning and inter-relation; did not see that in nature there is no 
equality, cannot be freedom; that Nature herself has established 
inequality of minds, of characters, and capacities, just as im- 
mutably as she has established subordination to her laws; never 
stopped to think that the mob is a blind thing, that upstarts 



elected from among it to bear rule are, in regard to the political, 
the same blind men as the mob itself, that the adept, even if he 
were a genius, understands nothing in the political--to all these 
things the goyim paid no regard; yet all the time it was based 
upon these things that dynastic rule rested; the father passed on 
to the son a knowledge of the course of political affairs in such 
wise that none should know it but members of the dynasty and 
none could betray it to the governed. As time went on the 
meaning of the dynastic transference of the true position of af- 
fairs in the political was lost, and this aided the success of our 
cause. 

In all corners of the Earth the words "Liberty, Equality, 
Fraternity" brought to our ranks, thanks to our blind agents, 
whole legions who bore our banners with enthusiasm. And all 
the time these words were canker-worms at work boring into the 
well-being of the goyim, putting an end everywhere to peace, 
quiet, solidarity and destroying all the foundations of the goya 
States. As you will see later, this helped us to our triumph; it 
gave us the possibility, among other things, of getting into our 
hands the master card--the destruction of the privileges, or in 
other words of the very existence of the aristocracy of the 
goyim, that class which was the only defense peoples and coun- 
tries had against us. On the ruins of the natural and genealogi- 
cal aristocracy of the goyim we have set up the aristocracy of 
our educated class headed by the aristocracy of money. The 
qualifications for this aristocracy we have established in wealth, 
which is dependent upon us, and in knowledge, for which our 
learned elders provide the motive force. 

Our triumph has been rendered easier by the fact that in our 
relations with the men whom we wanted to have always worked 
upon the most sensitive chords of the human mind, upon the 
cash account, upon the cupidity, upon the insatiability for mate- 
rial needs of man; and each one of these human weaknesses, 
taken alone, is sufficient to paralyze initiative, for it hands over 
the will of men to the disposition of him who has bought their 
activities. 

The abstraction of freedom has enabled us to persuade the 
mob in all countries that their government is nothing but the 
steward of the people who are the owners of the country, and 
that the steward may be replaced like a worn-out glove. 

It is this possibility of replacing the representatives of the 
people which has placed them at our disposal, and, as it were, 

I given us the power of appointment. 

I [END OF QUOTING] 

i I certainly do realize that this is outrageous in concept, and 
therefore difficult to believe that there could be such a plan, and 

i yet we haven't even hardly begun. 
I 

I ask that after each Protocol that you pause and think on what / has already transpired JUST IN YOUR OWN EXPERIENCE, 
I EVEN IF YOU DID NOT HAVE OTHER INPIJT. Where are 

I you in this world arena, political arena, even in the military 
arena? YOUR soldiers are somewhere else while the majority 1 of the troops IN TRNNING are foreign citizens using your fa- 
cilities and being trained by United Nations-appointed instruc- 
tors. [Editor's note: See the little newscl@pingpages 5S60 that 
surfoed mniht stacks and sracks of good . a .  sent to u 
7% pammcular gem was sent many months ago by a dear fiend, 
Angela ("one of the Angels"). and was cl@ped@m the 10/996 
issue of the San Francisco Examiner.] Also remember the UN 1 CHARTER which only allows for a Soviet Russian to head mili- 
tary operations. Therefore if you think your troops are actually / headed by one of "yoursn--look again. l a  not your very own 

1 Secretary of Defense, a Jew (William Cohen)? I also believe 
1 you will find your Secretary of the Treasury, PAID DIRECTLY 
I 

BY THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, is a Jew 
I (Robert E. Rubin). Your Attorney General, Janet Reno, is also 

paid directly by the IMF. So you are already hook, line and 
1 sinker under the Charter of the United Nations--NOT UNDER 
I THE CONSTlTUl7ON OF THE UNZZED STAlES OF AMER- 

ICA (States united). Then, of course, your Secretary of State, 
Madeleine K. Albright, is also a Jew but typical of Protocol- 
following Jews, claimed that she didn't know of her lineage. 



Just how well do you think Madeleine REALLY gets along with 
those Arabs? How about the Moslems? Chinese? Well, she 
seems to hornswoggle all you Christians. 

Now for you inquiring minds: What was Mr. Cohen doing in 
Djakarta? Do you know where Djakarta is? Well, you had best 
find out because it is in Indonesia where the big fit is hitting the 
shan over economic collapse. But WHY the Secretary of De- 
fense? 

Frankly, if we worked day and night without breaks, we 
couldn't catch you up in WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW THAT 
CERTAINLY WILL HURT YOU. Once history is lost or 
CHANGED, there is no way to ever even know a thing, for af- 
ter the third generation passes there is no memory or challenge 
to whatever it is the thugs want you to know. But for now, you 
only have to look around while there is even a remnant of in- 
formation against which to relate things taking place before your 
eyes--and KNOW. Once gone, readers, it's over as far as your 
freedom, and when the wars finally end there will be nothing 
left save the dark ages. Once captured and enslaved through the 
mind--you CAN only have "dark ages". You become exactly 
what you are trained to believe. Waving a flag does not free- 
dom make! You don't even know which flag to wave, do you? 
Do you go get one with a gold fringe, one without, one in blue 
to match the UN, one for Israel which Dershowitz has publicly 
made known, as spokesman, the U.S. now the HOMELAND of 
ISRAEL AND THE JEW. 

Do you give a damn? 

There is a warning I would give you who jump to judgments and 
"kill the whole of the lot" attitudes: DON'T get caught in that 
trap ALSO LAID FORTH BY THIS SAME ELITE COVEN 
OF THUGS. I can give you several examples of why it is not 
smart to lump every "Black" into a category, or any "White" 
into a category and do NOT lump into Jew all those who are 
somehow connected to Judaism or Jewishness. 

Dr. Leonard Horowitz, author of EMERGING VLRUSES: AIDS 
AM) EBOLA is the very best example I can offer. And if YOU 
haven't availed yourself of his information, you are walking on 
the edge of a cliff intended to eventually swallow you as you 
topple off the edge. These citizens did not know anything about 
what was coming down and, moreover, THEY are in the first 
chosen group to be annihilated. This would bury the evidence 
of such a plan as Plan 2000 and push blame off onto anyone else 
other than the deeddoers of the genocidal activities. 

The Jews run Hollywood, hook, line, and sinker, and I mean the 
Elite of the Antichrist. However, alcohol and drugs destroy as 
many or more actors and performers as in any other group or 
race. These black bards and widows will do anything, say any- 
thing, or persecute anyone--to gain their wealth and power-ori- 
ented passions. And you all march right to the ticket windows 
and offer up whatever is asked without complaint or boycott. 
How could any picture of a sinking ship take $200 million to 
make? How many mouths would be fed by $200 million? 
WHO GETS THAT MONEY? DO YOU? 

You may have noticed that we offered quite a long writing on 
the topic of the Pharisees. Then Sananda related a writing to the 
topic of Pharisees. I am now questioned about that again. 

May I please just refer to a part of the writing of Dr. Freedman 
to Dr. Goldstein: 

[QUOTING:] 

The eminent Rabbi Louis Finkelstein, the head of The 
Jewish Theological Seminary of America, often referred to as 
"The Vatican of Judaism", in his Foreword to his First Edition 
of his world-famous classic The Pharisees, the Sociological 
Background of Their Faith, on page XXI states: 

". . .Judaism. . . Pharisaism became Talmud- 
ism, Talmudism became Medieval Rabbinism, and 
Medieval Rabbinism became Modern Rabbinism. 
But throughout these changes in name. . . the spirit 



of the ancient Pharisees survives, unaltered. . . 
From Palestine to Babylonia; from Babylonia to 
North Africa, Italy, Spain, France and Germany; 
from these to Poland, Russia, and Eastern Europe 
generally, ancient Pharisaism has wandered. . . 
demonstrates the enduring importance which at- 
taches to Pharisaism as a religious movement. . ." 

[END OF QUOTING] 

We can certainly take up this subject again but it is a distractor 
at this point. 

Good afternoon. 

CHAPTER 6 
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TUE.. JAN. 20. 1998 

I must take just a minute to make a statement to the surveillance 
team monitoring this computer. I had been told that no later 
than on January 15, 1998, there would be full opening of ac- 
counts at IMF with full identification numbers which would 
merit status of ready, willing and ABLE to remove any stay of 
operations. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN AND I WANT A FULL 
REPORT AS TO WHY THIS DIDN'T HAPPEN. YOUR 
PROBLEMS IN CHINA AND INDONESIA ARE NOT MY 
BUSINESS-OUR NEGOTIATIONS AND AGREEMENTS 

BUSINESS. My representative has now been told 
=ry''? I suggest you get Mr. Rubin, and for that 
matter, Mr. Cohen, and get this error in judgment resolved. I 
am no longer patient. 

You have lied continuously about putting no pressure on Indone- 
sia through the IMF--say what? Then why is Mr. Cohen mak- 
ing a round of all those nations suffering at your hands? 

Now, what is he doing in Beijing if he has no intention of doing 
anything "yet" with the Chinese? If Hong Kong is in trouble, it 
does not follow that China needs to have a joint military force 
WITH either the United States or the United Nations. 

I note another atrocity taking place and that is in South Korea. 
How can you account for the large loans intended for "the" Ko- 
rea(S) while George Soros and a group of large offshore hedge 
funds are buying South Korean bank debt--CHEAP? 

My silence is NOT BOUGHT, gentlemen, through this kind of 
destructive intent or action. You have a Jihad to attend in the 
Middle East, so must you be so intent on getting your stuff 



caught in the wringer in the Pacific and Asia? China is a no-no! 
China can, at this moment in time, march across the entire 
world and flatten everything you ever thought of holding and, 
yes, plans to do so. "Joint armyw my ass-umption. Nobody is 
that blind, you idiots of the Angel of Death. 

I can abide a bit of patience when necessary, but NOT FOR 
YOU TO DEAL WITH YOUR ANTICHRIST USURPERS, 
AND THEN TAKE THOSE WHO CAN DO YOU IN AND 
BARGAIN THE REST OF THE WORLD AWAY. 

You don't think I am serious or do not exist? Oh I exist, and 
shall continue right on uncoverine vour lies and thievine iust as 
fast as we can put it forth. I told:& I would leave it alone with 
that which was already present IF YOU MET YOUR OBLIGA- 
TIONS AND AGREEMENTS--IT DOES NOT PAY TO TRY 
TO FOOL MOTHER NATURE OR YOU GET THE BU'ITER 
SPATI?%ED ALL OVER YOUR FACES AND DISCLOSE 
YOUR REAL INTENTIONS--AND, I AM QUITE HAPPY TO 
BE OF ASSISTANCE IN THIS LATTER ENDEAVOR. 

Staff: Just leave the above for the paper for I am weary of 
playing slime-sucker games with these intruders from alien 
lands. At this point I will leave the basic information lay, but if 
this is not cleared up by mid-February, we will offer the entire 
package to the public, especially to those nations wherein these 
scoundrels are stealing the very life-source from the nations they 
pass. 

Along the lines of information, let us continue with the PRO- 
TOCOLS and see how much worse it truly can get, readers. 

Readers, you NOW have all the proof you ever shall need about 
the coalition of Fundamentalist so-called Christians and the fact 
that there is NO JESUS-CHRISTOS INVOLVED. 

LAST NIGHT ON m R  NEWS CAME THE BITS AND 
PIECES ABOUT ISRAEL'S NETANYAHU BEING IN THE 
UNITED STATES TO MEET WITH HIS "OTHER'' MAJOR 
BACKUP "TEAMS". THIS INDICATION WAS STATED, 

THAT THE "JEWS" WERE NOT IN SUPPORT OF WHAT IS 
TAKING PLACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND WITH 
PALESTINE AND DON'T WANT TO FURTHER RAISE 
FUNDS FOR SUCH MASSIVE EFFORTS IN AND AROUND 
JERUSALEM AND OTHER PALESTINIAN-ISRAELI 
HOTSPOTS. 

WHERE THEN DID MR. YAHOO GET HIS GRANDEST 
RECEPTION EVER WITNESSED? RIGHT: JERRY FAL- 
WELL AND A PACKED ARENA. 

I 
I WILL LEAVE YOU WITH WHAT YOUR "CHRISTIAN" 

/ EVANGELIST. HEAD OF THE "RIGHT" AND JUDGE OF 
ALL OTHER 'EVANGELISTS, SAID: "WE WILL STAND 
BEHIND ISRAEL. WE WILL FIGHT FOR THE ZIONIST 
CAUSE. GOD SAYS: 'THOSE WHO BLESS ISRAEL 
SHALL BE BLESSED AND THOSE WHO CURSE ISRAEL 

I WILL BE CURSED. "' 
1 
I SO READERS, YOU DON'T EVEN NEED THE JEWS TO 
I BRING ISRAEL HOME TO YOUR LAND TO TAKE IT AS 

HOMELAND--YOUR "CHRISTIANS" ARE GOING TO DO 
I THE JOB IN TOTO. 

You may here think I am nuts? Sorry, it was on your establish- 
ment news! Mark the day, January 19, 1998. 

1 

; Mr. Yahoo echoed the very concept of "...no longer needing the 
I 

Jew in America...". His meeting with Mr. Clinton had been 
I 

cool and formal but the reception he got from your Christians 
just about blew the roof off. The stuff is in the fan and the 
game is about up with Billy. Have any of you LOOKED at 
Mrs. Jones' (Paula) profile? "Just a cute little innocent chick 
from the South?" Not on your life! 

And just who is financing Mrs. Jones' struggle and all her Jew- ' ish attorneys? That's right, a "Christian" organization. How- 
ever, they have their own problems for Mr. Clinton is fighting 
back with IRS AUDITS of the organization AND Mrs. Jones. 



Now, isn't this just the nicest, kindest, gentler world of Mr. 
Bush? 

I told you years ago, and repeat it frequently, Jerry Falwell 
made statements while serving IN THE WHITE HOUSE that "I 
am a Zionist and proud of it!" So be it. The statements made 
about money indicated that the "Christians" always meet any 
obligation proposed by Mr. Falwell and it is expected that funds 
as high as into the billions of dollars will EASILY be forthcom- 
ing. Read it and weep, brethren. 

BIRTHING ln?? PHOErn 

[QUOTING, Part 14:] THE PROTOCOLS OFZION. 

PROTOCOL NO. 2 

Economic Wars--the foundation of the Jewish predominance. 
Figure-head government and "secret advisers". Successes of 
destructive doctrines. Adaptability in politics. Part played 
by the Press. Cost of gold and value of Jewish sacrifice. 

It is indispensable for our purpose that wars, so far as possi- 
ble, should not result in territorial gains; war will thus be 
brought onto the economic ground, where the nations will not 
fail to perceive in the assistance we give the strength of our pre- 
dominance, and this state of things will put both sides at the 
mercy of our international agentur, which possesses millions of 
eyes ever on the watch and unhampered by any limitations what- 
soever. Our international rights will then wipe out national 
rights, in the proper sense of right, and will rule the nations pre- 
cisely as the civil law of States rules the relations of their sub- 
jects among themselves. 

The administrators, whom we shall choose from among the 
public, with strict regard to their capacities for servile obedi- 
ence, will not be persons trained in the arts of government, and 
will therefore easily become pawns in our game in the hands of 
men of learning and genius who will be their advisers, special- 
ists bred and reared from early childhood to rule the affairs of 

the whole world. As is well known to you, these specialists of 
ours have been drawing to fit them for rule the information they 
need from our political plans from the lessons of history, from 
observations made of the events of every moment as it passes. 
The goyim are not guided by practical use of unprejudiced his- 
torical observation, but by theoretical routine without any criti- 
cal regard for consequent results. We need not, therefore, take 
any account of them--let them amuse themselves until the hour 
strikes, or live on hopes of new forms of enterprising pastime, 
or on the memories of all they have enjoyed. For then let that 
play the principal part which we have persuaded them to accept 
as the dictates of science (theory). It is with this object in view 
that we are constantly, by means of our press, arousing a blind 
confidence in these theories. The intellectuals of the goyim will 
puff themselves up with their knowledge and without any logical 
verification of them will put into effect all the information avail- 
able from science, which our agemr specialists have cunningly 
pieced together for the purpose of educating their minds in the 
direction we want. 

Do not suppose for a moment that these statements are empty 
words; think carefully of the successes we arranged for Dar- 
winism, Marxism, Nietzsche-ism. To us Jews, at any rate, it 
should be plain to see what a disintegrating importance these di- 
rectives have had upon the minds of the goyim. 

It is indispensable for us to take account of the thoughts, 
characters, tendencies of the nations in order to avoid making 
slips in the political and in the direction of administrative affairs. 
The triumph of our system, of which the component parts of the 
machinery may be variously disposed according to the tempera- 
ment of the peoples met on our way, will fail of success if the 
practical application of it be not based upon a summing up of the 
lessons of the past in the light of the present. 

In the hands of the States of today there is a great force that 
creates the movement of thought in the people, and that is the 
Press. The part played by the Press is to keep pointing out re- 
quirements supposed to be indispensable, to give voice to the 
complaints of the people, to express and create discontent. It is 



in the Press that the triumph of freedom of speech finds its in- 
carnation. But the goyim States have not known how to make 
use of this force; and it has fallen into our hands. Through the 
Press we have gained the power to influence while remaining 
ourselves in the shade; thanks to the Press we have got the gold 
in our hands, notwithstanding that we have had to gather it out 
of oceans of blood and tears. But it has paid us, though we have 
sacrificed many of our people. Each victim on our side is worth 
in the sight of God a thousand goyim. 

PROTOCOL NO. 3 

The Symbolic Snake and its significance. The instability of the 
constitutional scales. Terror in the palaces. Power and am- 
bition. Parliaments, "talkeries", pamphlets. Abuse of 
power. Economic slavery. "People's Rights" Monopolist 
system and the aristocracy. The Army of Mason-Jewry. 
Decrescence in the Goyim. Hunger and rights of capital. 
The mob and the coronation of "The Sovereign Lord of all 
the World". The fundamental precept in the programme of 
the future Masonic national schools. The secret of the sci- 
ence of the structure of society. Universal economic crisis. 
Security of "ours" (i.e., our people, Jews). The despotism of 
Masonry--the kingdom of reason. Loss of the guide. Ma- 
sonry and the great French Revolution. The King-Despot of 
the blood of Zion. Causes of the invincibility of Masonry. 
Part played by secret Masonic agents. Freedom. 

Today I may tell you that our goal is now only a few steps 
off. There remains a small space to cross and the whole long 
path we have trodden is ready now to close its cycle of the Sym- 
bolic Snake, by which we symbolize our people. When this ring 
closes, all the States of Europe will be locked in its coil as in a 
powerful vice. 

The constitution scales of these days will shortly break down, 
for we have established them with a certain lack of accurate bal- 
ance in order that they may oscillate incessantly until they wear 
through the pivot on which they turn. The goyim are under the 
impression that they have welded them sufficiently strong and 

they have all along kept on expecting that the scales would come 
into equilibrium. But the pivots--the kings on their thrones--are 
hemmed in by their representatives, who play the fool, dis- 
traught with their own uncontrolled and irresponsible power. 
This power they owe to the terror which has been breathed into 
the palaces. As they have no means of getting at their people, 
into their very midst, the kings on their thrones are no longer 
able to come to terms with them and so strengthen themselves 
against seekers after power. We have made a gulf between the 
far-seeing Sovereign Power and the blind force of the people so 
that both have lost all meaning, for like the blind man and his 
stick, both are powerless apart. 

In order to incite seekers after power to a misuse of power 
we have set all forces in opposition one to another, breaking up 
their liberal tendencies towards independence. To this end we 
have stirred up every form of enterprise, we have armed all 
parties, we have set up authority as a target for every ambition. 
Of States we have made gladiatorial arenas where a host of con- 
fused issues contend ... A little more, and disorders and 
bankruptcy will be universal. 

Babblers inexhaustible have turned into oratorical contests the 
sittings of Parliament and Administrative Boards. Bold journal- 
ists and unscrupulous pamphleteers daily fall upon executive of- 
ficials. Abuses of power will put the final touch in preparing all 
institutions for their overthrow and everything will fly skyward 
under the blows of the maddened mob. 

All people are chained down to heavy toil by poverty more 
firmly than ever they were chained by slavery and serfdom; 
from these, one way and another, they might free themselves, 
these could be settled with, but from want they will never get 
away. We have included in the constitution such rights as to the 
masses appear fictitious and not actual rights. m: By the way, 
recognize in these latter days when constitution is applied, it 
is the United Nations One World Order (under their control) 
CHARTER.] All these so-called "People's Rights" can exist 
only in idea, an idea which can never be realized in practical 
life. What is it to the proletariat laborer, bowed double over his 



heavy toll, crushed by his lot in life, if talkers get the right to 
babble, if journalists get the right to scribble any nonsense side 
by side with good stuff, once the proletariat has no other profit 
out of the constitution save only those pitiful crumbs which we 
fling them from our table in return for their voting in favour of 
what we dictate, in favour of the men we place in power, the 
servants of our agentur.. . Republican rights for a poor man are 
no more than a bitter piece of irony, for the necessity he is un- 
der of toiling almost all day gives him no present use of them, 
but on the other hand robs him of all guarantee of regular and 
certain earnings by making him dependent on strikes by his 
comrades or lockouts by his masters. 

The people under our guidance have annihilated the aristoc- 
racy, who were their one and only defence and foster-mother 
for the sake of their own advantage which is inseparably bound 
up with the well-being of the people. Nowadays, with the de- 
struction of the aristocracy, the people have fallen into the grips 
of merciless money-grinding scoundrels who have laid a pitiless 
and cruel yoke upon the necks of the workers. 

We appear on the scene as alleged saviours of the worker 
from this oppression when we propose to him to enter the ranks 
of our fighting forces-Socialists, Anarchists, Communists--to 
whom we always give support in accordance with an alleged 
brotherly rule (of the solidarity of all humanity) of our social 
masonry. The aristocracy, which enjoyed by law the labour of 
the workers, was interested in seeing that the workers were well 
fed, healthy and strong. We are interested in just the opposite-- 
the diminution, the killing out of the GOYIM. Our power is in 
the chronic shortness of food and physical weakness of the 
worker because by all that this implies he is made the slave of 
our will, and he will not find in his own authorities either 
strength or energy to set against our will. Hunger creates the 
right of capital to rule the worker more surely than it was given 
to the aristocracy by the legal authority of kings. 

By want and the envy and hatred which it engenders we shall 
move the mobs and with their hands we shall wipe out all those 
who hinder us on our way. 

I When the hour strikes for our Sovereign Lord of all the World 
to be crowned it is these same hands which will sweep away ev- 1 erything that might be a hindrance thereto. 

I 

1 The goyim have lost the habit of thinking unless prompted by 

/ the suggestions of our specialists. IH: Boy, have they got this 
I one right!] Therefore they do not see the urgent necessity of 
I what we, when our kingdom comes, shall adopt at once, namely 
I I 

this, that it is essential to teach in national schools one simple, 
true piece of knowledge, the basis of all knowledge--the knowl- 1 edge of the structure of h m n  lge, of social existence, which 
requires division of labour, and consequently, the division of 1 men into classes and conditions. It is essential for all to know 
that owing to dzyerence in the objects of hwnan activity there 1 cannot be any equality, that he who by any act of his compro- 
mises a whole class cannot be equally responsible before the law 

1 with him who affects no one but only his own honour. The true 
knowledge of the structure of society, into the secrets of which I we do not admit the goyim, would demonstrate to all men that 

I the positions and work must be kept within a certain circle, that 
1 they may not become a source of human suffering, arising from 
I an education which does not correspond with the work which 
/ individuals are called upon to do. After a thorough study of this 
1 knowledge the peoples will voluntarily submit to authority and 

1 accept such position as is appointed them in the State. In the 
; present state of knowledge and the direction we have given to its 
/ development the people, blindly believing things in print--cher- 

1 ishes--thanks to promptings intended to mislead and to its own 
ignorance--a blind hatred towards all conditions which it consid- 
ers above itself, for it has no understanding of the meaning of 
class and condition. 

I 
This hatred will be still further magnified by the effects of an 

economic crisis, which will stop dealings on the exchanges and 
bring industry to a standstill. We shall create by all the secret 
subterranean methods open to us and with the aid of gold, which 
is all in our hands, a universal economic crisis whereby we shall 
throw upon the streets whole mobs of workers simultaneously in 
all the countries of Europe. These mobs will rush delightedly to 
shed the blood of those whom, in the simplicity of their igno- 



rance, they have envied from their cradles, and whose property 
they will then be able to loot. 

"Ours" they will not touch, because the moment of attack will 
be known to us and we shall take measures to protect our own. 

We have demonstrated that progress will bring all the goyim 
to the sovereignty of reason. Our despotism will be precisely 
that; for it will know how by wise severities to pacificate all un- 
rest, to cauterize liberalism out of all institutions. 

When the populace has seen that all sorts of concessions and 
indulgences are yielded it in the name of freedom it has imag- 
ined itself to be sovereign lord and has stormed its way to 
power, but, naturally, like every other blind man it has come 
upon a host of stumbling blocks, it has rushed tojind a guide, it 
has never had the sense to return to the former state and it has 
laid down its plenipotentiary powers at OUR feet. Remember 
the French Revolution, to which it was we who gave the name 
of "Great"; the secrets of its preparations are well known to us 
for it was wholly the work of our hands. 

m: I suggest you not go forth now and say, "Well, this can't 
be an original text when we are talking about things such as 
the French Revolution... etc." Even if you don't catch the 
drift, this set of Protocols was and is continuously updated to 
always be informed about "where we are" at any given mo- 
ment in The Plan. You will find these dates used as consis- 
tent with the turn of the century. Remember that the 
FRENCH Revolution was iv the 1789-1799 whiie the Russian 
Revolution began in about 1917.1 

Ever since that time we have been leading the peoples from 
one disenchantment to another, so that in the end they should 
turn also from us in favour of that King-Despot of the blood of 
Zion, whom we are preparing for the world. 

At the present day we are, as an international force, invinci- 
ble, because if attacked by some we are supported by other 
States. It is the bottomless rascality of the goyim peoples, who 

crawl on their bellies to force, but are merciless towards weak- 
ness, unsparing to faults and indulgent to crimes, unwilling to 
bear the contradictions of a free social system but patient unto 
martyrdom under the violence of a bold despotism--it is those 
qualities which are aiding us to independence. From the pre- 
mierdictators of the present day the goyim peoples suffer pa- 
tiently and bear such abuses as for the least of them they would 
have beheaded twenty kings. 

What is the explanation of this phenomenon, this curious in- 
consequence of the masses of the peoples in their attitude to- 
wards what would appear to be events of the same order? 

It is explained by the fact that these dictators whisper to the 
peoples through their agents that through these abuses they are 
inflicting injury on the States with the highest purpose--to secure 
the welfare of the peoples, the international brotherhood of them 
all, their solidarity and equality of rights. Naturally they do not 
tell the peoples that this unification must be accomplished only 
under our sovereign rule. 

And thus the people condemn the upright and acquit the 
guilty, persuaded ever more and more that it can do whatsoever 
it wishes. Thanks to this state of things the people are destroy- 
ing every kind of stability and creating disorders at every step. 

The word "freedom" brings out the communities of men to 
1 fight against every kind of force, against every kind of author- 
, ity, even against God and the laws of nature. For this reason 

we, when we come into our kingdom, shall have to erase this 
word from the lexicon of life as implying a principle of brute 
force which turns mobs into bloodthirsty beasts. 

These beasts, it is true, fall asleep again every time when 
they have drunk their fill of blood, and at such times can easily 
be riveted into their chains. But if they be not given blood they 
will not sleep and continue the struggle. 

[END OF QUOTING] 



And, students, guess WHOSE blood is fed to the "beasts" as de- 
scribed by this Antichrist? That's right, the blood of Jesus who 
no longer even represents the Christ for they have so degraded 
the very name as to render it totally without merit. By the way, 
to you who still use "Jesus" in the context of the true Christed 
being and within your hearts know the difference between hu- 
man expression and spiritual intent, God doesn't mind the error. 
But when you place your irresponsible actions onto the being of 
any other, and in this instance, a pure and innocent man, so you 
don't have to do a thing in Truth, you are REALLY MIS- 
TAKEN IN YOUR THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS. There is no 
rapture to heaven with God of Truth, Love and Light. There is 
a PROMISE of something that has no way of coming to be. 
There will be mass killings and your children will not even 
know the difference--except in the soul essence of that which 
will cause you to wish you had done your journey differently. 
There is not even "Rapture" in your twisted and tainted Bible. 
That was conjured directly from such as Jerry Falwell, Hal 
Lindsey and others who interpret anything any way they choose. 

There will be NO RAPTURE as described to you--but Mr. Fal- 
well just sold a LOT OF TICKETS to that blackest day in his- 
tory, in behalf of Israel. 

Thank you and good morning. 
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Continuing directly, The Protocols of Zion 

[QUOTING, Part IS:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 4 

Stages of a Republic. Gentile Masonry. Freedom and 
Faith. International Industrial Competition. Role of 
Speculation. Cult of Gold. 

Every republic passes through several stages. The first of 
these is comprised in the early days of mad raging by the blind 
mob, tossed hither and thither, right and left; the second is dem- 
agogy, from which is born anarchy, and that leads inevitably to 
despotism--not any longer legal and overt, and therefore respon- 
sible despotism, but to unseen and secretly hidden, yet never- 
theless sensibly felt despotism in the hands of some secret orga- 
nization or other, whose acts are the more unscrupulous inas- 
much as it works behind a screen, behind the backs of all sorts 
of agents, the changing of whom not only does not injuriously 
affect but actually aids the secret force by saving it, thanks to 
continual changes, from the necessity of expending its resources 
on the rewarding of long services. 

Who and what is in a position to overthrow an invisible 
force? And this is precisely what our force is. Gentile-Masonry 
blindly serves as a screen for us and our objects, but the plan of 
action of our force, even its very abiding place, remains for the 
whole people an unknown mystery. 



But even freedom might be harmless and have its place in the 
State economy without injury to the well-being of the peoples if 
it rested upon the foundation of faith in God, upon the brother- 
hood of humanity, unconnected with the conception of equality, 
which is negatived by the very laws of creation, for they have 
established subordination. With such a faith as this a people 
might be governed by a wardship of parishes, and would walk 
contentedly and humbly under the guiding hand of its spiritual 
pastor submitting to the dispositions of God upon Earth. This is 
the reason why it is indispensable for us to undermine all faith, 
to tear out of minds of the GOYIM the very principle of God- 
head and the spirit, and to put in its place arithmetical calcula- 
tions and material nee&. 

In order to give the goyim no time to think and take note, 
their minds must be diverted towards industry and trade. Thus, 
all the nations will be swallowed up in the pursuit of gain and in 
the race for it will not take note of their common foe. But 
again, in order that freedom may once and for all disintegrate 
and ruin the communities of the goyim, we must put industry on 
a speculative basis; the result of this will be that what is with- 
drawn from the land by industry will slip through the hand and 
pass into speculation, that is, to our classes. 

The intensified struggle for superiority and shocks delivered 
to economic life will create, nay, have already created, disen- 
chanted, cold and heartless communities. Such communities 
will foster a strong aversion towards the higher political and to- 
wards religion. Their only guide is gain, that is Gold, which 
they will erect into a veritable cult, for the sake of those mate- 
rial delights which it can give. Then will the hour strike when, 
not for the sake of attaining the good, not even to win wealth, 
but solely out of hatred towards the privileged, the lower classes 
of the goyim will follow our lead against our rivals for power, 
the intellectuals of the goyim. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Do any of you who have followed our own trail through the past 
years doubt the validity of THIS above statement? If anything 

/ will getcha the likes of Green, Abbott, Horton, et al., I'r IS A 
LITnE BIT OF GOLD! 

I 

I 
Moreover, could it be that Green promised so much out of the 
Overton/Phoenix Institute gold, to attorneys and such as the 

I likes of Tuten, Fort, etc., that he has not PAID HIS ATTOR- 
I NEYS OR ANY OF HIS AGREED UPON DEBTS TO SUCH 

AS US&P, ET AL.? Come on, we are not talking about the 
1 gold of the world--only the gift of one man in Texas who wanted 
I his legacy to be Truth and therefore gave some gold to the In- 

stitute--only to be stolen and secreted away by Green. Do you , not think that in the long-journey that Overton will see the fruits 
of that gift, even if it not be in the measure he anticipated? A 

1 
lot of evil activities and intent are going to be totally uncovered 

1 before these encounters are finished! 
I 
i I [QUOTING:] 

I 
! PROTOCOL NO. 5 

Creation of an intensified centralization of government. 
Methods of seizing power by Masonry. Causes of the im- 
possibility of agreement between States. The state of 
"predestination" of the Jews. Gold--the engine of the ma- 
chinery of States. Significance of criticism. "Show" in- 
stitutions. Weariness from word-spinning. How to take a 
grip of public opinion. Significance of personal initiative. 
The Super-Government. 

What form of administrative rule can be given to communi- 
ties in which corruption has penetrated everywhere, communi- 
ties where riches are attained only by the cIever surprise tactics 
of semi-swindling tricks; where looseness reigns, where moral- 
ity is maintained by penal measures and harsh laws but not by 
voluntarily accepted principles; where the feelings toward faith 
and country are obliterated by cosmopolitan convictions? What 
form of rule is to be given to these communities if not that 
despotism which I shall describe to you later? We shall create 
an intensified centralization of government in order to grip in 
our hands all the forces of the community. We shall regulate 



mechanically all the actions of the political life of our subjects 
by new laws. These laws will withdraw one by one all the in- 
dulgences and liberties which have been permitted by the goyim, 
and our kingdom will be distinguished by a despotism of such 
magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every 
place in a position to wipe out any goyim who oppose us by deed 
or word. 

We shall be told that such a despotism as I speak of is not 
consistent with the progress of these days, but I will prove to 
you that it is. 

In the times when the peoples looked upon kings on their 
thrones as on a pure manifestation of the will of God, they sub- 
mitted without a murmur to the despotic power of kings; but 
from the day when we insinuated into their minds the conception 
of their own rights they began to regard the occupants of thrones 
as mere ordinary mortals. The holy unction of the Lord's 
Anointed has fallen from the heads of kings in the eye of the 
people, and when we also robbed them of their faith in God the 
might of power was flung upon the streets into the place of pub- 
lic proprietorship and was seized by us. 

Moreover, the art of directing masses and individuals by 
means of cleverly manipulated theory and verbiage, by regula- 
tions of life in common and all sorts of other quirks, in all of 
which the goyim understand nothing, belongs likewise to the 
specialists of our administrative brain. Reared on analysis, ob- 
servation, on delicacies of fine calculation, in this species of 
skill we have no rivals, any more than we have either in the 
drawing up of plans of political actions and solidarity. In this 
respect the Jesuits alone might have compared with us, but we 
have contrived to discredit them in the eyes of the unthinking 
mob as an overt organization, while we ourselves all the while 
have kept our secret organization in the shade. However, it is 
probably all the same to the world who is its sovereign lord, 
whether the head of Catholicism or our despot of the blood of 
Zion! But to us, the Chosen People, it is very far from being a 
matter of indifference. 

For a rime perhaps we might be successfully dealt with by a 
coalition of the GOYIM of all the worM; but from this danger 
we are secured by the discord existing among them whose roots 
are so deeply seated that they can never now be plucked up. 
We have set one against another the personal and national reck- 
onings of the goyim, religious and race hatreds, which we have 
fostered into a huge growth in the course of the past twenty 
centuries. This is the reason why there is not one State which 
would anywhere receive support if it were to raise its arm, for 
every one of them must bear in mind that any agreement against 
us would be unprofitable to itself. We are too strong--there is 
no evading our power. The nations cannot come to even an in- 
considerable private agreement withour our secretly having a 
hand in it. 

"Per Me reges regnant. " ("It is through me that Kings 
reign.") And it was said by the prophets that we were chosen 
by God Himself to rule over the whole Earth. God has endowed 
us with genius that we may be equal to our task. Were genius in 
the opposite camp it would still struggle against us, but even so 
a newcomer is no match for the old-established settler; the 
struggle would be merciless between us, such a fight as the 
world bas never yet seen. Well, you surely are about to 
see it now.] Aye, and the genius on their side would have ar- 
rived too late. [H: Nope, WRONG.] All the wheels of the 
machinery of all States go by the force of the engine, which. is in 
our hands, and that engine of the machinery of States is--Gold. 
m: Ah, but a TWO-edged sword can be honed with GOLD!] 
The science of political economy invented by our learned elders 
has for long past been giving royal prestige to capital. 

Capital, if it is to co-operate untrammeled, must be free to 
establish a monopoly of industry and trade; this is already being 
put in execution by an unseen hand in all quarters of the world. 
This freedom will give political force to those engaged in indus- 
try, and that will help to oppress the people. Nowadays it is 
more important to disarm the peoples than to lead them into 
war; more important to use for our advantage the passions 
which have burst into flames than to quench their fire; more im- 
portant to catch up and interpret the ideas of others to suit our- 



selves than to eradicate them. The principal object of our di- 
rectorate consists in this: To debilitate the public mind by criti- 
cism; to lead it away from serious reflections calculared to 
arouse resistance; to distract the forces of the mind towarris a 
shamfight of empty eloquence. 

In all ages the peoples of the world, equally with individuals, 
have accepted words for deeds, for they are content with a show 
and rarely pause to note, in the public arena, whether promises 
are followed by performance. 

Therefore we shall establish show institutions which will give 
eloquent proof of their benefit to progress. 

We shall assume to ourselves the liberal physiognomy of all 
parties, of all directions, and we shall give that physiognomy a 
voice in orators who will speak so much that they will exhaust 
the patience of their hearers and produce an abhorrence of ora- 
tory. 

In order to put public opinion into our hanh we must bring it 
into a state of bewilderment by giving expression from all sides 
to so many coruradictory opinions and for such length of time as 
will suflce to make the GOYIM lose their heads in the labyrinth 
and come to see that the best thing is to have no opinion of any 
kind in maners political, which it is not given to the public to 
understand, because they are understood only by him who 
guides the public. This is the first secret. 

The second secret requisite for the success of our government 
is comprised in the following: To multiply to such an extent na- 
tional failings, habits, passions, conditions of civil life, that it 
will be impossible for anyone to know where he is in the result- 
ing chaos, so that the people in consequence will fail to under- 
stand one another. This measure will also serve us in another 
way, namely, to sow discord in all parties, to dislocate all col- 
lective forces which are still unwilling to submit to us, and to 
discourage any kind of personal initiative which might in any 
degree hinder our affair. Rere is nothing more dangerous than 
personal initiarlve; if it has genius behind it, such initiative can 

do more than can be done by millions of people among whom 
we have sown discord. We must so direct the education of the 
goyim communities that whenever they come upon a matter re- 
quiring initiative they may drop their hands in despairing impo- 
tence. The strain which results from freedom of action saps the 
forces when it meets with the freedom of another. From this 
collision arise grave moral shocks, disenchantments, failures. 
By all these means we shall so wear down the GOYIM that they 
will be compelled to ofler us international power of a nature that 
by its position will enable without any violence gradually to ab- 
sorb all the State forces of the world and to form a Super-Gov- 
ernment. In place of the rulers of today we shall set up a bogey 
which will be called the Super-Government Administration. Its 
hands will reach out in all directions like nippers and its organi- 
zations will be of such colossal dimensions that it cannot fail to 
subdue all the nations of the world. 

PROTOCOL NO. 6 

Monopolies; upon them depend the fortunes of the goyim. 
Taking of the land out of the hands of the aristocracy. 
Trade, Industry and Speculation. Luxury. Rise of wages 
and increase of price in the articles of primary necessity. 
Anarchism and drunkenness. Secret meaning of the pro- 
paganda of economic theories. 

We shall soon begin to establish huge monopolies, reservoirs 
of colossal riches, upon which even large fortunes of the goyim 
will depend to such an extent that they will go to the bottom to- 
gether with the credit of the States on the day after the political 
smash. 

You gentlemen here present who are economists, just strike 
an estimate of the significance of this combination! 

In every possible way we must develop the significance of 
our Super-Government by representing it as the Protector and 
Benefactor of all those who voluntarily submit to us. 



The aristocracy of the goyim as a political force, is dead--we 
need not take it into account; but as landed proprietors they can 
still be harmful to us from the fact that they are self-sufficing in 
the resources upon which they live. It is essential therefore for 
us at whatever cost to deprive them of their land. This object 
will be best attained by increasing the burdens upon landed 
property--in loading lands with debt. These measures will check 
land-holding and keep it in a state of humble and unconditional 
submission. 

The aristocrats of the goyim, being hereditarily incapable of 
contenting themselves with little, will rapidly burn up and fizzle 
out. 

At the same time we must intensively patronize trade and in- 
dustry, but, first and foremost, speculation, the part played by 
which is to provide a counterpoise to industry; the absence of 
speculative industry will multiply capital in private hands and 
will serve to restore agriculture by freeing the land from indebt- 
edness to the land banks. What we want is that industry should 
drain off from the land both labour and capital and by means of 
speculation transfer into our hands all the money of the world, 
and thereby throw all the goyim into the ranks of the proletariat. 
Then the goyim will bow down before us, if for no other reason 
but to get the right to exist. 

To complete the ruin of the industry of the goyim we shall 
bring to the assistance of speculation the luxury which we have 
developed among goyim, that greedy demand for luxury which 
is swallowing up everything. We shall raise the rate of wages 
which, however, will not bring any advuntage to the workers, 
for at the same time, we shall produce a rise in prices of theJirst 
necessaries of life, alleging that it arises from the decline of 
agriculncre and cattle-breeding; we shall firther undermine urt- 
jZly and deeply sources of production, by accustoming the 
workers to unarchy and to drunkenness and side by side there- 
with taking all measure to extirpate [destroy utterly] from the 
face of the Earth all the educated forces of the GOYIM. 

In order that the true meaning of things may not sm'ke the 
GOYIM before the proper time we shall mask it under an al- 
leged ardent desire to serve the working classes and the great 
principles of political economy about which our economic theo- 
ries are carrying on an energetic propaganda. 

PROTOCOL NO. 7 

Object of the intensification of armaments. Ferments, dis- 
cords and hostility all over the world. Checking the oppo- 
sition of the goyim by wars and by a universal war. Se- 
crecy means success in the political. The Press and public 
opinion. The guns of America, China and Japan. 

The intensification of armaments, the increase of police 
forces--are all essential for the completion of the aforementioned 
plans. What we have to get at is that there should be in all the 
States of the world, besides ourselves, only the masses of the 
proletariat, a few millionaires devoted to our interests, police 
and soldiers. 

Throughout all Europe, and by means of relations with Eu- 
rope, in other continents also, we must create ferments, discords 
and hostility. Therein we gain a double advantage. In the first 
place we keep in check all countries, for they well know that we 
have the power whenever we like to create disorders or to re- 
store order. All these countries are accustomed to see in us an 
indispensable force of coercion. In the second place, by our in- 
trigues we shall tangle up all the threads which we have 
stretched into the cabinets of all States by means of the political, 
by economic treaties, or loan obligations. In order to succeed in 
this we must use great cunning and penetration during negotia- 
tions and agreements, but, as regards what is called the "official 
language", we shall keep to the opposite tactics and assume the 
mask of honesty and compliancy. In this way the peoples and 
governments of the goyim, whom we have taught to l w k  only at 
the outside of whatever we present to their notice, will still con- 
tinue to accept us as the benefactors and saviours of the human 
race. 



We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposi- 
tion by war with the neighbors of that country which dares to 
oppose us; but if these neighbors should also venture to stand 
collectively together against us, then we must offer resistance by 
a universal war. 

The principal factor of success in the political is the secrecy 
of its undertakings; the words should not agree with the deeds of 
the diplomat. 

We must compel the governments of the goyim to take action 
in the direction favoured by our widely-conceived plan, already 
approaching the desired consummation, by what we shall repre- 
sent as public opinion, secretly prompted by us through the 
means of that so-called "Great Powern--the Press, which, with a 
few exceptions that nuzy be disregarded, is already entirely in 
our ha&. 

In a word, to sum up our system of keeping the governments 
of the goyim in Europe in check, we shall show our strength to 
one of them by terrorist attempts and to all, if we allow the pos- 
sibility of a general rising against us, we shall respond with the 
guns of America or China or Japan. 

m: If that doesn't fry your blood, nothing should.] 

PROTOCOL NO. 8 

Ambiguous employment of juridical rights. Assistants of 
the Masonic directorate. Special schools and super-edu- 
cational training. Economists and millionaires. To whom 
to entrust responsible posts in the government. 

We must arm ourselves with all the weapons which our op- 
ponents might employ against us. We must search out in the 
very finest shades of expression and the knotty points of the 
lexicon of law justification for those cases where we shall have 
to pronounce judgments that might appear abnormally audacious 
and unjust, for it is important that these resolutions should be set 
forth in expressions that shall seem to be the most exalted moral 

principles cast into legal form. Our directorate must surround 
itself with all these forces of civilization among which it will 
have to work. It will surround itself with publicists, practical 
jurists, administrators, diplomats and, finally, with persons pre- 
pared by a special super-educational training in our special 
schookr. These persons will have cognizance of all the secrets 
of the social structure; they will know all the languages that can 
be made up by political alphabets and words; they will be made 
acquainted with the whole underside of human nature, with all 
its sensitive chords on which they will have to play. These 
chords are the cast of mind of the goyim, their tendencies, 
shortcomings, vices and qualities, the particularities of classes 
and conditions. Needless to say that the talented assistants of 
authority, of whom I speak, will be taken not from among the 
goyim, who are accustomed to perform their administrative 
work without giving themselves the trouble to think what its aim 
is, and never consider what it is needed for. The administrators 
of the goyim sign papers without reading them, and they serve 
either for mercenary reasons or from ambition. 

We shall surround our government with a whole world of 
economists. That is the reason why economic sciences form the 
principal subject of the teaching given to the Jews. Around us 
again will be a whole constellation of bankers, industrialists, 
capitalists and--the main thing--millionaires, because in sub- 
stance everything will be settled by the question of figures. 

For a time, until there will no longer be any risk in entrusting 
responsible posts in our States to our brother-Jews, we shall put 
them in the hands of persons whose past and reputation are such 
that between them and the people lies an abyss; persons who, in 
case of disobedience to our instructions, must face criminal 
charges or disappear--this in order to make them defend our in- 
terests to their last gasp. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

We will take up the next writing with No. 9. 



Continually I must remind you that these Protocols for Plan 
2000 were written CENTURIES AGO. They were simply 
translated from Russian by Nilus in 1901. 

It must be obvious to you-the-people that the "puppet-master" is 
on YOUR doorstep and has the strings tied and aligned while 
you danced to his tune. I think you will see that everything out- 
lined herein--HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED! 

Where do you go from here? I don't know where YOU are 
going; I only know where I AM going. 

Be at peace, you of Truth, for the LIE CAN NEVER STAND 
IN THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND WILL ULTIMATELY EX- 
TINGUISH ITSELF. 

I have a whole book here on who said what regarding these 
people, even as poorly identified as they have been through the 
ages, the Pharisee is never overlooked. Even that one they 
dubbed erroneously, that "Jesus" Christ, said when speaking to 
the Jews in the Gospel of St John (VIZZ::44): 

"Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your 
father ye will do. He was a murderer from the be- 
ginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is 
no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he 
speaketh of his own; for he is a liar and the father of 
it. " 

How about Mohammed, in the Koran: 

"Whoever is afn'end of a Jew, belongs to them, be- 
comes one of them; God cannot tolerate this m a n  
people. The Jews have wandered awayfrom divine 
religion. They are usurpers. You must not relent in 
your work which must show up Jewish deceit." 

And what about George Washington whom we spoke of only a 
day or so ago and who was also a Mason? Don't think the Ma- 

sons liked the usurpers much better than anyone else from whom 
i the thefts were made. 

In Maxims of George Washington by A.A. Appleton & Co.: 

"They (the Jews) work more effectively against us, 
than the enemy's armies. They are a hundred times 
more dangerous to our libert

i

es and the great cause 
we are engaged in.. . It is much to be lmnented that 
each state, long ago, has not hunted them down as 
pests to society and the greatest enemies we have to 
the happiness of America. " 

Every Pope has despised and warned against this group of 
usumers--UNTIL THE LAST--AND GUESS WHAT. HE 
BOCGHT  TO THEVERY NEST OF THE VIPERS.' HE 
NOT ONLY BETRAYED HIS CHARGES BUT HE FINALLY 
KILLED THE CHRIST IN THAT MASSIVE AND SWEEP- 
ING TRADITION RECOGNIZED AS CATHOLIC. 

The hue and cry of the Christian churches and that of the 
Catholic Church is that there is a drifting away from the 
churches themselves as the hypocrisy rises more and more to be 
seen--especially by the elderly and by the young who can see 
that Christ has been betrayed and, thus, GOD HAS BEEN BE- 
TRAYED. This movement away from your organized churches 
will continue, for the LIE becomes too obvious and actions al- 
ways will speak far louder than the rhetoric from the false 
teachers of the pulpits. May God have mercy. 

Salu and Adonai--oh yes, some of you may recognize that as 
Adonay. 
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First question from this keyboard of "fingers" is, "What does 
'Birthing the Phoenix' mean for it obviously has some meaning 
different from what was expected as we move on into topics 
being covered these days?" It means that in the delivery process 
of the baby in any circumstance there must be a nest, a time of 
gestation, a delivery and a time of actual birth upon which to 
move forward in clearance of abilities and capability. We are in 
labor and of course that means that the time of birth of our baby 
bird is at hand. This may well have no meaning to most who 
read it, but to my team it will have great meaning since we have 
gone through this gestation and labor with great difficulty. 
Many things can ease our way now into a smooth delivery and 
birthing. We have to make sure the ashes have produced the 
perfect bird which, when fully fledged, can soar into the heav- 
ens. Isn't it wondrous that from this vineyard we don't have to 
deal with grapes but rather, LIFE? So be it and have JOY for 
we draw near to that for which we have worked so diligently. 

We will move right on with the Protocols and, yes, before we 
are finished we will have presented far more than most people 
will even realize is available. For instance, in 1977 from an 
ABC news broadcast (January 2, 1977), an interesting broadcast 
was issued: "The British Government is wiihholding Cabinet pa- 
pers dating back to 1946 which relate to Palestine and the 
British Mandate before the creation of the State of Israel. They 
won't be made public for mother 30-years. The papers were 
due to be released yesterday under a 30 year rule, but they are 
still regarded as too sensave t . . o be made public. A BBC corre- 
spondent says the documents concern a year of diplomatic and 
political activity which, if made public thirty years later, c o d  

be h a n n f u l t o  and to individuals who 
were involved in the creation o f  the Jewish State," 

I would tell you in advance that even the word Zionism was 
barred from use at that time to protect THE PLAN. A term of 
"ZIMWSM" was fabricated as the code-name. 

All the way back in 1939 you will find that Henry Kissinger was 
a major player in the top-of-the-line leadership. 

By the way, you must remember something that was told to you 
long ago, even again at the Waco incident, that Zyclon B gas 
when exposed to air changes to produce cyanide gas. Yes, this 
is the same Zyclon B gas peddled to the Germans in the camps 
by your current Pope of the Roman Catholic Church. 

The term Zimunism is simply a compilation of Zionism-Com- 
munism to confuse everyone involved for the end result would 
be Zionism and world control. 

We will get to that, but for now we will stay with the Protocols 
of Zion in order for easy reference and confirmation of that 
which has come before and after. 

URGENT AND IMPORTANT 

I would, before we begin on this, also state that we will be do- 
ing, in series, a recent presentation of Calvin Burgin which is 
mandatory for your understanding, and more especially if you 
have followed Nora Boyle's writings as well. 

The document which is now available is entitled: 

THE -ON 

This document is in "book" form yet, however, so we can't 
yet offer a published work to go with our own information, but 



we have arranged a way for you eager beavers to obtain a copy 
of the manuscript. 

We have made arrangements with Mr. Burgin to issue, in 
manuscript form with a cover of spiral binding, the information 
as would be ready for press;. He can do this and is willing to do 
so. The cost is $15.00 which will barely cover copy and ship- 
ping. He is willing to go through the inconvenience as his con- 
tribution. He is willing to do more--we are not willing for him 
to do this work AND bear all the expenses. It is time for every- 
one to take responsibility for their own education and help these 
weary hands and minds who do the work ever willingly in ser- 
vice. 

I ask that the paper please run this information separately for 
convenience of reference. However, Mr. Burgin's information: 
CALVIN C. BURGIN, 4104 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, Texas 
(TX) 78745. Phone: 512-443-9129, Day: 512-454-3003, FAX: 
5 12-452-4770, e-mail: wrldline@texas.net. 

WISDOM OF THE RAYS 

I want to also comment on the new publication, WISDOM OF 
THE RAYS: The Masters Teach, Vol. I .  

You have moved into "Big Time" now, readers, and if you do 
not understand the SPIRITUAL connections, you are never go- 
ing to be able to participate wisely in anything else taking place, 
for it is a time in your world where Spiritual RIGHTNESS is 
GOING TO COME THROUGH and the LIES ARE GOING TO 
BE REVEALED IN THE LIGHT OF GOD. 

This volume is published by America EAST Publishers, Inc. 
(never to be confused with America West, and George Green). 

We cannot sufficiently offer appreciation to the party making 
this work available, so for now we will simply say that this is a 
blessed individual who has grown so greatly within Truth that it 
does a Father's heart to be filled with Joy, for we must never 

use pride as a term, for that indicates a lessening of the gift of 
the one by replacing a part of that tribute to self. 

This party also will be offering this volume in French, and 
eventually in other languages. 

I would suggest that you first go to your local bookstore(S) and 
ask for a copy. When they don't have it, demand they carry it, 
for it will be a BEST SELLER on all listings very quickly. 
ISBN: 0-9661921-0-9; Library of Congress Catalog Card Num- 
ber: 97-77792. For further information for the bookstores, the 
volume is printed in Canada. The only way we will get our 
books recognized from such as this, to the Phoenix Journals 
themselves, is to DEMAND that they be carried in bookstores. 
This is an easy one with which to begin for it is both copy- 
righted and listed. 

I know there will be separate information regarding this book 
elsewhere in the paper [Editors's note: In the United States, the 
volume is available rhrough Phoenix Source Distributors (see 
Back Page for contacting information). In Canada, rhe exclu- 
sive dism'butor is the Preferred Network Inc. 1-8lB294-5250. 
Any other questions can be directed to America East Publishers, 
Inc. P. 0. Box 794, Champlain, NY 12919.1 and I am sorry that 
the full-color presentation of the cover cannot be reproduced 
here. ALL IS LIGHT. READERS. AND IN EACH RAY 
THERE ISPOWER BEYOND youit RECOGNITION, AND 
THROUGH THE PERFECT PRISM COMES PERFECT RE- 
FRACTION AND EACH RAY BECOMES DISTINCT (AS 
WELL AS ALL COLOR TONES IN BETWEEN). FURTHER 
COMES THE BLACK COVER, FOR FROM THE BLACK 
COMES THE PULLING OF ALL LIGHT LEAVING THE 
VOID OF NO COLOR, NO POWER, NO ABILITY TO 
HAVE LIFE. 

We are humbly grateful for the hours and hours (nearly a year 
in preparation) spent by individuals making sure everything is 
properly done and stated so that only TRUTH is borne forth. 
Dr. Young has contributed a Preface and introduction covering 



some 100 pages, and made sure that all compiled information is 
factual and verified. 

You, as readers, will find great peace and joy in the experience 
of this volume. If you have to let something else go in the in- 
terim, do so, for this is truly a book you will want for the long- 
haul in the hard times. 

Since the very first book has been presented with love to 
Dharma and E.J., and thus to myself, I can only, on behalf of 
them, say we are humbly grateful. To Ekkers it was a total sur- 
prise in every way [as it was intended to be something nice, for 
a change!] and shall be forever treasured among the priceless 
gifts. And to our friend at America East, there are no appropri- 
ate words, of course, beyond "thank you". You have presented 
something which CAN go public in a time of acceptance of An- 
gels and Guides without great quibbling over possibilities and 
harangue from the adversaries. 

We must bring information to the world, yes, in our effort to of- 
fer possibility of change. However, the real mission, and that 
which each must confront, is the connection of SELF 
tolwithlwithin GOD. And, you need a little help no matter who 
you might be. Dharma read it, cover to cover, the very evening 
she received it and frankly, because of it, we can go on with the 
task at hand which is consuming days of nothing but presenta- 
tion of nasty information hour after hour. This is borne out by 
an 84-page CONTACT just beginning to summarize and tie up 
ends in the task in point. 

These are "impossible" presentations, readers, but note: IT IS 
POSSIBLE FOR THIS TEAM, AND THE SUPPORT TEAM 
CREATES THE MIRACLES--THE HARD WAY; WE WORK 
FOR IT. There is no magic, no mysterious things or beings-- 
just hard work with abundant backup for each thing we bring 
forth--and hours and hours on the part of every member to see 
that this is the most perfect work we can present to our best 
ability as human beings under the firing line. 

We can do this. however. because of the willine-to-risk truth- 
bringers who have come before. Just know, fzends, that  the 
grapes are ripe and the baby full-term. THE TRUTH WILL 
CONFRONT THE LIES AND THE LIARS WILL FALL. SO 
BE IT! 

BZRlHZNG THE PHOENIX 

[QUOTING, Part 16:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 9 

Application of Masonic principles in the matter of re-edu- 
cating the peoples. Masonic watchword. Meaning of 
Anti-Semitism. Dictatorship of Masonry. Terror. Who 
are the servants of Masonry. Meaning of the "clear- 
sighted" and the "blind" forces of the goyim States. 
Communion between authority and mob. Licence of lib- 
eralism. Seizure of education and training. False theo- 
ries. Interpretations of laws. The "undergrounds" 
(metropolitans). 

In applying our principles let attention be paid to the charac- 
ter of the people in whose country you live and act; a general, 
identical application of them, until such time as the people shall 
have been re-educated to our pattern, cannot have success. But 
by approaching their application cautiously you will see that not 
a decade will pass before the most stubborn character will 
change and we shall add a new people to the ranks of those al- 
ready subdued by us. [H: And it didn't. The ranks of the 
Christians were added to their ranks and Jerry Falwell just 
announced the full usurpation and integration.] 

The words of the liberal, which are in effect the words of our 
Masonic watchword, namely, "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity", 
will, when we come into our kingdom, be changed by us into 
words no longer of a watchword, but only an expression of ide- 
alism, namely, into: "the right of liberty, the duty of equality, 
the ideal of brotherhood". That is how we shall put it, and so 
we shall catch the bull by the horns ... De facro we have already 



wiped out every kind of rule except our own, although de jure 
there still remain a good many of them. Nowadays, if any 
States raise a protest against us it is only pro f o m  at our dis- 
cretion and by our direction, for their anti-Semitism is indis- 
pensable to us for the management of our lesser brethren. I will 
not enter into further explanations, for this matter has formed 
the subject of repeated discussions amongst us. 

For us there are no checks to limit the range of our activity. 
Our Super-Government subsists in extra-legal conditions which 
are described in the accepted terminology by the energetic and 
forcible word--Dictatorship. I am in a position to tell you with a 
clear conscience that at the proper time we, the lawgivers, shall 
execute judgement and sentence; we shall slay and we shall 
spare; we as head of all our troops, are mounted on the steed of 
the leader. We rule by force of will, because in our hands are 
the fragments of a once powerful party, now vanquished by us. 
And the weapons in our hands are limitless ambitions, burning 
greediness, merciless vengeance, hatreh and malice. 

m: I suggest none of you go whooping off in wrong percep- 
tions. The so-called "Christians" are not the only targets of 
these people calling themselves Zionists. So too are ALL 
OTHER RELIGIONS SAVE THOSE OF SATANIC PRIVI- 
LEGE. DO NOT FOR A MINUTE THINK YOU ARE 
EVEN THE MOST ANTAGONISTIC ENEMY--FOR YOU 
MUST CONSIDER THOSE OF THE TEACHINGS OF 
MOHAMMED (SPELLED ANY WAY YOU LIKE, EVEN 
MUHAMMAD of our Nation of Islam brethren). The point 
has been to claim the Christians and Heysoosians for the 
cause AGAINST THE MOSLEMS AND ISLAMIC PEO- 
PLE. ONCE EVERYONE WHO CLAIMED CHRISTIAN- 
ITY WAS THOROUGHLY STEEPED IN THE FOCUS ON 
A MAN, JESUS, THERE WAS NO LONGER A PROBLEM 
OF BACKUP AND SUPPORT OF THE REST OF THE 
MISERABLE TAKEOVER PLAN. This is the part of the 
game in which the opponents will NOT GO DOWN without 
abundant bloodshed from both sides of the issue. As for 
prophecies dumped on you-the-non-thinking-people, it is 
now the time of ARMAGEDDON AND APOCALYPSE. NO 

"RAPTURE" IS GOING TO tlSAVE" ANYTHING OR 
ANYONE--FOR THAT IS THE LIE IN WHICH TO 
GETCHA TRAPPED.] 

It is from us' that the all-engulJing terror proceeds. We have 
in our service persons of all opinions, of all doctrines, restora- 
tion monarchists, demagogues, socialists, communists, and 
utopian dreamers of every kind. We have harnessed them all to 
the task; each one of them on his own account is boring away at 
the last remnants of authority, is striving to overthrow all estab- 
lished form of order. By these acts all States are in torture; they 
exhort to tranquility, are ready to sacrijke everything for peace; 
but we will not give them peace until they openly acknowledge 
our international Super-Government, and with submissiveness. 

The people have raised a howl about the necessity of settling 
the question of Socialism by way of an international agreement. 
Division into fractional parties has given them into our hands, 
for, in order to carry on a contested struggle one must have 
money, and the money is all in our hands. 

We might have reason to apprehend a union between the 
"clear-sighted" force of the goy kings on their thrones and the 
"blind" force of the goy mobs, but we have taken all the needful 
measures against any such possibility; between the one and the 
other force we have erected a bulwark in the shape of a mutual 
terror between them. In this way the blind force of the people 
remains our support and we, and we only, shall provide them 
with a leader and, of course, direct them along the road that 
leads to our goal. 

In order that the hand of the blind mob may not free itself 
from our guiding hand, we must every now and then enter into 
close communion with it, if not actually in person, at any rate 
through some of the most trusty of our brethren. When we are 
acknowledged as the only authority we shall discuss with the 
people personally on the market places, and we shall instruct 
them on questions of the political in such wise as may turn them 
in the direction that suits us. 



Who is going to verify what is taught in the village schools? 
But what an envoy of the government or a king on his throne 
himself may say cannot but become immediately known to the 
whole State, for it will be spread abroad by the voice of the 
people. 

In order not to annihilate the institutions of the goyim before 
it is time we have touched them with craft and delicacy, and 
have taken hold of the ends of the springs which move their 
mechanism. These springs lay in a strict but just sense of order; 
we have replaced them by the chaotic license of liberalism. We 
have got our hands into the administration of the law, into the 
conduct of elections, into the press, into liberty of the person, 
but principally into education and training as being the corner- 
stones of afiee existence. 

We have fooled, bemused and cormpted the youth of the 
goyim by rearing them in principles and theories which are 
known to us to be false although it is by us that they have been 
inculcated. @3: Try Einstein! Einstein set back true physics 
ten thousand years by his false presentations. He did his job 
exceptionally well and still continues to hold the chair for the 
senior tenured professors.] 

Above the existing laws without substantially altering them, 
and by merely twisting them into contradictions of interpreta- 
tions, we have erected something grandiose in the way of re- 
sults. These results found expression first in the fact that the 
interpretations masked the laws; afterwards they entirely hid 
them from the eyes of the governments owing to the impossibil- 
ity of making anything out of the tangled web of legislation. 

THIS IS THE ORIGIN OF THE THEORY OF COURSE 
OF ARBITRATION. 

YOU MAY SAY THAT THE GOYIM WILL RZSE UPON 
US, ARMS IN HAND, IF THEY GUESS WHAT IS W I N G  
ON BEFORE THE TIME COMES; BUT IN THE WEST WE 
HAVE AGAINST THIS A MANOEUVRE OF SUCH AP- 
PALLING TERROR THAT THE VERY STOUTEST HEARTS 

QUAIL--THE UNDERGROUNDS, METROPOLITANS, 
THOSE SUBTERRANEAN CORRlDORS WHICH, BEFORE 
THE TIME COMES, WILL BE DRIVEN UNDER ALL THE 
CAPITALS AND FROM WHENCE THOSE CAPITALS WILL 
BE BLOWN INTO THE AIR WITH ALL THEIR ORGANI- 
ZATION AND ARCHIVES. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

If this doesn't freeze your blood, readers, you are already dead 
and moved on into the sublime place of insanity. This PLAN is 
already IN PLACE and ready to blow on a split-second's notice. 
In addition to cities, all the major dams in the WORLD are also 
set with bombs. The teams don't want into Iraq to look for 
weapons of Saddam--THEY WANT IN TO FINISH THE JOB 
OF PLACEMENT OF DESTRUCTIVE MASS KILLER AND 
DESTRUCTIVE-TO-INFRASTRUCTURE m. Who is 
going to inspect and discover the suitcase-sized bombs being 
carried in by the inspections teams? I'm warning you, and all 
the Arab nations, that the time is at hand for the destruction 
teams are laying their final toys for detonation. These terrorists 
have infiltrated every one of "your" nations, Arabs, and those 
cute little death squad games in such as Jordan and Egypt are 
signs that each nation pin-pointed is now ready for destruction. 
The deeds are done, the bombs are placed and the signals given 
in full light of day for all the others to see and KNOW. 

Oh, yes indeed, they have been able to accomplish this for the 
Super-Government through Mr. Bush's SUPER-FU.. Now, 
how about that apple orchard full of apples? Bitter fruit? Well, 
I guess so! 

Let us continue the good news right on with Protocol No. 10. I 
would tell you now, before we go further however, that there 
are at least 24 of these to offer you, with each one being a big- 
ger "OUCH" than the one before. There were originally 26 
PROTOCOLS; one to coincide with each letter of the English 
alphabet so that when completion of the plan was at hand there 
would only need be a statement of "from A to Z it is finished". 
When publication was made, however, there had to be attention 



given to change of the layout to more clearly integrate with 
"prophesy" as presented in Revelation and also to make the 
original truth-bearers incorrect. We don't care how they num- 
ber their stuff; it says the same thing and they have accom- 
plished their mission--all but the last major fireworks display. 
You have no idea how much that coup meant to this world-grab, 
this Falwell presentation to Israel. WAKE UP PEOPLE! 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 10 

The outside appearances in the political. The "genius" of 
rascality. What is promised by a Masonic coup d'etat? 
Universal suffrage. Self-importance. Leaders of Ma- 
sonry. The genius who is guide of Masonry. Institutions 
and their functions. The poison of liberalism. Constitu- 
tion--a school of party discords. Era of republics. Presi- 
dents--the puppets of Masonry. Responsibility of Presi- 
dents. "Panama" Part played by chamber of deputies and 
president. Masonry--the legislative force. New republi- 
can constitution. Transition to Masonic "despotism". 
Moment for the proclamation of "the Lord of all the 
World". Inoculation of disease and other wiles of Ma- 
sonry. 

Today I begin with a repetition of what I said before, and I 
beg you to bear in mind that governments and peoples are con- 
tent in the political with outside appearances. And how, indeed, 
are the goyim to perceive the underlying meaning of things when 
their representatives give the best of their energies to enjoying 
themselves? For our policy it is of the greatest importance to 
take cognizance of this detail; it will be of assistance to us when 
we come to consider the division of authority, freedom of 
speech, of the press, of religion (faith), of the law of associa- 
tion, of equality before the law, of the inviolability of property, 
of the dwelling, of taxation (the idea of concealed taxes), of the 
reflex force of the laws. All these questions are such as ought 
not to be touched upon directly and openly before the people. 
In cases where it is indispensable to touch upon them they must 

not be categorically named, it must merely be declared without 
detailed exposition that the principles of contemporary law are 
acknowledged by us. The reason of keeping silence in this re- 
spect is that by not naming a principle we leave ourselves free- 
dom of action, to drop this or that out of it without attracting 
notice; if they were all categorically named they would all ap- 
pear to have been already given. 

The mob cherishes a special affection and respect for the ge- 
niuses of political power and accepts all their deeds of violence 
with the admiring response; "rascally, well, yes, it is rascally, 
but it's clever!. . . a trick, if you like, but how craftily played, 
how magnificently done, what impudent audacity! " 

We count upon attracting all nations to the task of erecting 
the new fundamental structure, the project for which has been 
drawn up by us. This is why, before everything, it is indispens- 
able for us to arm ourselves and to store up in ourselves that ab- 
solutely reckless audacity and irresistible might of the spirit 
which in the person of our active workers will break down all 
hindrances on our way. 

When we have accomplished our coup d'etat we shall say to 
the various peoples; "Everything has gone terribly badly, all 
have been worn out with suferings. We are destroying the 
causes of your torment--nationalities, frontiers, dzperences of 
coinages. You are at liberty, of course, to pronounce sentence 
upon us, but can it possibly be a just one if it is confirmed by 
you before you make any trial of what we are oflering you. " . . . . 
Then will the mob exalt us and bear us up in their hands in a 
unanimous triumph of hopes and expectations. Voting, which 
we have made the instrument, will set us on the throne of the 
world by teaching even the very smallest units of members of the 
human race to vote by means of meetings and agreements by 
groups, will then have served its purposes and will play its part 
then for the last time by a unanimity of desire to make close ac- 
quaintance with us before condemning us. 

To secure this we must have everybody vote without distinc- 
tion of classes and qualiJications, in order to establish an abso- 



lute majority, which cannot be got from the educated propertied 
classes. In this way, by inculcating in all a sense of self-impor- 
tance, we shall destroy among the goyim the importance of the 
family and its educational value and remove the possibility of 
individual minds splitting off; for the mob, handled by us, will 
not let them come to the front nor even give them a hearing; it is 
accustomed to listen to us only who pay it for obedience and at- 
tention. In this way we shall create a blind, mighty force which 
will never be in a position to move in any direction without the 
guidance of our agents set at its head by us as leaders of the 
mob. The people will submit to this regime because it will 
know that upon these leaders will depend its earnings, gratifica- 
tions and the receipt of all kinds of benefits. 

A scheme of government should come ready made from one 
brain, because it will never be clinched firmly if it is allowed to 
be split into fractional parts in the minds of many. It is allow- 
able, therefore, for us to have cognizance of the scheme of ac- 
tion but not to discuss it lest we disturb its artfulness, the inter- 
dependence of its component parts, the practical force of the se- 
cret meaning of each clause. To discuss and make alterations in 
a labor of this kind by means of numerous votings is to impress 
upon it the stamp of all ratiocinations and misunderstandings 
which have failed to penetrate the depth and nexus of its plot- 
ting~. We want our schemes to be forcible and suitably con- 
cocted. Therefore WE OUGHT NOT TO FLING THE WORK 
OF GENIUS OF OUR GUIDE to the fangs of the mob or even 
of a select company. 

These schemes will not turn existing institutions upside down 
just yet. They will only effect changes in their economy and 
consequently in the whole combined movement of their 
progress, which will thus be directed along the paths laid down 
in our schemes. 

Under various names there exists in all countries approxi- 
I 

1 
mately one and the same thing. Representation, Ministry, Sen- 
ate, State Council, Legislative and Executive Corps. I need not 

I 

explain to you the mechanism of the relation of these institutions 
to one another, because you are aware of all that; only take note 

1 

of the fact that each of the above-named institutions corresponds 
to some important function of the State, and I would beg you to 
remark that the word "important" I apply not to the institution 
but to the function, consequently it is not the instutions which 
are important but their functions. These institutions have di- 
vided up among themselves all the functions of government-- 
administrative, legislative, executive, wherefore they have come 
to operate as do the organs in the human body. If we injure one 
part in the machinery of State, the State falls sick, like a human 
body, and.. . will die. 

When we introduced into the State organism the poison of 
Liberalism its whole political complexion underwent a change. 
States have been seized with a mortal illness--blood poisoning. 
All that remains is to await the end of their death agony. 

Liberalism produced Constitutional States, which took the 
place of what was the only safeguard of the goyim, namely, 
Despotism; and constitution, as you well know, is nothing else 
but a school of discords, misunderstandings, quarrels, disagree- 
ments, fruitless party agitations, .party whims--in a word, a 
school of everything that serves to destroy the personality of 
State activity. The tribune of the "talkeries" has, no less eflec- 
tively than the Press, condemned the rulers to inactivity and im- 
potence, and thereby rendered them useless and superfluous, for 
which reason indeed they have been in many countries deposed. 
Then it was that the era of republics became possible of realiza- 
tion; and then it was that we replaced the ruler by a caricature 
of a government--by a president, taken from the mob, from the 
midst of our puppet creatures, our slaves. This was the founda- 
tion of the mine which we have laid under the goy people. I 
should rather say, under the goy peoples. 

In the near future we shall establish the responsibility of 
presidents. 

By that time we shall be in a position to disregard forms in 
carrying through matters for which our impersonal puppet will 
be responsible. What do we care if the ranks of those striving 
for power should be thinned, if there should arise a deadlock 



from the impossibility of finding presidents, a deadlock which 
will finally disorganize the country? 

In order that our scheme may produce this result we shall ar- 
range elections in favor of such presidents as have in their past 
some dark, undiscovered strain, some "Panama" or other--then 
they will be trustworthy agents for the accomplishment of our 
plans out of fear of revelations and from the natural desire of 
everyone who has attained power, namely, the retention of the 
privileges, advantages and honour connected with the office of 
president. The chamber of deputies will provide cover for, will 
protect, will elect presidents, but we shall take from it the right 
to propose new, or make changes in existing laws, for this right 
will be given by us to the responsible president, a puppet in our 
hands. Naturally, the authority of the president will then be- 
come a target for every possible form of attack, but we shall 
provide him with a means of self-defense in the right of an ap- 
peal to the people, for the decision of the people over the heads 
of their representatives, that is to say, an appeal to that same 
blind slave of ours--the majority of the mob. [H: GO BACK 
AND READ ALL THAT AGAIN.] Independently of this we 
shall invest the president with the right of declaring a state of 
war. We shall justify this last right on the ground that the presi- 
dent as chief of the whole army of the country must have it at 
his disposal, in case of need for the defense of the new republi- 
can counstitution, the right to defend which will belong to him 
as the responsible representative of this constitution. 

It is easy to understand that in these conditions the key of the 
shrine will lie in our hands, and no one outside ourselves will 
any longer direct the force of legislation. [H: Do you note that 
while the "Jews" go forth around the globe and set the stage- 
-your wonderful little southern adulterer is playing with his 
new puppy, Buddy?] 

Besides this we shall, with the introduction of the new repub- 
lican constitution, take from the Chamber the right of interpola- 
tion on government measures, on the pretext of preserving po- 
litical secrecy, and, further, we shall by the new constitution re- 
duce the number of representatives to a minimum, thereby pro- 

portionably reducing political passions and the passion for poli- 
tics. If, however, they should, which is hardly to be expected, 
burst into flame, even in this minimum, we shall nullify them by 
a stirring appeal and a reference to the majority of the whole 
people ... Upon the president will depend the appointment of 
presidents and vice-presidents of the Chamber and the Senate. 
Instead of constant sessions of Parliaments we shall reduce their 
sittings to a few months. Moreover, the president, as chief of 
the executive power, will have the right to summon and dissolve 
Parliament, and, in the latter case, to prolong the time for the 
appointment of a new parliamentary assembly. But in order that 
the consequences of all these acts which in substance are illegal, 
should not, prematurely for our plans, fall upon the responsibil- 
ity established by us of the president, we shall instigate ministers 
and other oficials of the higher administration about the presi- 
dent to evade his dispositions by taking measures of their own, 
for doing which they will be made the scapegoats in his place.. . 
This part we especially recommend to be given to be played by 
the Senate, the Council of State, or the Council of Ministers, but 
not to an individual official. 

The president will, at our discretion, interpret the sense of 
such of the existing laws as admit of various interpretation; he 
will further annul them when we indicate to him the necessity to 
do so, besides this, he will have the right to propose temporary 
laws, and even new departures in the government constitutional 
working, the pretext both for the one and the other being the re- 
quirements for the supreme welfare of the State. 

By such measures we shall obtain the power of destroying, 
little by little, step by step, all that at the outset when we enter 
on our rights, we are compelled to introduce into the constitu- 
tions of States to prepare for the transition to an imperceptible 
abolition of every kind of constitution, and then the time is come 
to turn every form of government into our despotism. w: Go 
read it again and see if you aren't THERE.] 

The recognition of our despot may also come before the de- 
struction of the constitution; the moment for this recognition will 
come when the peoples, utterly wearied by the irregularities and 



incompetence--a matter which we shall arrange for--of their 
rulers, will clamor: "Away with them and give us one king over 
all the Earth who will unite us and annihilate the causes of dis- 
cords--frontiers, nationalities, religions, State debts--who will 
give us peace and quiet, which we cannot find under our rulers 
and representatives. " 

But you yourselves perfectly well know that to produce the 
possibility of the apression of such wishes by all the nations it is 
indispensable to trouble in all countries the people's relations 
with their governments so as to utterly exhaust humanity with 
dissension, hatred, struggle, envy and even by the use of torture, 
by starvation, BY THE INOCULATION OF DISEASES, by want, 
so that the GOYIM see no other issue than to take refige in our 
complete sovereignty in money and in all else. 

But if we give the nations of the world a breathing space the 
moment we long for is hardly likely ever to arrive. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I realize you Masons and your attachments can't possibly be- 
lieve this "nonsense" as you might claim. But you know what? 
All you MASONS have taken the SAME oaths regardless of 
what you may or may not have thought about them. Let us just 
offer the 3rd DEGREE oath and you might also want to remind 
yourselves where that old term "the 3rd degree" came from: 

FREEMASONIC (SATANIC) BLOOD OATH 
OF THE 3RD DEGREE 

"Furthermore do I promise and swear that I will not 
wrong this lodge, nor a brother of this degree to the value of 
one cent, knowingly, myself, or suffer it to done by others, if in 
my power to prevent it. 

"Furthermore do I promise and swear that I will not speak 
evil of a brother Master Mason, neither behind his back nor be- 
fore his face, but will apprise him of all approaching danger, if 
in my power. 

"Furthermore do I promise and swear that I will obey all 
regular signs, summonses, or tokens given, handed, sent, or 
thrown to me from the hand of a brother Master Mason, or from 
the body of a just and lawfully constituted lodge of such. 

"Furthermore do I promise and swear that a Master Ma- 
son's secrets, given to me in charge as such, and I knowing 
them to be such, shall remain as secure and inviolable in my 
breast as in his own, when communicated to me, murder and 
treason excepted, and they left to my own election. 

"Binding myself under no less penalty than to have my 
body severed in two in the midst, and divided to the north and 
south, my bowels bun t  to ashes in the center, and the ashes 
scattered before the four winds of heaven, that there might not 
the least track or trace of remembrance remain among men or 
Masons, of so vile and perjured a wretch as I should be, were I 
ever to prove willfully guilty of violating any part of this my 
solemn oath, or obligation of a Master Mason, so help me 
God, and keep me steadfast in my performance of same. " 

Now let us speak of God as relative to the Freemasonic Order: 

"That which we must say to the crowds is: We worship God, 
but it is the God that one adores without superstition. To you, 
Sovereign Grand Inspectors General, we say this, that you may 
repeat it to the Brethren of the 32nd, 31st, and 30th degrees-- 
The Masonic religion should be, by all of us initiates of the high 
degrees, maintained in purity OF LUCIFERIAN DOCiG'UNE. 

"If Lucifer were not God, would Adonay (The God of Chris- 
tians) whose deeds prove his cruel ty... and hatred of man, bar- 
barism, repulsion for science, would Adonay and his priests ca- 
lumniate him? [H: How many of YOU even know what is 
meant by llcalumniate'l?] Yes, LUCIFER IS GOD, AND 
UNFORTUNATELY ADONAY IS ALSO GOD. For the eter- 
nal law is that there is no light without shade, no beauty without 
ugliness, no white without black. " 



And who might have uttered these words as if an authority? Al- 
bert Pike, 33-degree Mason, leader of the Ku Klux Klan, 
and author of the book: $lQ&US AND DOGMA. I know, all 
YOU knew about Pike was that he passed through, or some- 
thing, Colorado or somewhere and a mountain peak was named 
for him. Oh my, do we ever have a long way to go. 

And so, if you still need a bit of more modern quoting let's give 
Rothschild, also a 33degree Jewish-Mason, a chance: 

"Give me control of the nation's money and I care not who 
makes the laws. " 

And perchance we can go all the way back to "Jesus" Christ 
speaking to the Ashkenazi Jews (Scribes, Pharisees, and 
Lawyers). John 8:42-44: 

"If God were your Father, ye would love me; for I proceeded 
forth and came forth from God; neither came I of myself, but he 
sent me. Why do ye not understand my speech? Even because 
ye cannot hear my words. Ye are of your father the devil, and 
the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the 
beginning, and abode not in truth, because there is no truth in 
him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own; for he is 
a liar, and the father of it." 

AHO! Adonay. 
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BIRTHING THE PHOENIX 

[QUOTING, Part 17:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 11 

Programme of the new constitution. Certain details of the 
proposed revolution. The goyim--a pack of sheep. Secret 
Masonry and its "show" lodges. 

The State Council has been, as it were, the emphatic expres- 
sion of the authority of the ruler; it will be, as the "show" part 
of the Legislative Corps, what may be called the editorial com- 
mittee of the laws and decrees of the ruler. 

This, then, is the programme of the new constitution. We 
shall make Law, Right and Justice (1) in the guise of proposals 
to the Legislative Corps, (2) by decrees of the president under 
the guise of general regulations, of orders of the Senate and of 
resolutions of the State Council in the guise of ministerial or- 
ders, (3) and in case a suitable occasion should arise--in the 
form of a revolution in the State. 

Having established approximately the modus agendi we will 
occupy ourselves with details of those combinations by which 
we have still to complete the revolution in the course of the ma- 
chinery of State in the direction already indicated. By these 
combinations I mean the freedom of the Press, the right of asso- 
ciation, freedom of conscience, the voting principle, and many 
another that must disappear forever from the memory of man, or 
undergo a radical alteration the day after the promuIgation of the 



new constitution. It is only at that moment that we shall be able 
at once to announce all our orders, for, afterwards, every no- 
ticeable alteration will be dangerous, for the following reasons: 
If this alteration be brought in with harsh severity and in a sense 
of severity and limitations, it may lead to a feeling of despair 
caused by fear of new alterations in the same direction; if, on 
the other hand, it be brought in in a sense of further indulgences 
it will be said that we have recognized our own wrong-doing 
and this will destroy the prestige of the infallibility of our au- 
thority, or else it will be said that we have become alarmed and 
are compelled to show a yielding disposition, for which we shall 
get no thanks because it will be supposed to be compulsory. 
Both the one and the other are injurious to the prestige of the 
new constitution. What we want is that from the first moment 
of its promulgation, while the peoples of the world are still 
stunned by the accomplished fact of the revolution, still in a 
condition of terror and uncertainty, they should recognize once 
and for all that we are so strong, so inexpungable, so super- 
abundantly filled with power, that in no case shall we take any 
account of them, and so far from paying any attention to their 
opinions or wishes, we are ready and able to crush with irre- 
sistible power all expression or manifestation thereof at every 
moment and in every place, that we have seized at once every- 
thing we wanted and shall in no case divide our power with 
them. Then in fear and trembling they will close their eyes to 
everything, and be content to await what will be the end of it all. 

The goyim are a flock of sheep, and we are their wolves. 
And you know what happens when the wolves get hold of the 
flock? 

There is another reason also why they will close their eyes; 
for we shall keep promising them to give back all the liberties 
we have taken away as soon as we have quelled the enemies of 
peace and tamed all parties. 

It is not worth while to say anything about how long a time 
they will be kept waiting for this return of their liberties. 

For what purpose then have we invented this whole policy 
and insinuated it into the minds of the goys without giving them 
any chance to examine its underlying meaning? For what, in- 
deed, if not in order to obtain in a roundabout way what is for 
our scattered tribe unattainable by the direct road? It is this 
which has sewed as the basis for our organization of secret Ma- 
sonry which is not known to, and aims which are not even so 
much as suspected by, these Goy cattle, attracted by us into the 
"Show" army of Masonic Lodges in order to throw dust in the 
eyes of their fellows. 

God has granted to us, His Chosen People, the gift of the 
dispersion, and in this which appears in all eyes to be our weak- 
ness, has come forth all our strength, which has now brought us 
to the threshold of sovereignty over all the world. 

There now remains not much more for us to build up upon 
the foundation we have laid. 

PROTOCOL NO. 12 

Masonic interpretation of the word "freedom". Future of 
the press in the Masonic kingdom. Control of the press. 
Correspondence agencies. What is progress as understood 
by Masonry? More about the press. Masonic solidarity in 
the press of today. The arousing of "public" demands in 
the provinces. Infallibility of the new regime. 

The word "freedom", which can be interpreted in various 
ways, is defined by us as follows: 

Freedom is the right to do that which the law allows. This 
interpretation of the word will at the proper time be of service to 
us because all freedom will thus be in our hands, since the laws 
will abolish or create only that which is desirable for us accord- 
ing to the aforesaid programme. 

We shall deal with the press in the following way: What is 
the part played by the press today? It serves to excite and in- 
flame those passions which are needed for our purpose or else it 



serves selfish ends of parties. It is often vapid, unjust, menda- 
cious, and the majority of the public have not the slightest idea 
what ends the press really serves. We shall saddle and bridle it 
with a tight cutb; we shall do the same also with all productions 
of the printing press, for where would be the sense of getting rid 
of the attacks of the press if we remain targets for pamphlets and 
books? The produce of publicity, which nowadays is a source 
of heavy expense owing to the necessity of censoring it, will be 
turned by us into a very lucrative source of income to our State; 
we shall lay on it a special stamp tax and require deposits of 
caution-money before permitting the establishment of any organ 
of the press or of printing offices; these will then have to guar- 
antee our government against any kind of attack on the part of 
the press. For any attempt to attack us, if such still be possible, 
we shall inflict fines without mercy. Such measures as stamp 
tax, deposits, of caution money and fines secured by these de- 
posits, will bring in a huge income to the government. It is true 
that party organs might not spare money for the sake of public- 
ity, but these we shall shut up at the second attack upon us. No 
one shall with impunity lay a finger on the aureole of our gov- 
ernment infallibility. The pretext for stopping any publication 
will be the alleged plea that it is agitating the public mind with- 
out occasion or justification. I beg you to note that among those 
making attacks upon us will also be organs established by us, 
but they will attack exclusively points that we have pre-deter- 
mined to alter. 

Not a single announcement will reach the public without our 
control. Even now this is already attained by us inasmuch as all 
news items are received by a few agencies, in whose offices 
they are focused from all parts of the world. These agencies 
will then be already entirely ours and will give publicity only to 
what we dictate to them. 

If already now we have contrived to possess ourselves of the 
minds of the goy communities to such an extent that they all 
come near looking upon the events of the world through the 
coloured glasses of those spectacles we are setting astride their 
noses; if already now there is not a single State where there ex- 
ist for us any barriers to admittance into what goy stupidity calls 

State secrets; what will our position be then, when we shall be 
acknowledged supreme lords of the world in the person of our 
king of all the world. 

Let us turn again to the fiture of the printing press. Every 
one desirous of being a publisher, librarian, or printer, will be 
obliged to provide himself with the diploma instituted therefor, 
which in case of any fault, will be immediately impounded. 
With such measures the insmunent of thought will become an 
educative means in the hands of our government, which will no 
longer allow the mass of the nation to be led astray in by-ways 
and fantasies about the blessings of progress. Is there any one 
of us who does not know that these phantom blessings are the 
direct roads to foolish imaginings which give birth to anarchical 
relations of men among themselves and towards authority, be- 
cause progress, or rather the idea of progress, has introduced 
the conception of every kind of emancipation, but has failed to 
establish its limits. All the so-called liberals are anarchists, if 
not in fact, at any rate in thought. Every one of them is hunting 
after phantoms of freedom, and falling exclusively into license, 
that is, into the anarchy of protest for the sake of protest. 

We turn to the periodical press. We shall impose on it, and 
on all printed matter, stamp taxes per sheet and deposits of cau- 
tion-money, and books of less than 30 sheets will pay double. 
We shall reckon them as pamphlets in order, on the one hand, to 
reduce the number of magazines, which are the worst form of 
printed poison, and, on the other, in order that this measure may 
force writers into such lengthy productions that they will be little 
read especially as they will be costly. At the same time what we 
shall publish ourselves to influence mental development in the 
direction laid down for our profit will be cheap and will be read 
voraciously. The tax will bring vapid literary ambitions within 
bounds and the liability to penalties will make literary men de- 
pendent upon us. And if there should be any found who are de- 
sirous of writing against us, they will not find any person eager 
to print their productions. Before accepting any production for 
publication in print the publisher or printer will have to apply to 
the authorities for permission to do so. Thus we shall know be- 



forehand of all tricks preparing against us and shall nullify them 
by getting ahead with explanations on the subject treated of. 

Literature and journalism are two of the most important ed- 
ucative forces, and therefore our government will become pro- 
prietor of the majority of the journals. This will neutralize the 
injurious influence of the privately-owned press and will put us 
in possession of the tremendous influence upon the public mind. 
If we give permit for ten journals, we shall ourselves found 
thirty, and so on the same proportion. This, however, must in 
nowise be suspected by the public. For which reason all jour- 
nals published by us will be of the most opposite, in appearance, 
tendencies and opinions, thereby creating confidence in us and 
bringing over to us our quite unsuspicious opponents, who will 
thus fall into our trap and be rendered harmless. 

In the front rank will stand organs of an official character. 
They will always stand guard over our interests, and therefore 
their influence will be comparatively insignificant. 

In the second rank will be the semi-official organs, whose 
part it will be to attack the tepid and indifferent. 

In the third rank we shall set up our own, to all appearance, 
opposition, which, in at least one of its organs, will present what 
looks like the very antipodes to us. Our real opponents at heart 
will accept this simulated opposition as their own and will show 
us their cards. 

All our newspapers will be of all possible complexions--aris- 
tocratic, republican, revolutionary, even anarchical--for as long, 
of course, as the constitution exists. Like the Indian idol Vishnu 
they will have a hundred hands, and every one of them will have 
a finger on any one of the public opinions as required. When a 
pulse quickens these hands will lead opinion in the direction of 
our aims, for an excited patient loses all power of judgment and 
easily yields to suggestion. Those fools who will think they are 
repeating the opinion of a newspaper of their own camp will be 
repeating our opinion or any opinion that seems desirable for us. 

In the vain belief that they are following the organ of their party 
they will in fact follow the flag which we hang out for them. 

In order to direct our newspaper militia in this sense we must 
take especial and minute care in organizing this matter. Under 
the title of central department of the press we shall institute lit- 
erary gatherings at which our agents will without attracting at- 
tention issue the orders and watchwords of the day. By dis- 
cussing and controverting, but always superficially, without 
touching the essence of the matter, our organs will carry on a 
sham fight fusillade with the official newspapers solely for the 
purpose of giving occasion for us to express ourselves more 
fully than could well be done from the outset in official an- 
nouncements, whenever, of course, that is to our advantage. 

These attacks upon us will also serve another purpose, 
namely, that our subjects will be convinced of the existence of 
full freedom of speech and so give our agents an occasion to af 
jinn that all organs which oppose us are empty babblers, since 
they are incapable of finding any substantial objections to our 
orders. 

Methods of organization like these, imperceptible to the pub- 
lic eye but absolutely sure, are the best calculated to succeed in 
bringing the attention and the confidence of the public to the side 
of our government. Thanks to such methods we shall be in a 
position as from time to time may be required, to excite or to 
tranquilize the public mind on political questions, to persuade or 
to confuse, printing now truth, now lies, facts or their contra- 
dictions, according as they may be well or ill received, always 
very cautiously feeling our ground before stepping upon it. We 
shall have a sure triumph over our opponents since they will not 
have at their disposition organs of the press in which they can 
give fill andflnal expression to their views owing to the afore- 
said methods of dealing with the press. We shall not even need 
to refute them except very superficially. 

Trial shots like these, fired by us in the third rank of our 
press, in case of need, will be energetically refuted by us in our 
semi-official organs. 



Even nowadays, already, to take only the French press, there I SION and COMPUTERS. The ONLY thing not fully yet con- 
are forms which reveal Masonic solidarity in acting on the / trolled are the COMPUTERS and communications through that 
watchword; all organs of the press are bound togethe; by pro- 
fessional secrecy; like the augurs of old, not one of their num- 
bers will give away the secret of his sources of information un- 
less it be resolved to make announcement of them. Not one 
journalist will venture to betray this secret, for not one of them 
is ever admitted to practise literature unless his whole past has 
some disgraceful sore or other. These sores would be immedi- 
ately revealed. So long as they remain the secret of a few the 
prestige of the journalist attracts the majority of the country--the 
mob follows after him with enthusiasm. 

Our calculations are especially extended to the provinces. It 
is indispensable for us to inflame there those hopes and impulses 
with which we could at any moment fall upon the capital, and 
we shall represent to the capitals that these expressions are the 
independent hopes and impulses of the provinces. Naturally, the 
source of them will be always one and the same--ours. What we 
need is that, until such time as we are in the plenitude of power, 
the capitals should Jnd themselves srijled by the provincial 
opinion of the nation, i. e., of a majority arranged by our agen- 
fur. What we need is that at the psychological moment the cap- 
itals should not be in a position to discuss an accomplished fact 
for the simple reason, if for no other, that it has been accepted 
by the public opinion of a majority in the provinces. 

When we are in the period of the new regime transitional to 
that of our assumption ofjidl sovereignty we must not admit any 
revelations by the press of any form of public dishonesty; it is 
necessary rhar the new regime should be thought to have so 
pe~ect ly  contented everybody that even criminality should re- 
main known only to their victims and to chance witnesses--no 
mare. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Now readers, if you can't see that all these things have been ac- 
complished, then you are truly among the blind. In the "Press" 
here referred to we now have to add RADIO and then TELEVI- 

G o r k .  But, every effort is being made to terrify such as us 
who present this type of information--right down to disallowing 
an Internet and/or who uses e-mail, etc. They are working on a 
plan to have to have ID numbers issued, probably through cor- 
poration ID numbers and Social Security numbers, for use in 
hooking onto networks and to send or receive e-mail. Oh yes, 
THEY CAN. 

You have a very tiny window of opportunity to get information 
scattered around. We have done our part and we are struggling 
to finish this information flow ASAP and out to you prior to any 
shutdown. The rest is up to you. 

I don't need to comment on everything or, for that matter, any- 
thing presented here. It is far more imperative that we get the 
original Truth presented for your intake and input, for the 
PLAN is far further along than you could have imagined. 

So, let us move right along to Protocol No. 13. 

[QUOTING:] 
PROTOCOL NO. 13 

The need for daily bread. Questions of the Political. 
Questions of industry. Amusements. People's Palaces. 
"Truth is One". The great problems. 

The need for daily bread forces the goyim to keep silence and 
be our humble servants. Agents taken on to our press from 
among the goyim will at our orders discuss anything which it is 
inconvenient for us to issue directly in official documents, and 
we meanwhile, quietly amid the din of the discussion so raised, 
shall simply take and carry through such measures as we wish 
and then offer them to the public as an accomplished fact. No 
one will dare to demand the abrogation of a matter once settled, 
all the more so as it will be represented as an improvement. 
And immediately the press will distract the current of thought 
towards new questions (have we not trained people always to be 



seeking something new?). Into the discussions of these new 
questions will throw themselves those of the brainless dispensers 
of fortunes who are not able even now to understand that they 
have not the remotest conception about the matters which they 
undertake to discuss. Questions of the political are unattainable 
for any save those who have guided it already for many ages, 
the creators. 

From all this you will see that in securing the opinion of the 
mob we are only facilitating the working of our machinery, and 
you may remark that it is not for actions but for words issued by 
us on this or that question that we seem to seek approval. We 
are constantly making public declaration that we are guided in 
all our undertakings by the hope, joined to the conviction, that 
we are serving the common weal. 

In order to distract people who may be too troublesome from 
discussions of questions of the political we are now putting for- 
ward what we allege to be new questions of the political, 
namely, questions of industry. In this sphere let them discuss 
themselves silly! The masses are agreed to remain inactive, to 
take a rest from what they suppose to be political activity (which 
we trained them to in order to use them as a means of bombast- 
ing the goy governments) only on condition of being found new 
employments, in which we are prescribing them something that 
looks like the same political object. In order that the masses 
themselves may not guess what they are about wefitrrher dis- 
tract them with amusements, games, paslimes, passions, peo- 
ple's palaces. Soon we shall begin through the press to propose 
competitions in art, in sport of all kindr; these interests will fi- 
nally distract their minds from questions in which we should 
find ourselves compelled to oppose them. Growing more and 
more disaccustomed to reflect and form any opinions of their 
own, people will begin to talk in the same tone as we, because 
we alone shall be offering them new directions for thought ... of 
course through such persons as will not be suspected of solidar- 
ity with us. 

The part played by the liberals, utopian dreamers, will be fi- 
nally played out when our government is acknowledged. Till 

such time they will continue to do us good service. Therefore 
we shall continue to direct their minds to all sorts of vain con- 
ceptions of fantastic theories, new and apparently progressive; 
for have we not with complete success turned the brainless 
heads of the goyim with progress, till there is not among the 
goyim one mind able to perceive that under this work lies a de- 
parture from truth in all cases where it is not a question of mate- 
rial inventions, for truth is one, and in it there is no place for 
progress. Progress, like a fallacious idea, serves to obscure 
truth so that none may know it except us, the Chosen of God, its 
guardians. 

When we come into our kingdom our orators will expound 
great problems which have turned humanity upside down in or- 
der to bring it at the end under our beneficent rule. 

Who will ever suspect then that all these peoples were stage- 
managed by us according to a political plan which no one has so 
much as guessed at in the course of many centuries? 

[END OF QUOTING] 

And if you thought that one was a doozy--hang on to your seats 
with these next ones. 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 14 

The religion of the future. Future conditions of serfdom. 
Inaccessibility of knowledge regarding the religion of the 
future. Pornography and the printed matter of the future. 

When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us 
that there should exist any other religion than ours of the One 
God with whom our destiny is bound up by our position as the 
Chosen People and through whom our same destiny is united 
with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep away 
all other forms of belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom 
we see today, it will not, being only a transitional stage, inter- 



fere with our views, but will serve as a warning for those gener- 
ations which will hearken to our preaching of the religion of 
Moses, that, by its stable and thoroughly elaborated system has 
brought all the peoples of the world into subjection to us. 
Therein we shall emphasize its mystical right, on which, as we 
shall say, all its educative power is based. Then at every possi- 
ble opportunity we shall publish articles in which we shall make 
comparisons between our beneficent rule and those of past ages. 
The blessings of tranquility, though it be tranquility forcibly 
brought about by centuries of agitation, will throw into higher 
relief the benefits to which we shall point. The errors of the 
goyim governments will be depicted by us in the most vivid 
hues. We shall implant such an abhorrence of them that the 
peoples will prefer tranquility in a state of serfdom to those 
rights of vaunted freedom which have tortured humanity and ex- 
hausted the very sources of human existence, sources which 
have been exploited by a mob of rascally adventurers who know 
not what they do. Useless changes of forms of government to 
which we instigated the GOYIM when we were undermining 
their state structures, will have so wearied the peoples by that 
time that they will prefer to suffer anything under us rather than 
run the risk of enduring again all the agitations and miseries 
they have gone through. 

At the same time we shall not omit to emphasize the histori- 
cal mistakes of the goy governments which have tormented hu- 
manity for so many centuries by their lack of understanding of 
everything that constitutes the true good of humanity in their 
chase after fantastic schemes of social blessings, and have never 
noticed that these schemes kept on producing a worse and never 
a better state of the universal relations which are the basis of 
human life. 

The whole force of our principles and methods will lie in the 
fact that we shall present them and expound them as a splendid 
contrast to the dead and decomposed old order of things in so- 
cial life. 

Our philosophers will discuss all the shortcomings of the 
various beliefs of the GOYIM, but no one will ever bring under 

discussion our faith from its true point of view since this will be 
fully learned by none save ours, who will never dare to betray 
its secrets. 

In countries known as progressive and enlightened we have 
created a senseless, filthy, abominable literature. For some 
time after our entrance to power we shall continue to encourage 
its existence in order to provide a telling relief by contrast to the 
speeches, party programme, which will be distributed from ex- 
alted quarters of ours. Our wise men, trained to become leaders 
of the goyim, will compose speeches, projects, memoirs, arti- 
cles, which will be used by us to influence the minds of the 
goyim, directing them towards such understanding and forms of 
knowledge as have been determined by us. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Boy, that one hardly bears comment at all. In these latter days, 
what has happened to the majority of the ordinary run-of-citi- 
zenry Black people suffer? They are at the bottom, or near the 
bottom, of all working populations. They have been abundantly 
supplied with welfare assistance with ever-increasing payments 
for a single-parent family and each additional child, food stamps 
and very little, if any, trade training. The next poverty level ,, . . c~ttzens" are those who immigrate and especially on work per- 
mits to do heavy labor. You will NOT find the Blacks working 
in those fields where food is grown. The illegal ones who come 
across the borders are even more in poverty. What is going to 
happen as the society and economy decline? 

What, in addition, about those afternoon soaps and the evening 
sit-coms which present totally absurd and totally immoral things 
taking place? And what else are those welfare recipients going 
to do all the time other than watch the garbage on the boob-tubes 
and feed the children violence and crime. 

You have come a long way, friends, and it isn't good. I can 
only petition that you pay attention, study this well, and then at 
least you are armed with TRUTH. Salu, Adonay. 
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PRESIDENT CLOWN 

Please, before you go on to other topics, go back and read Pro- 
tocol 10 about "Presidents". Clinton is a super example of what 
happens when the nest of vipers set forth to destroy. You see, 
Clinton was the Bilderberger choice for the position in Wash- 
ington before the 1992 election. You could WATCH BUSH 
give that power of attorney over to him. Kissinger, in about 
1990-91 made the final decision with David Rockefeller to have 
Billy become President--"Because he can be totally controlled 
and there are other better places for Bush. " We wrote about it 
at the time. 

Why would they choose this little unknown rascal? Because he 
was an unknown rascal. He had played in the KGB, but that 
would not make a difference because, after all, Russian cold 
wars would be ended and all would live happily ever after. He 
was a Rhodes scholar--and that is not from Brilliance, because 
the check-out showed him being a Vietnam dissenter with no 
military background. 

Billy is a Blythe (out of the Rockefeller gene-pool) and it was 
known the kid would go for the gusto--every time, even if it cost 
everything he had. He would don the hats of whatever kingdom 
he chose and look like the Pope or the Jew, whichever little cap 
was suitable, and he was the PERFECT FOOL FOR THE 
PART. HE WOULD RUN NOTHING BUT A NEW PUPPY 
AND HE WOULD BECOME BOTH THE MONGREL PUP 
PLAYING AROUND AND, IN ADDITION, BE THE PER- 
FECTLY SUITABLE BOY-NEXT-DOOR IMAGE WITH AT- 
TACHED PUPPET STRINGS. 

He is now a bit of a problem, so out he goes like the wash after 
the dogs got to it. He was chosen with such background prob- 
lems of drug trading (even as governor of Arkansas), law- 
breaking, even to shooting too many ducks in duck season, a 
womanizer, and played with the top-bad boys at the Bohemian 
Grove. IF YOU HAVEN'T GOTTEN PHILLIPS-O'BRIEN'S 
BOOK called W C E  FORMATION OF AMERICA--GET IT! 
[Editor's note: You can order this eye-opening volume from 
P h o e h  Source Dism'butors; see Back Page for contacting in- 
formation.] 

Now, please take careful note of what is said here: As to the end 
results of this "new" Starr revelation, never mind it--the facts 
are that they plan to "get Clinton" for the "cause" and 
"because", so whether or not truth or lie is present in the instant 
case--nobody will believe anything either side says, so it will be 
up to the media to kill off the fox by the hounds. 

Clinton is asking a nation for a lot of support within the next few 
days and who in heck is now going to even LISTEN to what the 
sucker has to say at his State of the Nation speech? I remind 
you: 

YOU ARE IN THE FINAL STAGES OF CHAOS AND THE 
TAKEOVER HAS TAKEN OVER? 

In addition, Bill Clinton has been so rested and revitalized at 
Camp David that you have no idea who is doing what to whom. 
And now what do you have? Netanyahu offering to go to Camp 
David and make some "accords". 

And when asked about his worst and best times in the U.S., Mr. 
Yahoo said something nice about receptions, rooms, and "just 
being in Americaw--and the overwhelming support of the 
"Christians" to the Israeli-Jewish cause. Worst? The cold re- 
ception of the American JEWS to himself and the plight of Is- 
rael. Do you yet feel nuts? 



Now you have a presidency in deep yogurt while Arafat of 
Palestine AND Mr. Yahoo cross paths in the damned airport-- 
"but will meet formally LATER" at, possibly, Camp David. 

By the way, aren't any of you curious about that "little attached 
room to the Oval office"? My, my, that surely is a busy little 
room which requires a full-time secretary to keep the appoint- 
ments and clear the entries. 

These ladies and gentlemen strategically placed are the brain- 
warped children of MK-Ultra and they are intentionally placed 
in positions to accomplish exactly these results and no, they 
probably don't even know it. Moreover, they respond to trigger 
keys just like computers spitting out information. And yes in- 
deed. wait until the PICTURF,S from the best-P laced cameras 
comd forth. Put yourself in a blackmail position-and you WILL 
BE BLACKMAILED--SATAN NEVER HAS TO CHANGE 
HIS APPROACH OR CONCERN ABOUT THE END RE- 
SULTS. 

By the way, if you carefully read the material offered through 
first-hand experience of Cathy O'Brien, you will find that some 
visitors to the White House were visitors of MRS. CLINTON. 
Now isn't THAT cute? How flexible can a family be? And 
what of their poor child in California? She is a desperately poor 
child in California! Will the sins of the parents be rested upon 
Chelsea? Of course, for it is always the children who pay. 

A special statement by a media mogul said: "It isn't the sex that 
is in any wise important, it is the effort at cover-up. The public 
is not interested in Clinton's sex life--just his lying about it." 

YOU ARE GETTING THE EXAMPLES AND FULL-BLOWN 
SHOW OF THE PROTOCOLS OFZION wrapping up the world - - 
as YOU know it. And, oh you bet, those people are praying to 
God--but they don't understand--THEY STILL HAVE THE 
WRONG GOD. So be it for they surely do not want the ONE 
who pours on the Light to any circumstance. 

Watch for suiciding, assassination or, certainly, removal from 
the Presidency for it is time to replace this poor nut with one 
From their Lean, Mean Machine. 

But wouldn't Gore take over before anybody else? Yep, but 
notice his recent speeches hither and yon. And is he a Jew? 
Yep, notice the hair-loss pattern which is distinctive to the Jews, 
like it or not. That is why they wear those silly little skull caps, 
readers. It has NOTHING to do with God. But do notice that 
you can't tell the Pope from the Rabbi. 

Let us go on with the Protocols so you don't have to inconve- 
nience selves with research. 

BIRTHING THE PHOENIX 

[QUOTING, Part 18:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 15 

Oneday coup d'etat (revolution)~over all the world. Exe- 
cutions. Future lot of goyim-Masons. Mysticism of au- 
thority. Multiplication of Masonic lodges. Central gov- 
erning board of Masonic elders. The "Azev-tactics". 
Masonry as leader and guide of all secret societies. Sig- 
nificance of public applause. Collectivism. Victims. Ex- 
ecutions of Masons. Fall of the prestige of laws and au- 
thority. Our position as the Chosen People. Brevity and 
clarity of the laws of the kingdom of the future. Obedi- 
ence to orders. Measures against abuse of authority. 
Severity of penalties. Age-limit for judges. Liberalism of 
judges and authorities. The money of all the world. Ab- 
solutism of Masonry. Right of appeal. Patriarchal 
"outside appearance" of the power of the future "ruler". 
Apotheosis of the ruler. The right of the strong as the one 
and only right. The King of Israel. Patriarch of all the 
world. 

When we at last definitely come into our kingdom by the aid 
of coups d'etat prepared everywhere for one and the same day, 



after the worthlessness of all existing forms of government has 
been definitely acknowledged (and not a little time will pass be- 
fore that comes about, perhaps even a whole century) we shall 
make it our task to see that against us such things as plots shall 
no longer exist. With this purpose we shall slay without mercy 
all who take arms (in hand) to oppose our coming into our king- 
dom. Every kind of new institution of anything like a secret so- 
ciety will also be punished with death; those of them which are 
now in existence, are known to us, serve us and have served us, 
we shall disband and send into exile to continents far removed 
from Europe. In this way we shallproceed with those GOY ma- 
sons who know too much; such of these as we may for some rea- 
son spare will be kept in constant fear of exile. We shall pro- 
mulgate a law making all former members of secret societies li- 
able to exile from Europe as the center of our rule. 

Resolutions of our government will be final, without appeal. 

In the goy societies in which we have planted and deeply 
rooted discord and protectionism, the only possible way of 
restoring order is to employ merciless measures that prove the 
direct force of authority; no regard must be paid to the victims 
who fall; they suffer for the well-being of the future. The at- 
tainment of that well-being, even at the expense of sacrifices, is 
the duty of any kind of government that acknowledges as justifi- 
cation for its existence not only its privileges but its obligations. 
The principal guarantee of stability of rule is to confirm the au- 
reole [halo] of power, and this aureole is attained only by such a 
majestic inflexibility of might as shall carry on its face the em- 
blems of inviolability from mystical causes--from the choice of 
God. Such was, until recent times, the Russian autocracy, the 
one and only serious foe we had in the world, without counting 
the Papacy. Bear in mind the example when Italy, drenched 
with blood, never touched a hair of the head of Sulla who had 
poured forth that blood; Sulla enjoyed an apotheosis for his 
might in the eyes of the people, though they had been torn in 
pieces by him, but his intrepid return to Italy ringed him round 
with inviolability. The people do not lay a finger on him who 
hypnotizes them by his daring and strength of mind. 

Meantime, however, until we come into our kingdom, we 
shall act in the contrary way; we shall create and multiply free 
Masonic lodges in all the countries of the world, absorb into 
them all who may become or who are prominent in public activ- 
ity, for in these lodges we shall find our principal intelligence 
office and means of influence. All these lodges we shall bring 
under one central administration, known to us alone and to all 
others absolutely unknown, which will be composed of our 
learned elders. The lodges will have their representatives who 
will serve to screen the above-mentioned administration of Ma- 
sonry and from whom will issue the watchword and programme. 
In these lodges we shall tie together the knot which binds to- 
gether all revolutionary and liberal elements. Their composition 
will be made up of all strata of society. The most secret politi- 
cal plots will be known to us and will fall under our guiding 
hands on the very day of their conception. Among the members 
of these lodges will be almost all the agents of international and 
national police since their service is for us irreplaceable in the 
respect that the police is in a position not only to use its own 
particular measures with the insubordinate, but also to screen 
our activities and provide pretexts for discontents, etcetera. 

The class of people who most willingly enter into secret soci- 
eties are those who live by their wits, careerists and in general 
people, mostly light-minded, with whom we shall have no diffi- 
culty in dealing and in using to wind up the mechanism of the 
machine devised by us. If this world grows agitated the mean- 
ing of that will be that we have had to stir it up in order to break 
up its too great solidarity. But if there should arise in its midst a 
plot, then at the head of that plot will be no other than one of 
our most m t e d  servants. It is natural that we and no other 
should lead Masonic activities, for we know whither we are 
leading, we know the final goal of every form of activity 
whereas the goyim have knowledge of nothing, not even of the 
immediate effect of action; they put before themselves, usually, 
the momentary reckoning of the satisfaction of their self-opinion 
in the accomplishment of their thought without even remarking 
that the very conception never belonged to their initiative but to 
our instigation of their thought. 



The goyim enter the lodges out of curiosity or in the hope by 
their means to get a nibble at the public pie, and some of them 
in order to obtain a hearing before the public for their impracti- 
cable and groundless fantasies; they thirst for the emotion of 
success and applause, of which we are remarkably generous. 
And the reason why we give them this success is to make use of 
the high conceit of themselves to which it gives birth, for that 
insensibly disposes them to assimilate our suggestions without 
being on their guard against them in the fullness of their confi- 
dence that it is their own infallibility which is giving utterance to 
their own thoughts and that it is impossible for them to borrow 
those of others. You cannot imagine to what extent the wisest 
of the goyim can be brought to a state of unconscious naivete in 
the presence of this condition of high conceit of themselves, and 
at the same time how easy it is to take the heart out of them by 
the slightest ill-success, though it be nothing more than the stop- 
page of the applause they had, and to reduce them to a slavish 
submission for the sake of winning a renewal of success. By so 
much as ours disregard success if only they can carry through 
their plans, by so much the GOYIM are willing to sacn$ce any 
plans only to have success. This psychology of theirs materially 
facilitates for us the task of setting them in the required direc- 
tion. These tigers in appearance have the souls of sheep and the 
wind blows freely through their heads. We have set them on the 
hobby-horse of an idea about the absorption of individuality by 
the symbolic unit of collectivism. They have never yet and they 
never will have the sense to reflect that this hobby-horse is a 
manifest violation of the most important law of nature, which 
has established from the very creation of the world one unit un- 
like another and precisely for the purpose of instituting individu- 
ality. 

If we have been able to bring them to such a pitch of stupid 
blindness is it not a proof, and an amazingly clear proof, of the 
degree to which the mind of the goyim is undeveloped in com- 
parison with our mind? This it is, mainly, which guarantees our 
success. 

And how far-seeing were our learned elders in ancient times 
when they said that to attain a serious end it behooves not to stop 

at any means or to count the victims sacrificed for the sake of 
that end. We have not counted the victims of the seed of the 
goy cattle, though we have sacrificed many of our own, but for 
that we have now already given them such a position on the 
Earth as they could not even have dreamed of. The compara- 
tively small numbers of the victims from the number of ours 
have preserved our nationality from destruction. 

Death is the inevitable end for all. It is better to bring that 
end nearer to those who hinder our affairs than to ourselves, to 
; h i  fnunders of this affair. WE EXECUTE MASONS IN 
SUCHWISE-THAT NONE SAVE* BROTHERHOOD 
CAN EVER HAVE A SUSPICION OF IT, NOT EVEN THE 
VICTIMS THEMSELVES OF OUR DEATH SENTENCE; 
THEY ALL DIE WHEN ~ U I ~ D  AS IF FROM A NOR: 
MAL KIND OF ILLNESS. Knowing this, even the brother- 
hood in its turn dare not protest. By such methods we have 
plucked out of the midst of Masonry the very root of protest 
against our disposition. While preaching liberalism to the goyim 
we at the same time keep our own people and our agents in a 
state of unquestioning submission. 

Under our influence the execution of the laws of the goyim 
has been reduced to a minimum. The prestige of the law has 
been exploded by the liberal interpretations introduced into this 
sphere. In the most important and fundamental affairs and 
questions judges decide as we dictate to them, see matters in the 
light wherewith we enfold them for the administration of the 
goyim, of course, through persons who are our tools though we 
do not appear to have anything in common with them--by news- 
paper opinion or by other means. Even senators and the higher 
administration accept our counsels. The purely brute mind of 
the goyim is incapable of use for analysis and observation, and 
still more for the foreseeing whither a certain manner of setting 
a question may tend. 

[H: Pay close attention to the above paragraph for it tells 
you exactly HOW these particular parties get control of 
Presidents, Senators, etc. There are TRAINED writers who 
know exactly what every audience wants to hear from any 



speaker, especially their "political servants1' and wow, that is  
a mouthful, isn't it? Please note that no political speaker is 
even allowed to give his own written speeches and they are  
NOT TO DEVIATE from the pre-written script. The point 
is not to write the content o r  context. but to  ACT well 
enough to pull off the performance without fully falling on 
the proverbial faces. This points out even more that the 
persons in the positions are  ONLY PUPPETS dancing to the 
Puppet Master's wishes.] 

In this difference in capacity for thought between the goyim 
and ourselves may be clearly discerned the seal of our position 
on the Chosen People and of our higher quality of humanness, 
in contradistinction to the brute mind of the goyim. Their eyes 
are open, but see nothing before them and do not invent (unless, 
perhaps, material things). From this it is plain that nature her- 
self has destined us to guide and rule the world. 

When comes the time of our overt rule, the time to manifest 
its blessings, we shall remake all legislatures, all our laws will 
be brief, plain, stable, without any kind of interpretations, so 
that anyone will be in a position to know them perfectly. The 
main feature which will run right through them is submission to 
orders, and this principle will be carried to a grandiose height. 
Every abuse will then disappear in consequence of the responsi- 
bility of all down to the lowest unit before the higher authority 
of the representative of power. Abuses of power, subordinate to 
this last instance, will be so mercilessly punished that none will 
be found anxious to try experiments with their own powers. We 
shall follow up jealously every action of the administration on 
which depends the smooth running of the machinery of the 
State, for slackness in this produces slackness everywhere; not a 
single case of illegality or abuse of power will be left without 
exemplary punishment. 

Concealment of guilt, connivance between those in the ser- 
vice of the administration--all this kind of evil will disappear 
after the very first examples of severe punishment. The aureole 
of our power demands suitable, that is, cruel, punishments for 
the slightest infringement, for the sake of gain, of its supreme 

prestige. The sufferer, though his punishment may exceed his 
fault, will count as a soldier falling on the administrative field of 
battle in the interest of authority, principle and law, which do 
not permit that any of those who hold the reins of the public 
coach should turn aside from the public highway to their own 
private paths. For example; our judges will know t h a  whenever 
they feel disposed to plume themselves on foolish clemency they 
are violating the law of justice which is instimed for the exem- 
plary edzjication of men by penalties for lapses and nor for dis- 
play of the spiritual qualities of the judge. Such qualities it is 
proper to show in private life, but not in a public square which 
is the educationary basis of human life. 

Our leeal staff will serve not beyond the age of 55, firstly be- 
cause bldYmen more obstinately hdd to prejudiced opinions, and 
are less capable of submitting to new directions, and secondly 
because this will give us thebossibility by this measure of se- 
curing elasticity in the changing of staff, which will thus the 
more easily bend under our pressure; he who wishes to keep his 
place will have to give blind obedience to deserve it. In gen- 
eral, our judges will be elected by us only from among those 
who thoroughly understand that the part they have to play is to 
punish and apply laws and not to dream about the manifestations 
of liberalism at the expense of the educationary scheme of the 
State, as the goyim in these days imagine it to be. This method 
of shuffling the staff will serve also to explode any collective 
solidarity of those in the same service and will bind all to the 
interests of the government upon which their fate will depend. 
The young generation of judges will be trained in certain views 
regarding the inadmissibility of any abuses that might disturb the 
established order of our subjects among themselves. 

In these days the judges of the goyim create indulgences to 
every kind of crime, not having a just understanding of their of- 
fice, because the rulers of the present age in appointing judges 
to office take no care to inculcate in them a sense of duty and 
consciousness of the matter which is demanded of them. As a 
brute beast lets out its young in search of prey, so do the goyim 
give their subjects places of profit without thinking to make 
clear to them for what purpose such place was created. This is 



the reason why their governments are beingmined by their own 
forces through the acts of their own administration. 

Let us borrow from the example of the results of these ac- 
tions yet another lesson for our government. 

We shall root out liberalism from all the important strategic 
posts of our government on which depends the training of sub- 
ordinates of our State structure. Such posts will fall exclu- 
sively to those who have been trained by us for administrative 
rule. To the possible objection that the retirement of old ser- 
vants will cost the Treasury heavily, I reply, firstly, they will be 
provided with some private service in place of what they lose, 
and, secondly, I have to remark that all the money in the world 
will be concentrated in our hands, consequently it is not our 
government that has to fear expense. m: Ain't it so?] 

Our absolutism will in all things be logically consecutive and 
therefore in each one of its decrees our supreme will will be re- 
spected and unquestionably fulfilled; it will ignore all murmurs, 
all discontents of every kind and will destroy to the root every 
kind of manifestation of them in act by punishment of an exem- 
plary character. 

We shall abolish the right of cassation [cancellation, annul- 
ment], which will be transferred exclusively to our disposal--to 
the cognizance of him who rules, for we must not allow the 
conception among the people of a thought that there could be 
such a thing as a decision that is not the right of judges set up by 
us. If, however, anything like this should occur, we shall our- 
selves cassate the decision, but inflict therewith such exemplary 
punishment on the judge for lack of understanding of his duty 
and the purpose of his appointment as will prevent a repetition 
of such cases. I repeat that it must be borne in mind that we 
shall know every step of our administration which only needs to 
be closely watched for the people to be content with us, for it 
has the right to demand from a good government a good official. 

Our government will have the appearance of a patriarchal 
paternal guardianship on the part of our ruler. Our own nation 

and our subjects will discern in his person a father caring for 
their every need, their every act, their every inter-relation as 
subjects one with another, as well as their relations to the ruler. 
They will then be so thoroughly imbued with the thought that it 
is impossible for them to dispense with this wardship and guid- 
ance, if they wish to live in peace and quiet, that they will ac- 
knowledge the autocracy of our ruler with a devotion bordering 
on APOZHEOSIS [deification], especially when they are con- 
vinced that those whom we set up do not put their own in place 
of his authority, but only blindly execute his dictates. They will 
be rejoiced that we have regulated everything in their lives as is 
done by wise parents who desire to train their children in the 
cause of duty and submission. For the peoples of the world in 
regard to the secrets of our polity are ever through the ages only 
children under age, precisely as are also their governments. 

As you see, I found our despotism on right and duty; the 
right to compel the execution of duty is the direct obligation of a 
government which is a father for its subjects. It has the right of 
the strong that it may use it for the benefit of directing humanity 
towards that order which is defined by nature, namely, submis- 
sion. Everything in the world is in a state of submission, if not 
to man, then to circumstance or its own inner character, in all 
cases, to what is stronger. And so shall we be this something 
stronger for the sake of good. 

We are obliged without hesitation to sacrifice individuals, 
who commit a breach of established order, for in the exemplary 
punishment of evil lies a great educational problem. 

When the King of Israel sets upon his sacred head the crown 
offered him by Europe he will become patriarch of the world. 
The indispensable victims offered by him in consequence of 
their suitability will never reach the number of victims offered 
in the course of centuries by the mania of magnificence, the em- 
ulation between the goy governments. 

Our King will be in constant communion with the peoples, 
making to them from the tribune speeches which fame will in 
that same hour distribute over all the world. 



[END OF QUOTING] 

ANY ARGUMENTS SO FAR? 

Does it become clear that, in the judicial system as it stands to- 
day, the whole of the Plan has evolved--TOTALLY. 

The State or national flag has been replaced by a foreign flag of 
war (that pretty gold fringe). You will note that on the outside 
of the building, to further fool you ALL THE TIME, flies a le- 
gal and lawful flag of your nation. You may as well face the 
fact that the FLAG MAKERS are no longer ALLOWED, BY 
ORDER, to make the legally sized flag of the united States. If 
you wish to go with the notion that a "David Miller" procedure 
is applicable to your cause--YOU CAN NO LONGER FIND A 
LEGAL FLAG TO TAKE INTO THE COURTROOM. More- 
over, the case, if it gets to a court and then appealed, is simply 
SHELVED. 

Note that the promise of the judicial bench-sitters, are obligated 
to choose the Masonic-ordered law of protecting "their own", is 
operable in any case involving a citizen against the establishment 
corporations or the lawyers. The only way a lawyer will be set 
against is if the opposition is a favored teamplayer who has lied, 
cheated and stolen his way through a case. The "inside" self- 
proclaimed Bar-passer will prevail--every time. The "brother" 
will be protected at all costs to the citizen acting in rightness. 
Can the "little man" ever win? No, not even if you think you 
win. You can never "collect" against that monster with the 
greedy appetite, for the judge in the matter will see to it that you 
cannot. If your case is so good as to be OBVIOUS to all that 
there is foulness afoot, then there may be an effort to auietlv 
"settle" somethim. esoeciallv if there mieht be insurance cove;- - ~ ~-~ --- ---. . . - .. - .. . -. . . . . - . - - 
age somehow a&cheh. ~6 NOT EXPECT TO WIN, WOW- 
EVER, UNLESS YOU HAVE THEIR OWN TEAM MEM- 
BERS IN FOR A PERCENTAGE OF THE "TAKE". 

So, what do you do? Not much you can do! It has been too 
long in the takeover to be able to walk to the door and change 
anything--they simply will laugh at you. 

All you can hope to do is KNOW what is right, and then watch 
the high-roller players break each other to bits and pieces as 
they vie for the top-banana position. To do more sets you up as 
the unshielded targets to be destroyed. 

Oh, you can give the "little" opponents within the liar's loops 
some hassle and even win now and then--but don't count on the 
"win" part AS YOU EXPECT. Winning has nothing to do with 
money, but bringing the culprits to a state of harmlessness. If 
the embarrassment gets too heavy on the higher organizers and 
authorities, the higher official may well rule against them to 
save his own closet skeletons and misbehaviors. It will never be 
because of honor or RIGHT. 

For these reasons I WANT all surveillance teams to continue to 
closely monitor our writings, messages--everything. Our very 
security is in the fact that we lay no traps, subvert nothing, and 
openly expect agreements with us to be met, no more than that. 
We are not going to form armies with AK-47s to run amok on 
the streets or even in the dark undergrounds. It is a stupid atti- 
tude to think you can beat this beast at a game which he invented 
and yet you know not the rules for play. 

The faster, in fact, the high-level agreement-makers KEEP 
THEIR AGREEMENTS, the less work we will have and a lot of 
idiot people will run out of income off the backs of their poor 
sucker clients. We certainly neither need nor do we want the 
confrontations or notoriety. What would you plan to do, wad up 
pieces of paper and throw them at the culprits who annoy you? 

Mankind is going to be allowed to do "his thing" for that is the 
promise of Creator to a world in manifest physical form. You 
have opportunity to know Truth, and if you choose to not par- 
ticipate--fine with me. 

I find it rather interesting at all the speculation of cloning, alien 
invasions, light shows in the sky, and thus and so which titillate 
your attention. Even at Area 51 where all the "alien stuff" is 
suspected, I have something to make clear to you: Technology 
is such that there needs be no supplemental light to photograph 



anything. You do, for holographs have to have something to 
photograph in the upstart of a planned portrayal of any opera- 
tion. This can be from the most tiny whole-models to the most 
elaborate "flying object". After these are compiled, then the 
sky is the limit--literally. The big boys can now offer you peo- 
~ l e  FULL INVASION SCENARIOS RIGHT OVER WASH- 
~NGTON OR PHOENIX OR WHEREVER YOU ARE 
TRAINED TO LOOK. 

What is planned for the "raptures"? Wow, biggies, friends. 
There will be "religious" forms from your expectations and 
thought-forms arriving to "save" you. But what will happen is 
massive destruction instead. After all, the dead can't report the 
errors in perceptions after the fact, can they? And if they could 
do so--YOU WOULDN'T LISTEN. Besides, readers, the se- 
cret things are far more terrible than anything yet revealed to 
you. You wouldn't know God from alien hologram. The 
Christians will expect Jesus--and they will get him in full glory. 
At the same time those expecting Buddha will get him, and right 
on down the line. These holographic pictures will be sent forth 
from clear skies to dust storm clouds. You will have terrible 
destruction as detonation of bombs are simultaneous with a 
movie about aliens invading. This is the epitome of terrorizing, 
friends, and you WILL bite on the lies. Why would we be 
stupid enough to rile these hornets more than just telling the 
truth? 

By the way, you have reached the time in the Plan 2000 
where the developers of the Plan 2000 WANT YOU TO 
HAVE THIS INFORMATION. This is so that you will see 
how shackled you are from the very perfection of their Plan and 
there will be NO RELIGION unto which to turn for religions 
are of man and have been so manipulated as to have NO SPIRI- 
TUAL FACT. 

What will happen to my people? What difference? You had 
best attend what will be happening to YOU. 

There was once a saying: "Better dead than red". Obviously 
that was written by an idiot. Moreover, you will talk yourselves 

into the fact that an illusion of freedom suffices, even if you are 
enslaved. Fine, for you who survive to be enslaved! The plans, 
however, are to annihilate you in such a way as to disperse soul 
energy with, hopefully, no possibility of recreating the original 
structure. This places soul energy into the cosmos with total 
lack of ability to coordinate or reassemble, and thus the re- 
assembled "mass" will be a cloned replication which is even 
more robotically useful to the developers of same. 

But this is for another sitting. ADONAI. 
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As we go through these Protocols let us have compassion, 
please, for those most closely and painfully affected by Talmu- 
dic New-Age Order. 

1 hope that all of you are paying attention to the blatherings of 
everyone, especially the attorneys who come forth and speak of 
Clinton in these days. There is now frequent reference to 
"Talmudicw-type of LAW; i.e., "Under Talmudic ap- 
proaches. .." or "The Judge, using Talmudic. .." 
Remember that there was a direct interchange in the Simpson 
trial between Marsha Clark and Judge Ito which. indicated 
BOTH would like to toss the law and move on to Talmudic con- 
trol of the courtroom. 

This is not a light subject, readers; it is in place but very diffi- 
cult to integrate easily into the system. 

Do you actually think those Liberal Jewish Talmudists are the 
same people as are the Conservative Jewish Torahs? Can't you 
just imagine the confusion in the communities where the thought 
was that all were interpreting, at the least, the same set of spiri- 
tual rules? My very being goes out to these people who have 
lost their own special religious rites to the Antichrist. AS Chris- 
tians and others search for answers to such questions as homo- 
sexuality and sex outside of marriage (totally forbidden in the 
Torah, the Hebrew writings that form the first five books of the 
Bible), it is incredibly difficult for the Judeans to find a balance 

for they have not been given the liberties of choice as have the 
i "reformed" branches of religions where "anything goes". 

I probably offered you this article back in 1995, but we have 
pulled it out for review for it seems to point out the difference in 
factions of "a" religious confrontation as has taken place in ev- 
ery religion as "modernization" becomes the fad of the day. 

[QUOTING:] 

Rocky Mountain News, Thurs., Aug. 17, 1995: 

RABBIS TO RELAX MO- 

CONSERVAlTVE JEWS TACKLZ SEXUAL ISSUES IN NEW 
REPORT. 
by Jean Trokelson, Rocky Mountain News Religion Writer. 

Conservative Jewish leaders will propose next month to relax 
3,000-year old views of homosexuality and premarital sex. 

Homosexuality and sex outside of marriage are widely inter- 
preted as forbidden in the Torah, the Hebrew writings that form 
the first five books of the Bible. 

The non-binding report follows a two-year study by the Con- 
servative Jewish Movement's Rabbinical Commission on Human 
Sexuality. It calls for a re-examination of morality in the light 
of modernday "realities' and "complexities". In other 
words, be damned what is right and what is wrong and go 
with the consequences of "realities" and "complexities" of a 
modernized Satanic movement. If it was incorrect behavior 
to co-screw around with same-sex partners and have pre- 
marital sex (fornication) when the Bibles were supposedly 
non-realistic and non-complex, has the passage of eons of 
opportunities for wrong-behavior somehow made it now cor- 
rect to fit the wishes of society and keep up the coffers of the 
"modern" temple? My, my.] 



The Rocky Mountain News obtained a synopsis of the report, 
which will be released next month by the movement's 800- 
member union of rabbis, the Rabbinical Assembly. 

"What it does do is revisit the whole issue of human sexuality 
to see if it's time to move away from a conventional perspec- 
tive," said Rabbi Bernard Gerson of Congregation Rodef 
Shalom in Denver. The consensus, he said, "was that it was 
time". Yes indeedy, right when AIDS and other killer 
diseases such as Abortion and Moral fidelity in a marriage 
could mean LIFE or DEATH, we relax those outdated moral 
codes--sure sounds like wise calculations--if you are now 
ready to wipe out your people or at the least, the undesirable 
"Conservative" of your congregations.] 

Gerson said that while it upholds traditional sexual standards 
as the ideal, it goes on to explore "where the spirit of Judaism 
lies and how we might apply that to our late 20th century soci- 
etal picture. " 

Individual rabbis won't have to abide by the recommenda- 
tions, Gerson said. 

Recent census data identify the conservative movement as the 
largest Jewish sect with 2 million members, 1,200 in Colorado 
(Rocky Mtn. News area). 

Their carefully worded synopsis to the paper, titled "This is 
My Beloved, This is My Friend: A Rabbinic Letter on Intimate 
Relations", notes that while marital sex is the ideal, a "delay in 
marriage is widely common today and that such delay often has 
merit". 

That reality, the paper says, makes it imperative that conser- 
vative Judaism study premarital sex, condoms for teens, sex ed- 
ucation and masturbation. m: Not a bad curriculum for set- 
ting the standards of responsible behavior wouldn't you say? 
Has the entire world gone insane and not just Willie boy 
Clinton with his nutty cabinet members?] 

The sexuality commission acknowledged that the issue of 
homosexuality is "fraught with danger", but was important to 
address in light of modern research which sees homosexuality as 
"so much a matter of nature". 

While the commission's findings do not change the ban 
against the ordination of Jews who are openly homosexual, it 
does call for support for their civil and legal rights and calls on 
synagogues to welcome them as persons who are "(longing) to 
live openly and without stigma, in committed relationships with 
other Jews". m: And I suppose you couldn't do that other- 
wise? You have to carrv. I sunme. a big signboard de- 
manding something or otber to i&e, &re fGr, Gourish and 
belong in a FRIENDSHIP WITH RESPONSIBILITY?] 

Rabbi Allen Selis of Congregation Bonai Shalom in Boulder 
explained his support of the paper by saying, "If people have 
decided to live their sexual lives outside the boundaries that Ju- 
daism provides, I still want them to find a degree of holiness in 
their sexual lives." m: Why? Nobody else finds holiness in 
their sexual lives.] 

"The significance of the paper is the difference between en- 
gaging reality and ignoring it." 

Like the Orthodox movement. Conservative Jews believe in 
the authority of Jewish law, but allow rabbinic leaders to inter- 
pret IT TO FIT CIRCUMSTANCES. REFORM JEWS AL- 
LOW THE WIDEST INTERPRETATION. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Well, readers, get ready, suck in your breath, and hold it: GOD 
DOES NOT "ALLOW" MAN--ANY MAN--TO "INTER- 
PRET" HIS LAWS. You can have love and fellowshiu, 
brotherhood and supreme LOVE between any peoples--you do 
not need to do things which actually endanger the lives of one 
another. This is a fact within a relationship of ANY KIND. If 
you choose to live your lives in a given manner, HNE. Those 
are things between GOD AND YOU but you have no right to 



foist off onto others, that choice. THAT is a universal LAW of 
God. 

I don't cater to those who do "bad things" in the closet, in the 
dark--or in the light of day. Who are you fooling? Well, you 
are NOT fooling GOD and why would you pull your shame 
from the closet and dump it all over others? Who gives a damn? 
Not me and it is YOU individually who will face your own 
judgement WITH GOD, and 10,000 rabbis will not make wrong 
actions or intentions right. Right is the opposite end to wrong, 
remember? This does, however, prove the point of DOCTRINE 
being of MAN and committees and has NOTHING to do with 
GOD or Spiritual Truth. THAT is the point of the notice above, 
not whether or not vou  refer to be with man or woman, or roll 
in the hay before afkr a marriage certificate. I havd no use 
for marriage CERTIFICATES for they are of the STATE. 
COMMITMENT is of the SOUL. RESPONSIBILJTY is the 
measure of BOTH. 

OTHER TOPICS 

Yes I know. there are so manv other tonics that need attendine .. - 

that we hesibte to spend such precious Arne on the disagreeablE 
ones such as WHO IS TAKING CONTROL OF YOUR 
WORLD. However, readers, all other topics of negative impact 
on your world--are coming directly from the Antichrist factions 
of your world. We must attend priorities of information flow 
and you are going to have to GROW UP and, hopefully, when 
you try to GET A LIFE, there will be one worth acquiring. So 
let us return to the Protocols. 

[QUOTING, Part 19:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 16 

Emasculation of the universities. Substitute for classicism. 
Training and calling. Advertisement of the authority of 
"the ruler" in the schools. Abolition of freedom of in- 

struction. New Theories. Independence of thought. 
Teaching by object lessons. 

In order to effect the destruction of all collective forces ex- 
cept ours we shall emasculate the first stage of collectivism--the 
universities, by re-educating them in a new direction. Their of- 
Jicials and professors will be prepared for their business by de- 
tailed secret programmes of action from which they will not with 
immuniry diverge, not by one iota. They will be appointed with 
especial precaution, and will be so placed as to be wholly de- 
pendent upon the Govenunenr. 

We shall exclude from the course of instruction State Law as 
also all that concerns the political question. These subjects will 
be taught to a few dozens of persons chosen for their pre-emi- 
nent capacities from among the number of the initiated. The 
universities must no longer send out from their halls milksops 
concocting plans for a constitution, like a comedy or a tragedy, 
busying themselves with questiom of policy in which even their 
own fathers never had any power of thought. 

The ill-guided acquaintance of a large number of persons 
with questions of polity creates utopian dreamers and bad sub- 
jects, as you can see for yourselves from the example of the 
universal education in this direction of the goyim. We must in- 
troduce into their education all those principles which have so 
brilliantly broken up their order. But when we are in power we 
shall remove every kind of disturbing subject from the course of 
education and shall make out of the youth obedient children of 
authority, loving him who rules as the support and hope of 
peace and quiet. 

Classicism, as also any form of study of ancient history, in 
which there are more bad than good examples, we shall replace 
with the study of the programme of the future. We shall erase 
from the memory of men all facts of previous centuries which 
are undesirable to us, and leave only those which depict all the 
errors of the governments of the goyim. The study of practical 
life, of the obligations of order, of the relations of people one to 
another, of avoiding bad and selfish examples which spread the 



infection of evil, and similar questions of an educative nature, 
will stand in the forefront of the teaching programme, which 
will be drawn up on a separate plan for each calling or state of 
life, in no wise generalizing the teaching. This treatment of the 
question has special importance. 

Each state of life must be trained within strict limits corre- 
sponding to its destination and work in life. The occasional ge- 
nius has always managed and always will manage to slip 
through into other states of life, but it is the most perfect folly for 
the sake of this rare occasional genius to let through into ranks 
foreign to them the untalented who thus rob of their places those 
who belong to those ranks by birth or employment. You know 
yourselves in what all this has ended for the goyim who allowed 
this crying absurdity. 

In order that he who rules may be seated firmly in the hearts 
and minds of his subjects it is necessary for the time of his ac- 
tivity to instruct the whole nation in the schwls and on the mar- 
ket places about his meaning and his acts and all his beneficent 
initiatives. 

We shall abolish every kind of freedom of instruction. 
Learners of all ages will have the right to assemble together with 
their parents in the educational establishments as it were in a 
club; during these assemblies, on holydays, teachers will read 
what will pass as free lectures on questions of human relations, 
of the laws of examples, of the limitations which are born of un- 
conscious relations, and, finally, of the philosophy of new theo- 
ries not yet declared to the world. These theories will be raised 
by us to the stage of a dogma of faith as a transitional stage to- 
wards our faith. On the completion of this exposition of our 
programme of action in the present and the future I will read 
you the principles of these theories. 

In a word, knowing by the experience of many centuries that 
People live and are guided by ideas, that these ideas are imbibed 
by people only by the aid of education provided with equal suc- 
cess for all ages of growth, but of course by varying methods, 
we shall swallow up and confiscate to our own use the last scin- 

tilla of independence of thought, which we have for longpast 
been directing towards subjects and ideas useful for us. The 
system of bridling thought is already at work in the so-called 
system of teaching by object lessons, the purpose of which is to 
turn the goyim into unthinking submissive brutes waiting for 
things to be presented before their eyes in order to form an idea 
of them. In France, one of four best agents, Bourgeois, has al- 
ready made public a new programme of teaching by object 
lessons. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Can you not see clearly now how easy it was to place Albert 
Einstein within THE SYSTEM, have him come up with some 
theories and such which were then pronounced THE TRUTH of 
the UNIVERSE in RELATIVITY? No, while you-the-people 
were REQUIRED to accept the FALSE TEACHING, THE 
WRONG CONCEPTS AND FACT, "the Antichrist" went right 
on utilizing the TRUTH of science and physics and have pro- 
duced all the wondrous and mysterious things that will kill, 
maim, reduce you to particles of energy, and set the world in 
Spiritual Truth back a zillion years. Don't think for one mo- 
ment that the scientists who now control your world through this 
Antichrist use or ever used, Einstein's WRONG concepts. And 
how can you know? Because in Einstein's own time a Mind- 
Controlled plaything was sent to distract him from finding out 
the facts and changing his projections--it was called Marilyn 
Monroe, an MK-Ultra sex-slave child. 

You did not find anything out about relativity or universal cos- 
mic laws--you found out exactly what was desirable to finish off 
the arsenal of the Plan 2000--NUCLEAR WEAPONS. 

It is time to PANIC a bit, readers. I ask that information be 
given here as to how to get the video of Hayakawa and Hilder 
on the topic of Panic and Area 5 1 (Groom Lake) with references 
to the Anthill (Northrop) right through the mountain from THIS 
DWELLING. There are 29 levels underground in that one fa- 
cility, where magnificent products are produced, as are parts for 
terrestrial UFOs. Some of those "levels", however, are great 



enough to actually test a plane. The facility tunnels right to Me 
off-limits edge of our crystal (galactic navigation system) and 
right UNDER such places as the dwelling of Dr. Young, (the 
crystal is NOT simply a round slab). It is here that much of the 
cloning studies and experiments have been accomplished. At 
Groom Lake facilities (above top secret) are whole incubation 
facilities on several levels where humanoid, but soul-less, beings 
are manufactured in artificial surroundings. The end product is 
tested bv intentional intemlav with "visitors" to the observation -, ~ ~ ~ . . 
areas off range. If you are not scared, readers, you DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES! 

Volunteer oolice. Esoionage on the pattern of the kabal 
espionage. ' Abuses of'authority. 

These "productions" are perfect for the testing of every kind of 
chemical and microbe and total mind control. They are, if used 
for public interaction, completely controlled by supervised in- 
structors. 

Outside "workers" who go to the places daily for whatever rea- 
sons, DO NOT HAVE MEMORY RECALL OF BEING 
THERE--ONLY THE COMING AND GOING TO AND 
FROM THE FACILITY. EVERYTHING OF THE ACTIVI- 
TIES ARE BLANKED OUT. MOREOVER, IF A PARTY 
WHO WORKS THERE IS CAUGHT ACCIDENTALLY 
PARTICIPATING IN "STARGAZING" OR WHATEVER, 
THERE ARE! INCREDIBLE TERRORS TO BE FACED 
WHEN DISCOVERED--WHICH DISCOVERY IS "EVERY 
TIME". All "workers" are wired and monitored 24 hours every 
day of their lives. 

So, let us move on now to: 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 17 

Advocacy. Influence of the priesthood of the goyim. 
Freedom of conscience. Papal Court. King of the Jews 
as Patriarch-Pope. How to fight the existing church. 
Function of contemporary press. Organization of police. 

The practice of advocacy produces men cold, cruel, persis- 
tent, unprincipled, who in all cases take up an impersonal purely 
legal standpoint. They have the inveterate habit to refer every- 
thing to its value for the defence, not to the public welfare of its 
results. They do not usually decline to undertake any defence 
whatever, they strive for an acquittal at all costs, cavilling over 
every petty crux of jurisprudence and thereby they demoralize 
justice. For this reason we shall set this profession into narrow 
frames which will keep it inside this sphere of executive public 
service. Advocates, equally with judges, will be deprived of the 
right of communication with litigants; they will receive business 
only from the court and will study it by notes off reports and 
documents, defending their clients after they have been interro- 
gated in court on facts that have appeared. They will receive an 
honorarium without regard to the quality of the defence. This 
will render them mere reporters on law-business in the interests 
of justice and counterpoise to the proctor who will be the re- 
porter in the interests of prosecution; this will shorten business 
before the courts. In this way will be established a practice of 
honest unprejudiced defence conducted not from personal inter- 
est but by conviction. This will also, by the way, remove the 
present practice of corrupt bargain between advocates to agree 
only to let that side win which pays most. 

. .  - 
lower. Freedom of conscience has been declared everywhere, 
so that now only years divide us from the moment of the com- 
plete wrecking of that Christian religion, as to other religions we 
have still less difficulty in dealing with them, but it would be 
premature to speak of this now. We shall set clericalism and 
clericak into such narrow frames as to make their i@uence 
move in retrogressive proporrion to its fonner progress. 



When the time comes finally to destroy the papal court the 1 lice without any power, will only witness and report; verifica- 
finger of an invisible hand will point the nations towards this tion of their reports and arrests will depend upon a responsible 
court. When, however, the nations fling themselves upon it, we group of controllers of police affairs, while the actual act of ar- 
shall come forward in the guise of its defenders as if to save ex- rest will be performed by the gendarmerie and the municipal 
cessive bloodshed. Bv this diversion we shall penetrate to its 1 
very bowels and be suie we shall never come oui again until we 
have gnawed through the entire strength of this place. 

The King of the Jews WILL BE THE REAL POPE OF THE 
UNIVERSE, the patriarch of an intemutional Church. 

But, in the meantime, while we are re-educating youth in new 
traditional religions and afterwards in ours, we shall not overtly 
lay afinger on existing churches, but we shallfight against them 
by cliricism calculated to produce schism. 

In general, then, our contemporary press will continue to 
convict State affairs, religions, incapacities of the goyim, always 
using the most unprincipled expressions in order by every means 
to lower their prestige in the manner which can only be prac- 
ticed by the genius of our gifted tribe. 

Our kingdom will be an apologia of the divinity Vishnu, in 
whom is found its personification--in our hundred hands will be, 
one in each, the springs of the machinery of social life. We 
shall see everything without the aid of official police which, in 
that scope of its rights which we elaborated for the use of the 
goyim, hinders governments from seeing. In our programme 
one-third of our subjects will keep the rest under observation 
porn a sense of duty, on the principle of volunteer service to the 
State. It will then be no disgrace to be a spy and informer, but a 
merit; unfounded denunciations, however, will be cruelly pun- 
ished that there may be no development of abuses of this right. 

Our agents will be taken from the higher as well as the lower 
ranks of society, from among the administrative class who spend 
their time in amusements, editors, printers and publishers, book- 
sellers, clerks, and salesmen, workmen, coachmen, lackeys, 
etcetera. This body, having no rights and not being empowered 
to take any action on their own account, and consequently a po- 

police. Any person not denouncing anything seen or heard con- 
cerning questions of polity will also be charged with and made 
responsible for concealment, if it be proved that he is guilty of 
this crime. 

Just as nowadays our brethren are obliged at their own risk 
to denounce to the kabal apostates of their own family or rnem- 
bers who have been noticed doing anything in opposition to the 
kabal, so in our kingdom over all the world it will be obligatory 
for all our subjects to observe the duty of service to the State in 
rhis direction. 

Such an organization will extirpate abuses of authority, of 
force, of bribery, everything in fact which we by our counsels, 
by our theories of the superhuman rights of man, have intro- 
duced into the customs of the goyim. But how else were we to 
procure that increase of causes predisposing to disorders in the 
midst of their administration? Among the number of those 
methods one of the most important--agents for the restoration of 
order, so placed as to have the opportunity in their disintegrating 
activity of developing and displaying their evil inclination--ob- 
stinate self-conceit, irresponsible exercise of authority, and, first 
and foremost, venality. 

PROTOCOL NO. 18 

Measures of secret defense. Observation of conspiracies 
from the inside. Overt secret defense--the ruin of author- 
ity. Secret defense of the King of the Jews. Mystical 
prestige of authority. Arrest on the first suspicion. 

When it becomes necessary for us to strengthen the strict 
measures of secret defense (the most fatal poison for the prestige 
of authority) we shall arrange a simulation of disorders or some 
manifestation of discontents finding expression through the co- 
operation of good speakers. Round these speakers will assemble 



Overt defense of the king argues weakness in the organization all who are sympathetic to his utterances. This will give us the 
pretext for domiciliary prerequisitions and surveillance on the 
part of our servants &om among the number of the goyim po- 
lice. 

As the majority of conspirators act out of love for the game, 
for the sake of talking, so, until they commit some overt act we 
shall not lay a finger on them but only introduce into their midst 
observation elements. It must be remembered that the prestige 
of authority is lessened if it frequently discovers conspiracies 
against itself; this implies a presumption of consciousness of 
weakness, or, what is still worse, of injustice. You are aware 
that we have broken the prestige of the goy kings by frequent 
attempts upon their lives through our agents, blind sheep of our 
flock, who are easily moved by a few liberal phrases to crimes 
provided only they be painted in political colours. We have 
compelled the rulers to acknowledge their weakness in advenis- 
ing overt measures of secret defense and thereby we shall bring 
the promise of authority to destruction. 

Our ruler will be secretly protected only by the most in- 
significant guard, because we shall not admit so much as a 
thought that there could exist against him any sedition with 
which he is not strong enough to contend and is compelled to 
hide from it. 

If we should admit this thought, as the goyim have done and 
are doing, we should @so facto be signing a death sentence, if 
not for our ruler, at any rate for his dynasty, at no distant date. 

According to strictly enforced outward appearances our ruler 
will employ his power only for the advantage of the nation and 
in no wise for his own or dynastic profits. Therefore, with the 
observance of this decorum, his authority will be respected and 
guarded by the subjects themselves, it will receive an apotheosis 
in the admission that with it is bound up the well-being of every 
citizen of the State, for upon it will depend all order in the 
common life of the pack. 

of his strength. 

Our ruler will always among the people be surrounded by a 
mob of apparently curious men and women, who will occupy 
the front ranks about him, to all appearance by chance, and will 
restrain the ranks the rest out of respect as it will appear for 
good order. This will sow an example of restraint also in oth- 
ers. If a petitioner appears among the people trying to hand a 
petition and forcing his way through the ranks, the first ranks 
must receive the petition and before the eyes of the petitioner 
pass it to the ruler, so that all may know that what is handed in 
reaches its destination, that, consequently, there exists a control 
of the ruler himself. The aureole of power requires for its exis- 
tence that the people may be able to say: "If the king knew of 
this," or: "the king will hear of it." 

With the establishment of oflcial secret defense the mystical 
prestige of author@ disappears; given a certain audaciry, and 
everyone counts himseEf master of it, the sedition-monger is con- 
scious of his strengrh, and when occasion serves watches for the 
moment to make an attempt upon authority. For the goyim we 
have been preaching something else, but by the very fact we are 
enabled to see what measures of overt defense have brought 
them to. 

Criminals with us will be arrested at the Jirst more or less 
well-grounded suspicion; it cannot be allowed that out of fear of 
a possible mistake an opportunity should be given of escape to 
persons suspected of a political lapse or crime, for in these 
matters we shall be literally merciless. If it is still possible, by 
stretching a point, to admit a reconsideration of the motive 
causes in simple crime, there is no possibility of excuse for per- 
sons occupying themselves with questions in which nobody ex- 
cept the government can understand anything ... And it is not all 
governments that understand true policy. 

[END OF QUOTING] 



To keep this writing somewhere within the guidelines of size we 
will leave off this sitting with Protocol 19. I apologize for 
pushing you through at top speed and I trust you are getting 
thoroughly acquainted with the contents. I can't longer hold 
your hands, students, for the limitation of freedom windows is 
short indeed. 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 19 

The right of presenting petitions and projects. Sedition. 
Indictment of political crimes. Advertisement of political 
crimes. 

If we do not permit any independent dabbling in the political 
we shall on the other hand encourage every kind of report or 
petition with proposals for the government to examine into all 
kinds of projects for the amelioration of the condition of the 
people; this will reveal to us the defects or else the fantasies of 
our subjects, to which we shall respond either by accomplishing 
them or by a wise rebutment to prove the short-sightedness of 
one who judges wrongly. 

Sedition-mongering is nothing more than the yapping of a 
lap-dog at an elephant. [H: Perhaps you patriots should take 
a very close look at this statement.] For a government well 
organized, not from the police but from the public point of 
view, the lap-dog yaps at the elephant in entire unconsciousness 
of its strength and importance. It needs no more than to take a 
good example to show the relative importance of both and the 
lap-dogs will cease to yap and will wag their tails the moment 
they set eyes on an elephant. 

In order to destroy the prestige of heroism for political crime 
we shall send it for trial in the category of thieving, murder, and 
every kind of abominable and filthy crime. Public opinion will 
then confuse in its conception this category of crime with the 
disgrace attaching to every other and will brand it with the same 
contempt. 

We have done our best, and I hope we have succeeded, to 
obtain that the goyim should not arrive at this means of con- 
tending with sedition. It was for this reason that through the 
Press and in speeches, indirectly--in cleverly compiled school- 
books on history, we have advertised the martyrdom alleged to 
have been accepted by sedition-mongers for the idea of the 
commonwealth. This advertisement has increased the contin- 
gent of liberals and has brought thousands of goyim into the 
ranks of our livestock cattle. 

[ E m  OF QUOTING] 

I must remind you of something, readers: when you have such 
atrocious things as questionable (as to who did it) acts such as 
the Oklahoma City bombing, the Waco, Texas debacle, Ruby 
Ridge, Idaho, and such other terrible happenings--you can al- 
ways know these are trial-balloons. By this I mean that they are 
structured to see where exactly the Elite are in control of you- 
the-people. The same with the Presidential foolishness. You 
will note, good readers, that with this most recent attack against 
Clinton the media is doing its job and the people themselves 
have ACTUALLY ELEVATED CLINTON IN THE PUBLIC 
POLLS. 

If you don't know what is taking place, there is no way to find 
your way out of the constructed MAZE. And, no, we are not 
going to the street corners and try to counter-educate ANYONE. 
Do you understand me? NOT ANYONE. 

The assumption is that if people care enough, they will wake up 
to find the kitchen on fire and get out. If not, so be it. 

Adonai. 
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When Plans and Manifestos such as the Protocols are presented, 
the mind reels in overwhelming desire to escape and research 
everything available to PROVE TRUTH WRONG. Then, the 
next best thing happens for the individual living in a world of 
accepted immorality, even of your President and the obvious 
takeover by something bigger than even that President and so 
what? Well, when the going gets really rough--you have SU- 
PERBOWL. You know, time out for the multimillionaire gladi- 
ators to put on their roadshow. The Middle East can wait, Iraq 
can wait, Clinton can intetrupt his affairs for the afternoon and 
who knows, perhaps the whole world will "just go away" along 
with these petty annoyances from God and Christ--ONE IN 
THE SAME ANYWAY. 

So what if the Antichrist has been spotted living and doing well 
in EVERYTHING you touch or see? Perhaps not much if you 
are already trapped, but perhaps a lot--if you have desires for 
freedom and righteousness that brings true peace within the 
restless soul of Man. 

I can only suggest that you read carefully what that Christ entity 
has to say--I trust, elsewhere in THIS paper [see p. 8 of 
CONTACT 1/27/98, Vol. 19 #la]. 

"I just can't buy it ..." you say? Fine, there is nothing FOR 
SALE here in the concepts of Truth and what you think, do 
andlor choose is none of our business. So, watch your football 
stageplay and giggle about your President's morals and then 
think about how that revelation must have looked to the Pales- 
tinian leaders seated three feet from that President as the media 
neglected the Middle East and moved right to Ms. Lewinski. 

And now, everybody is into it from Watergate-Nixon days to 
Roosevelt's indiscretions as if somehow it becomes "OK", and 
especially if Kennedy did it. 

People, your priorities as a species are exactly opposite to that 
which might save your assets (of all kinds). So be it. 

BZRi'HZNG THE PHOEhEX 

[QUOTING, Part 20:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 20 

FINANCIAL PROGRAMME. Progressive tax. Stamp 
progressive taxation. Exchequer, interest-bearing papers 
and stagnation of currency. Method of accounting. Abo- 
lition of ceremonial displays. Stagnation of capital. Cur- 
rency issue. Gold standard. Standard of cost of working- 
man power. Budget. State loans. One per cent, interest 
series. Industrial shares. Rulers of the goyim; courtiers 
and favoritism, Masonic agents;,l 

Today we shall touch upon the financial programme which I 
put off to the end of my report as being the most difficult, the 
crowning and the decisive point of our plans. Before entering 
upon it I will remind you that I have already spoken before by 
way of a hint when I said that the sum total of our actions is set- 
tled by the question of figures. 

When we come into our kingdom our autocratic government 
will avoid, from a principle of self-preservation, sensibly bur- 
dening the masses of the people with taxes, remembering that it 
plays the part of father and protector. But as State organization 
costs dear it is necessary nevertheless to obtain the funds re- 
quired for it. I will, therefore, elaborate with particular precau- 
tion the question of equilibrium in this matter. 

Our rule, in which the king will enjoy the legal fiction that 
everything in his State belongs to him (which may easily be 
translated into fact), will be enabled to resort to the lawful con- 



fixation of all sums of every kind for the regulation of their cir- 
culation in the State. From this follows that taxation will best be 
covered by a progressive tax on property. In this manner the 
dues will be paid without straitening or ruining anybody in the 
form of a percentage of the amount of property. The rich must 
be aware that it is their duty to place a part of their superfluities 
at the disposal of the State since the State guarantees them secu- 
rity of possession of the rest of their property and the right of 
honest gains, I say honest, for the control over property will do 
away with robbery on a legal basis. 

This social reform must come from above, for the time is 
ripe for it--it is indispensable as a pledge of peace. 

The tax upon the poor man is a seed of revolution and works 
to the detriment of the state which in hunting after the trifling is 
missing the big. Quite apart from this, a tax on capitalists di- 
minishes the growth of wealth in private hands in which we have 
in these days concentrated it as a counterpoise to the government 
strength of the goyim--their State finances. 

A tax increasing in a percentage ratio to capital will give a 
much larger venue than the present individual or property tax, 
which is useful to us now for the sole reason that it excites trou- 
ble and discontent among the goyim. 

The force upon which our king will rest consists in the equi- 
librium and the guarantee of peace, for the sake of which things 
it is indispensable that the capitalists should yield up a portion of 
their incomes for the sake of the secure working of the machin- 
ery of the State. State needs must be paid by those who will not 
feel the burden and have enough to take from. 

Such a measure will destroy the hatred of the poor man for 
the rich, in whom he will see a necessary financial support for 
the State, will see in him the organizer of peace and well-being 
since he will see that it is the rich man who is paying the neces- 
sary means to attain these things. 

In order that payers of the educated classes should not too 
much distress themselves over the new payments they will have 
full accounts given them of the destination of those payments, 
with the exception of such sums as will be appropriated for the 
needs of the throne and the administrative institutions. 

He who reigns will not have any properties of his own once 
all in the State represents his patrimony, or else the one would 
be in contradiction to the other; the fact of holding private 
means would destroy the right of property in the common pos- 
sessions of all. 

Relatives of him who reigns, his heirs excepted, who will be 
maintained by the resources of the State, must enter the ranks of 
servants of the State or must work to obtain the right to prop- 
erty; the privilege of royal blood must not serve for the spoiling 
of the treasury. 

Purchase, receipt of money or inheritance will be subject to 
the payment of a stamp progressive tax. Any transfer of prop- 
erty, whether money or other, without evidence of payment of 
this tax which will be strictly registered by names, will render 
the former holder liable to pay interest on the tax from the mo- 
ment of transfer of these sums up to the discovery of his evasion 
of declaration of the transfer. Transfer documents must be pre- 
sented weekly at the local treasury office with notification~ of 
the name, surname and permanent place of residence of the 
former and the new holder of the property. This transfer with 
register of names must begin from a definite sum which exceeds 
the ordinary expenses of buying and selling of necessaries, and 
these will be subject to payment only by a stamp impost of a 
definite percentage of the unit. 

Just strike an estimate of how many times such taxes as these 
will cover the revenue of the goyim States. 

The State exchequer will have to maintain a definite comple- 
ment of reserve sums, and all that is collected above that com- 
plement must be returned into circulation. On these sums will 
be organized public works. The initiative in works of this kind, 



proceeding from State sources, will bind the working class 
firmly to the interests of the State and to those who reign. From 
these same sums also a part will be set aside as rewards of in- 
ventiveness and productiveness. 

On no account should so much as a single unit above the 
definite and freely estimated sums be retained in the State trea- 
suries, for money exists to be circulated and any kind of stagna- 
tion of money acts ruinously on the running of the State machin- 
ery, for which it is the lubricant; a stagnation of the lubricant 
may stop the regular working of the mechanism. 

The substitution of interest-bearing paper for a part of the to- 
ken of exchange has produced exactly this stagnation. The con- 
sequences of this circumstance are already sufficiently notice- 
able. 

A court of account will also be instituted by us and in it the 
ruler will find at any moment a full accounting for State income 
and expenditure, with the exception of the current monthly ac- 
count, not yet made up, and that of the preceding month, which 
will not yet have been delivered. 

The one and only person who will have no interest in robbing 
the State is its owner, the ruler. This is why his personal con- 
trol will remove the possibility of leakages or extravagances. 

The representative function of the ruler at receptions for the 
sake of etiquette, which absorbs so much invaluable time, will 
be abolished in order that the ruler may have time for control 
and consideration.. .His power will not then be split up into frac- 
tional parts among time serving favorites who surround the 
throne for its pomp and splendor, and are interested only in their 
own and not in the common interests of the State. 

Economic crises have been produced by us from the goyim 
by no other means than the withdrawal of money from circula- 
tion. Huge capitals have stagnated, withdrawing money from 
States, which were constantly obliged to apply to those same 
stagnant capitals for loans. These loans burdened the finances 

of the State with the payment of interest and made them the 
bond slaves of these capitals. The concentration of industry in 
the hands of capitalists out of the hands of small masters has 
drained away all the juices of the peoples and with them also of 
the States. 

The present issue of money in general does not correspond 
with the requirements per head, and cannot therefore satisfy all 
the needs of the workers. The issue of money ought to corre- 
spond with the growth of population and thereby children also 
must absolutely be reckoned as consumers of currency from the 
day of their birth. The revision of issue is a material question 
for the whole world. 

YOU ARE AWARE THAT THE W L D  STANDARD HAS 
BEEN THE RUIN OF THE STATES WHlCH ADOPTED IT, 
FOR IT HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO SATISFY THE DE- 
MANDS FOR MONEY, THE MORE SO THAT WE HAVE 
REMOVED W L D  FROM CIRCULATION AS FAR AS POS- 
SIBLE. [H: MY EMPHASIS!] 

With us the standard that must be introduced is the cost of 
working-man power, whether it be reckoned in paper or in 
wood. We shall make the issue of money in accordance with 
the normal requirements of each subject, adding to the quantity 
with every birth and subtracting with every death. 

The accounts will be managed by each department (the 
French administrative division), each circle. 

In order that there may be no delays in paying out of money 
for State needs the sums and terms of such payments will be 
fixed by decree of the ruler; this will do away with the protec- 
tion by a ministry of one institution to the detriment of others. 

The budgets of income and expenditure will be carried out 
side-by-side that they may not be obscured by distance one to 
another. 



The reforms projected by us in the financial institutions and 
principles of the goyim will be clothed by us in such forms as 
will alarm nobody. We shall point out the necessity of reforms 
in consequence of the disorderly darkness into which the goyim 
by their irregularities have plunged the finances. The first ir- 
regularity, as we shall point out, consists in their beginning with 
drawing up a single budget which year-after-year grows owing 
to the following cause: this budget is dragged out to half the 
year, then they demand a budget to put things right, and this 
they expend in three months, after which they ask for a supple- 
mentary budget, and all this ends with a liquidation budget. 
But, as the budget of the following year is drawn up in accor- 
dance with the sum of the total addition, the annual departure 
from the normal reaches as much as 50 percent a year, and so 
the annual budget is trebled in ten years. Thanks to such meth- 
ods, allowed by the carelessness of the goy States, their trea- 
suries are empty. The period of loans supervenes, and that has 
swallowed up remainders and brought all the goy States to 
bankruptcy. m: Any arguments so far?] 

You understand perfectly that economic arrangements of this 
kind, which have been suggested to the goyim by us, cannot be 
carried on by us. 

Every kind of loan proves infirmity in the State and a want of 
understanding of the rights of the State. Loans hang like a 
sword of Damocles over the heads of rulers, who, instead of 
taking from their subjects by a temporary tax, come begging 
with outstretched palm of our bankers. Foreign loans are 
leeches which there is no possibility of removing from the body 
of the State until they fall off of themselves or the State flings 
them off. But the goy States do not tear them off; they go on in 
persisting in putting more on to themselves so that they must in- 
evitably perish, drained by voluntary blood-letting. 

What also indeed is, in substance, a loan, especially a foreign 
loan? A loan is--an issue of government bills of exchange con- 
taining a percentage obligation commensurate to the sum of the 
loan capital. If the loan bears a charge of 5 percent, then in 
twenty years the State vainly pays away in interest a sum equal 

to the loan borrowed, in forty years it is paying a double sum, in 
sixty--treble, and all the while the debt remains an unpaid debt. 

Still think the Antichrist's Plan hasn't worked?] 

From this calculation it is obvious that with any form of tax- 
ation per head the State is bailing out the last coppers of the 
poor taxpayers in order to settle accounts with wealthy foreign- 
ers, from whom it has borrowed money instead of collecting 
these coppers for its own needs without the additional interest. 

So long as loans were internal the goyim only shuffled money 
from the pockets of the poor to those of the rich, but when we 
bought up the necessary person in order to transfer loans into 
the external sphere all the wealth of States flowed into our cash- 
boxes and all the goyim began to pay us the tribute of subjects. 

If the superficiality of goy kings on their thrones in regard to 
State affairs and the venality of ministers or the want of under- 
standing of financial matters on the part of other ruling persons 
have made their countries debtors to our treasuries to amounts 
quite impossible to pay, it has notbeen accomplished without on 
our part heavy expenditure of trouble and money. 

Stagnation of money will not be allowed by us and therefore 
there will be no State interest-bearing paper, except a one-per- 
cent series, so that there will be no payment of interest to 
leeches that suck all the strength out of the State. The right to 
issue interest-bearing paper will be given exclusively TO IN- 
DUSTRIAL COMPANIES who will find no difficulty in pay- 
ing interest out of profits, whereas the State does not make in- 
terest on borrowed money like these companies, for the State 
borrows to spend and not to use in operations. 

Industrial papers will be bought also by the government 
which from being as now a payer of tribute by loan operations 
will be transformed into a lender of money at a profit. This 
measure will stop the stagnation of money, parasitic profits and 
idleness, all of which were useful for us among the goyim so 
long as they were independent but are not desirable under our 
rule. 



How clear is the undeveloped power of thought of the purely 
brute brains of the goyim, as expressed in the fact that they have 
been borrowine from us with Davment of interest without ever 
thinking that a n  the same these\& moneys plus an addition for 
payment of interest must be got by them from their own State 
pockets in order to settle up with us. What could have been 
simpler than to take the money they wanted from their own peo- 
ple? 

But it is a proof of the genius of our chosen mind that we 
have contrived to present the matter of loans to them in such a 
light that they have even seen in them an advantage for them- 
selves. 

Our accounts, which we shall present when the time comes, 
in the light of centuries of experience gained by experiments 
made by us on the goy States, will be distinguished by clearness 
and definiteness and will show at a glance to all men the advan- 
tage of our innovations. They will put an end to those abuses to 
which we owe our mastery of the goyim, but which cannot be 
allowed in our kingdom. 

We shall so hedge about our system of accounting that nei- 
ther the ruler nor the most insignificant public servant will be in 
a position to divert even the smallest sum from its destination 
without detection or to direct it jn another direction except that 
which will be once fixed in a definite plan of action. 

And without a definite plan it is impossible to rule. Marching 
along an undetermined road and with undetermined resources 
brings to ruin by the way heroes and demi-gods. 

The goy rulers, whom we once upon a time advised should be 
distracted from State occupations by representatives receptions, 
observances of etiquette, entertainments, were only screens for 
our rule. The accounts of favorite courtiers who replaced them 
in the sphere of affairs were drawn up for them by our agents, 
and every time gave satisfaction to short-sighted minds by 
promises that in the future economies and improvements were 
foreseen. Economies from what? From new taxes? -- were 

questions that might have been but were not asked by those who 
read our accounts and projects. 

You know to what they have been brought by the careless- 
ness, to what a pitch of financial disorder they have arrived, 
notwithstanding the astonishing industry of their peoples. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Is it not strange that "money", more than anything, brings you 
to attention and allows you to see TRUTH? So be it for the ad- 
versary of freedom certainly knew how to hog-tie every citizen 
and has done it mercilessly. You will now move to a cashless 
society and it will be even more difficult for you-the-citizen to 
protect yourselves for you will have only a debit card. This will 
serve well those with corporations because carrying sums of 
"money" or precious items will simply present dangerous 
threats. I warn vou. readers: SOME OF YOU WILL WISH 
YOU HAD N O T ~ T ~ A C K E D  US, STOLEN FROM US, AND 
DONE OTHER THINGS TO DISCOUNT US FOR THERE IS 
A WAY THROUGH THIS MAZE WITH EVEN BETTER RE- 
SULTS, SECURITY AND AN ABILITY TO MAKE IT 
THROUGH WITHOUT BEING THREATENING TO THE 
RULERS OR GIVING THEM NEED TO THREATEN YOU. 
BUT, YOU MUST GROW UP THROUGH THE SYSTEM 
AND NOT EVEN CONSIDER TOPPLING SAME. IT WILL 
TOPPLE ITSELF SOON ENOUGH. 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 21 

Internal loans. Debit and taxes. Conversions. 
Bankruptcy. Savings banks and rents. Abolition of 
money markets. Regulation of industrial values. 

To what I reported to you at the last meeting I shall now add 
a detailed explanation of internal loans. Of foreign loans I shall 
say nothing more, because they have fed us with the national 



moneys of the noyim, but for our State there will be no foreign- 
ers, that is, nothing A r n a l .  

We have taken advantage of the venality of administrators 
and the slackness of rulers to get our moneys twice, thrice and 
more times over, by lending to the goy governments moneys 
which were not at all needed by the States. Could anyone do the 
like in regard to us? Therefore, I shall only deal with the details 
of internal loans. 

States announce that such a loan is to be concluded and open 
subscriptions for their own bills of exchange, that is, for their 
interest-bearing paper. That they may be within the reach of all, 
the price is determined at from a hundred to a thousand; and a 
discount is made for the earliest subscribers. Next day by artifi- 
cial means the price of them goes up, the alleged reason being 
that everyone is rushing to buy them. In a few days the treasury 
safes are as they say overflowing and there's more money than 
they can do with (why then take it?). The subscription, it is al- 
leged, covers many times over the issue total of the loan; in this 
lies the whole stage effect--look you, they say, what confidence 
is shown in the government's bills of exchange. 

But when the comedy is played out there emerges the fact 
that a debit and an exceedingly burdensome debit has been cre- 
ated. For the payment of interest it becomes necessary to have 
resource to new loans, which do not swallow up but only add to 
the capital debt. And when this credit is exhausted it becomes 
necessary by new taxes to cover, not the loan, but only the in- 
terest on it. These taxes are a debit employed to cover a debit. 

Later comes the time for conversions, but they diminish the 
payment of interest without covering the debt, and besides they 
cannot be made without the consent of the lenders; on announc- 
ing a conversion a proposal is made to return the money to those 
who are not wiIling to convert their paper. If everybody ex- 
pressed his unwillingness and demanded his money back, the 
government would be hooked on their own flies and would be 
found insolvent and unable to pay the proposed sums. By good 
luck the subjects of the goy governments, knowing nothing 

about financial affairs, have always preferred loses on exchange 
and diminution of interest to the risk of new investments of their 
moneys, and have thereby many a time enabled these govern- 
ments to throw off their shoulders a debit of several millions. 

Nowadays, with external loans, these tricks cannot be played 
by the goyim for they know that we shall demand all our moneys 
back. 

In this way an acknowledged bankruptcy will best prove to 
the various countries the absence of any means between the in- 
terests of the peoples and of those who rule them. 

I beg you to concentrate your particular attention upon this 
point and upon the following: Nowadays all internal loans are 
consolidated by so-called flying loans, that is, such as have 
terms of payment more or less near. These debts consist of 
moneys paid into the savings banks and reserve funds. If left 
for long at the disposition of a government these funds evaporate 
in the payment of interest on foreign loans, and are replaced by 
the deposit of equivalent amount ofrents. 

And these last it is which patch up all the leaks in the State 
treasuries of the goyim. 

When we ascend the throne of the world all these financial 
and similar shifts, as being not in accord with our interests, will 
be swept away so as not to leave a trace, as also will be de- 
stroyed all money markets, since we shall not allow the prestige 
of our power to be shaken by fluctuations of prices set upon our 
values, which we shall announce by law at the price which rep- 
resents their full worth without any possibility of lowering or 
raising. (Raising gives the pretext for lowering, which indeed 
was where we made a beginning in relation to the values of the 
goyim .) 

We shall replace the money markets by grandiose govern- 
ment credit institutions, the object of which will be to fix the 
price of industrial values in accordance with government views. 
These institutions will be in a position to fling upon the market 



five hundred millions of industrial paper in one day, or to buy 
up for the same amount. In this way all industrial undertakings 
will come into dependence upon us. You may imagine for your- 
selves what immense power we shall thereby secure for our- 
selves. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

We are very near the end of the list of Protocols so I think we 
will just stretch this writing a bit and finish them in this seg- 
ment. 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 22 

The secret of what is coming. The evil of many centuries 
as the foundation of future well-being. The aureole of 
power and its mystical worship. 

In all that has so far been reported by me to you, I have en- 
deavored to depict with care the secret of what is coming, of 
what is past, and of what is going on now, rushing into the flood 
of the great events coming already in the near future, the secret 
of our relations to the goyim and of financial operations. On 
this subject there remains still a little for me to add. 

In our hands is the greatest power of our day-gold.. In two 
days we can procure from our storehouses any quantily we 
may please. 

Surely there is no need to seek further proof that our rule is 
predestined by God? Surely we shall not fail with such wealth 
to prove that all that evil which for so many centuries we have 
had to commit has served at the end of ends the cause of true 
well-being--the bringing of everything into order? Though it be 
even by the exercise of some violence, yet all the same it will be 
established. We shall contrive to prove that we are benefactors 
who have restored to the rend and mangled Earth the true good 
and also freedom of the person, and therewith we shall enable it 

to be enjoyed in peace and quiet, with proper dignity of rela- 
tions, on the condition, of course, of strict observance of the 
laws established by us. We shall make plain therewith that free- 
dom does not consist in dissipation and in the right of unbridled 
license any more than the dignity and force of a man do not con- 
sist in the right for everyone to promulgate destructive principles 
in the nature of freedom of conscience, equality and the like, 
that freedom of the person in no wise consists in the right to ag- 
itate oneself and others by abominable speeches before disor- 
derly mobs, and that true freedom consists in the inviolability of 
the person who honorably and strictly observes all the laws of 
life in common, that human dignity is wrapped up in conscious- 
ness of the rights and also of the absence of rights of each, and 
not wholly and solely in fantastic imaginings about the subject of 
one's ego. 

Our authority will be glorious because it will be all-powerful, 
will rule and guide, and not muddle along after leaders and or- 
ators shrieking themselves hoarse with senseless words which 
they call great principles and which are nothing else, to speak 
honestly, but utopian. Our authority will be the crown of order, 
and in that is included the whole happiness of man. The aureole 
of this authority will inspire a mystical bowing of the knee be- 
fore it and a reverent fear before it of all the peoples. True 
force makes no terms with any right, not even with that of God; 
none dare come near to it so as to take so much as a span from it 
away. 

PROTOCOL NO. 23 

Reduction of the manufacture of articles of luxury. Small 
master production. Unemployment. Prohibition of 
drunkenness. Killing out of the old society and its resur- 
rection in a new form. The chosen one of God. 

That the peoples may become accustomed to obedience it is 
necessary to inculcate lessons of humility and therefore to re- 
duce the production of articles of luxury. By this we shall im- 
prove morals which have been debased by emulation in the 
sphere of luxury. We shall re-establish small master production 



which will mean laying a mine under the private capital of man- 
ufacturers. This is indispensable also for the reason that manu- 
facturers on the grand scale often move, though not always con- 
sciously, the thoughts of the masses in directions against the 
government. A people of small masters knows nothing of un- 
employment and this binds him closely with existing order, and 
consequently with the firmness of authority. Unemployment is a 
most perilous thing for a government. For us its part will have 
been played out the moment authority is transferred into our 
hands. Drunkenness also will be prohibited by law and punish- 
able as a crime against the humanness of man who is turned into 
a brute under the influence of alcohol. 

Subjects, I repeat once more, give blind obedience only to 
the strong hand which is absolutely independent of them, for in 
it they feel the sword for defense and support against social 
scourges. What do they want with an angelic spirit in a king? 
What they have to see in him is the personification of force and 
power. 

The supreme lord who will replace all now existing rulers, 
dragging on their existence among societies demoralized by us, 
societies that have denied even the authority of God, from 
whose midst breaks out on all sides the fire of anarchy, must 
first of all proceed to quench this all-devouring flame. There- 
fore he will be obliged to kill off those existing societies, though 
he should drench them with his own blood, that he may resur- 
rect them again in the form of regularly organized troops fight- 
ing consciously with every kind of infection that may cover the 
body of the State with sores. 

This Chosen One of God is chosen from above to demolish 
the senseless forces moved by instinct and not reason, by 
brutishness and not humanness. These forces now triumph in 
manifestations of robbery and every kind of violence under the 
mask of principles of freedom and rights. They have over- 
thrown all forms of social order to erect on the ruins the throne 
of the King of the Jews; but their part will be played out the 
moment he enters into his kingdom. Then it will be necessary to 

sweep them away from his path, on which must be left no knot, 
no splinter. 

Then will it be possible for us to say to the peoples of the 
world: "Give thanks to God and bow the knee before him who 
bears on his front the seal of the predestination of man, to which 
God himself has led his star that some none other but Him might 
free us from all the before-mentioned forces and evils." 

[END OF QUOTING] 

In other words "The Chosen One" will use terrible force and 
evil to get rid of "force and evil"? I don't think so, readers. 
So, if you await the Jews' messiah which they brought forth in 
THEIR OWN IMAGE, so be it, but if you await GOD, you are 
so far looking in all the wrong places and into all the wrong 
faces. 

And finally, 

[QUOTING:] 

PROTOCOL NO. 24 

Confirming the roots of King David (?). Training of the 
king. Setting aside of direct heirs. The king and three of 
his sponsors. The king is fate. Irreproachability of exte- 
rior morality of the King of the Jews. 

I pass now to the method of confirming the dynastic roots of 
King David to the last strata of the Earth. 

This confirmation will first and foremost be included in that 
in which to this day has rested the force of conservatism by our 
learned elders of the conduct of all the affairs of the world, in 
the directing of the education of thought of all humanity. 

Certain members of the seed of David will prepare the kings 
and their heirs, selecting not by right of heritage but by eminent 
capacities, inducting them into the most secret mysteries of the 



political, into schemes of government, but provldlng always rnat 
none may come to knowledge of the secrets. The object of this 
mode of action is that all may know that government cannot be 
entrusted to those who have not been inducted into the secret 
places of its art. 

To these persons only will be taught the practical application 
of the aforenamed plans by comparison of the experience of 
many centuries, all the observations on the politico-economic 
moves and social sciences--in a word, all the spirit of laws 
which have been unshakably established by Nature herself for 
the regulation of the relations of humanity. 

Direct heirs will often be set aside from ascending the throne 
if in their time of training they exhibit frivolity, softness and 
other qualities that are the ruin of authority, which render them 
incapable of governing and in themselves dangerous for kingly 
office. 

Only those who are unconditionally capable for firm, even if 
it be to cruelty, direct rule will receive the reins of rule from 
our learned elders. 

In case of falling sick with weakness of will or other form of 
incapacity, kings must by law hand over the reins of rule to new 
and capable hands. 

The king's plans of action for the current moment, and all the 
more so for the future, will be unknown, even to those who are 
called his closest counsellors. 

Only the king and the three who stood sponsor for him will 
know what is coming. 

In the person of the king who with unbending will is master 
of himself and of humanity all will discern as if it were fate with 
its mysterious ways. None will know what the king wishes to 
attain by his dispositions, and therefore none will dare to stand 
across an unknown path. 

It is understood that the brain reservoir of the king must cor- 
respond in capacity to the plan of government it has to contain. 
It is for this reason that he will ascend the throne not otherwise 
than after examination of his mind by the aforesaid learned el- 
ders. [H: Boy is THAT frightening enough?] 

That the people may know and love their king it is indispens- 
able for him to converse in the market-places with his people. 
This ensures the necessary clinching of the two forces which are 
now divided one from another by us by the terror. 

This terror was indispensable for us till the time comes for 
both these forces separately to fall under our influence. 

The King of the Jews must not be at the mercy of his pas- 
sions, and especially of sensuality; on no side of his character 
must he give brute instinct power over his mind. Sensuality, 
worse than all else disorganizes the capacities of the mind and 
clearness of views, distracting the thoughts to the worst and 
most brutal side of human activity. 

The prop of humanity in the person of the supreme lord of all 
the world of the holy seed of David must sacrifice to his people 
all personal inclinations. 

Our supreme lord must be of an exemplary irreproachability. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Let us just digest these a while before we continue with a dis- 
cussion regarding these Protocols. But I can promise you read- 
ers that it is a whole lot later than you think. Nothing has been 
spared on the part of these Antichrist entities to accomplish ev- 
ery last detail of the manifestos as presented with these Proto- 
cok; as foundation. 

If this spoils your ball game [superbowl], I apologize. 

Thank you, Adonai. 



CHAPTER 13 

SANANDA: THE HOUR DRAWS NEAR 
FOR MASSIVE CHANGE 

1110198 ESU "JESUS" SANANDA 

ESU HERE IN LIGHT! 

The final hour of decisions is upon you of the team. THE 
PLAN IS WELL LAID AND IT IS FOR NO MAN TO IN- 
TERFERE WITH THE FULFILLMENT OF THE PLAN. 

I SAID LONG AGO YOU ARE EITHER WITH ME OR 
YOU ARE AGAINST ME, AND WOE TO THOSE WHO 
ARE AGAINST THE LIGHT IN THIS FINAL HOUR OF 
PT.K~,TARY TRANSITION. FOR THEIRS SHALL BE - - - - . - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 

THE ENDLESS GNASHING'OF TEETH IN THE VOID, 
DEVOID OF ALL LIGHT. 

THERE IS BALANCE AND HARMONY WITHIN THE -- ~ 

CREATION. WE COME AS THE HOSTS AND WE 
COME TO FULFILL THE PLAN. ONLY ATON OF 

EVEN 1 DO KNOW THE PRECISE HOUR OF MY 
RETURN, B W  RETURN I SHALL, AND IT SHALL BE 
FROM STRENGTH THAT I RETURN. I SAID TWO 
THOUSAND YEARS AGO THAT I GO TO PREPARE A 
PLACE FOR THEE. IT IS SO AND IT IS COMPLETE! 

AH, BUT WHO WILL STEP FORTH TO TAKE THAT 
PLACE? WHO WILL WORK WITH US IN THE FUL- 
FILLMENT OF THE PLAN? 

IT HAS BEEN OFTEN SAID THAT MANY ARE CALLED 
BUT FEW ARF, CHOSEN. AND IT IS SO. THE BLACK 
ROAD IS FAR AND W I ~ E  AND EASY TO TRAVEL. 
THE RED ROAD IS NARROW AND STRAIGHT. [Ediror's 

note: In the symbology of many Native American cultures, the 
Red Road represents the spiritual world and the spiritual path, 
while the Black Road depicts the material world and material 
path.] 

BUT I TELL YOU IN EARNEST THAT THE RED ROAD, 
ONCE INTENT IS IN ITS PROPER PLACEMENT, IS 
NOT WITHOUT DIFFICULTY. YES: BUT IT IS THE 
CLEAR AND ONLY CHOICE, AND o h  WHICH~ONCE 
EMBARKED UPON, WILL REWARD THE TRAVELER 
BEYOND ABILITY TO MEASURE. 

THE RED ROAD IS THE ROAD THAT IS REQUIRED OF 
YOU IF YOU ARE TO BE MY HANDS AND FEET. 
THERE SHALL BE STRICT OBEYANCE OF ALL LAWS, 
AND THERE SHALL BE A W1LLINGNRl"S WlTHrN m. 
SPIRIT TO SERVE IN ACCORD~~CEWITK-~-FT- 
THER'S WILL. 

THE INDIVIDUAL EGO OF MAN HAS TOO LONG 
SPOILED AND SOILED THE SURFACE OF THE BEAU- 
TIOUS BLUE-GREEN ORB KNOWN AS EARTH-SHAN. 
GAIA [Mother Earth1 HAS SERVED WETAT,  A S  *. 
SCHOOLROOM, BU+ THE TIME OF KINDERGARI.EN 
SCHOOLROOM LESSONS IS m T .  IT IS TIME 
TO TAKE W THE MANTLE OF SERVICE. EVERY 
MOMENT OF EVERY DAY, IN WILLING PARTICIPA- 
TION AS CO-CREATOR. 

THOSE OF THE NEW-AGE MOVEMENT MISPERCEIVE 
THE REALITY OF IT WITH THEIR ILL-CHOSEN USE 
OF THE TERM CO-CREATOR. BUT IT IS SO--THAT T N  
ACCORDANCE WITH THE BEST A~~~I-EGHESTGOOD 
OF THE CREATION, IN LIGHT, THAT MAN mGHER 
UNIVERSAL MAN) SHALL ASSUME HIS RIG- 
PLACE AS CO-CREATOR. 

(THESE ARE VERY CAREFULLY CHOSEN ARTICU- 
LATIONS OF MY MEANING, SO DO NOT CHANGE OR 
ALTER A WORD THEREIN. I KNOW MY MEANING 



AND I SAY WHAT I MEAN. YOUR JOB, SCRIBE, IS TO 
WRITE WHAT I GIVE YOU, REGARDLESS OF HOW 
YOU FEEL ABOUT IT OR THINK ABOUT IT OR JUDGE 
ABOUT IT. YOU EITHER WILL PERFORM THAT 
TASK WITH HONOR AND ACCURATE TRANSCRIP- 
TION, OR YOU WILL STAND ASIDE. I HAVE A JOB 
TO DO AND WILL PERFORM MY JOB TO PERFEC- 
TION, FOR I AM RETURNED AS SANANDA [a  n'tle of ac- 
complishment which means "one with G o d m  I AND MY 
FATHER ARE ONE!!! WOE TO ANY MAN OR WOMAN 
WHO WOULD COME AGAINST ME, AND WOE TO 
THOSE ENEMIES OF MY FAITHFUL CREW--WHER- 
EVER THEY MAY BE.) 

There is so much which must yet be taught to man that it would 
stagger the mind to realize how far behind you are as PEOPLE 
OF THE LIE. You have been taught, since birth, the lie. 

You have misperceived your history, through the usurpers who 
have rewritten the way events have occurred. You have mis- 
perceived everything from your basic finances to your religions, 
to the point that the very fabric of your being IS A MAN- 
IFESTATION OF THE LIE ITSELF! 

Ah, most will simply toss aside these words as MORE LIES. 
But I tell you, in earnest, scribe, that the day will come (and not 
too distant in your perceived frame known as time) that the ad- 
versary to LIGHT will wish he could "run away, run away", 
and yet there shall be NOWWERE TO RUN AND NO PLACE 
TO HIDE, FOR WITHIN GOD AND THE CREATION ALL 
IS KNOWN. 

It has been said that you must represent perfection to a greater 
extent than others around you, for you, by being in the role of 
scribe or "truthbringer", have accepted a responsibility which 
carries with it AN AWESOME REQUIREMENT FOR DISCI- 
PLINE AND DILIGENCE. I KNOW THAT YOU SHALL 
FULFILL YOUR MISSION BECAUSE YOU WERE AC- 
CEPTED FOR THIS SERVICE AND WE DO NOT MAKE 

MISTAKES WITH OUR CHOICES OF WHOM WE WORK 
m. 
YES, THERE ARE BACK-UP TEAMS UPON BACK-UP 
TEAkj IN EVERY AREA OF YOUR GLOBE; DO NOT 
MISUNDERSTAND MY MEANING. BUT WITHIN THE 
LAWS AND "CORRECT" INTENT OF SERVICE. FUL- 
FILLMENT OF THAT SERVICE SHALL BE FORT~KOM- 
ING. 

YOU KNOW ME WELL AND YOU KNOW THAT WHAT I 
SAY IS TRUTH AND THAT I WOULD NOTLEADYOU 
OR ANY MAN OR WOMAN ASTRAY. MY "JOB" IS TO 
TELL YOU THE WAY IT IS. NOT THE WAY YOU WISH 
IT WERE. THE WAY IT IS SHALL BE HARD INDEED 
FOR MOST, AND THERE SHALL BE MANY, =BE- 
INGS WHO SHALL SIMPLY TRANSITION, FOR THEY 
WILL NOT WANT TO EXPERIENCE IN THE PHYSICAL 
FLESH THAT WHICH IS TO COME UPON YOU. 

WHETHER WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN OUR MISSION 
UPON PLANET EARTH-SHAN SHALL BE DETERMINED 
TO SOME MEASURE BY THE CHOICES REMAINING FOR 
MAN. MAN HAS ELECTED. IN HIS LAZY ARROGANCE 
AND IGNORANCE OF THE TRUTH. TO ALLOW THE 
FULFILLMENT OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER EN- 
SLAVEMENT PLAN. 

WHETHER OR NOT THE REMNANT ARE SUCCESSFUL 
IN THEIR MANAGEMENT OF WHAT SHALL BE EN- 
TRUSTED TO THEM LIKEWISE REMAINS TO BE 
SEEN. KNOW THIS: OUR BROTHERS IN SERVICE 
SHALL NOT FAIL, NOR SHALL THEY BEND, AND ALL 
WHOM WE WORK WITH HENCEFORTH SHALL BE AS 
THE ROCK WON WHICH A FOUNDATION MAY BE 
BUILT. 

WE NEED NO HUMAN IN SERVICE WHO SHIFTS AS 
THE SANDS WITH THE WIND, BUT RATHER, WE 
NEED INTENT BENT ON SERVICE FOR THE BEST AND 



HIGHEST GOOD IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOD'S 
PLAN. 

MAN SEES FROM TWO-DIMENSIONAL REALITY AND 
IS. FOR THE MOST PART. IGNORANT IN THE TRUE 
SENSE OF TRE MEANING OF THAT WORD. MANY 
SHALL BE THE TASKS LAID AT YOUR TABLE, AND 
YOU SHALL EITHER PERFORM OR YOU SHALL NOT. 
BUT rr IS THE B E ~ R  PART OF WISDOM TO PER: 
FORM IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PLAN, FOR 
THEREIN IS GLOBY. 

I DO NOT SPEAK OF GLORY IN THE SENSE OF THE 
MEANING THAT MAN'S EGO SHALL BE PUFFED UP 
WITH GREAT SELF-WORTH AND CONDESCENDING 
ATTITUDE OF SUPERIOR BEINGNESS. I SPEAK OF 
GLORY IN THE SENSE OF MEANING THAT. IN TRUE 
SERVICE, THERE SHALL BE E ~ L E S S  REW'ARDS UN- 
DREAMT, UNCONCEIVED, AND AT THIS MOMENT IN 
TIME, INCOMPREHENSIBLE. 

EVERYTHING HAS ITS SEQUENCE AND ITS SEASON. 
THE SEASON OF THE LORD IS W O N  YOU. PREPARE 
YOURSELF--PREPARE YOURSELF--PREPARE YOUR- 
SELF. 

EACH BEING MUST EXAMINE CAREFVLLY THAT 
WHICH THEY ARE ABOUT. EACH SOUL IS MARKED, 
AND WE KNOW THE MARK UPON THE SOUL, FOR IT 
IS WORN ABOUT THE COUNTENANCE AS PLAIN AS 
THE NOSE UPON YOUR FACE. 

WE ARE GIVEN TO "SEE". TRUST IN ME FOR I WILL 
NOT LEAD YOU ASTRAY. TRUST IN HATONN-ATON 
FOR I COME IN SERVICE WITH THAT BEING. 

I COME AS CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP AND I WILL HAVE 
NO UNDISCIPLINED BEING UPON MY TEAM. DISCI- 
PLZNE THINESELF AND LET US BE ABOUT OUR 
BUSINESS, FOR THE HOUR DRAWS NIGH WHEN 

THERE SHALL BE GREAT AND WONDEROUS 
CHANGE TO THAT WHICH IS KNOWN AND THAT 
WHICH HAS BEEN EXPERIENCED TO THIS POINT IN 
THE SEQUENCE. 

I DO NOT COME TO SOOTHE OR TO GLOSS-OVER 
ANY ERRORS. I COME TO TELL YOU HOW IT IS. I 
COME AS YOUR BROTHER AND I AM RETURNED AS 
SANANDA. 

I ASK THAT YOU WALK, AGAIN, WITH ME ON THE 
JOURNEY BEFORE US, SO THAT THE TASK WE HAVE 
TOGETHER MAY BE COMPLETED IN ITS OWN NAT- 

LET US COMMUNE IN THE QUIETNESS OF YOUR 
HEART. IF ANY BEING L I ~ S  IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE LAWS AS SET FORTH FOR BALANCED 
LIVING. THEREIN SHALL BE THINE RESPITE AND 

THE LIGHT IS YOUR SHIELD AND BUCKLER, AND 
THE LIGHT-SHIELD SHALL HOLD WHEN INTENT IS 
"ON TRACK". ALWAYS MEASURE YOUR INIENT 
AGAINST THE YARDSTICK OF THE LAWS. 

THE LAWS DO NOT CHANGE ACCORDING TO MAN'S 
WHIM, NOR ACCORDING TO "MODERN" NON- 
MORALS. A RETURN TO MORAL LIVING IS THAT 
WHICH IS REQUIRED. 

GIRD-UP YOUR LOINS AND SHORE UP YOUR SHIELD 
WHEREVER YOU MAY BE, FOR I AM ABOUT MY FA- 
THER'S BUSINESS AND THERE IS MUCH BUSINESS 
TO ATTEND. 

THE CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER. SO NO MATTER 
vcrHo YOU ARE, IF YOU ASK WITH LIGHTED INTENT 
AND HEART-FELT DESIRE, YOU WILL RECEIVE 
YOUR ANSWER, AND RARELY, IF EVER, WILL THE 



ANSWER PRESENT ITSELF AS YOU WOULD WISH IT 
TO. 

EACH MUST MAKE THEIR FINAL DECISIONS AT TBIS 
TIME. EACH SHALL REAP THE CONSEQUENCES OF 
THOSE FINAL CHOICES, AND THE FINAL CHOICES 
SHALL BE OF SUCH A MAGNITUDE. ON A SOUL 
LEVEL, 'I'M% IT BEHOOVES ANY RE'ADING WE 
WORDS TO GIVE VERY CAREFUL CONSIDERATION 
INDEED TO WHERE THEY STAND. 

YE ARE EITHER WITH ME OR YE ARE AGAINST ME. 
AND THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST ME ARE MY ENE- 
MIES. AND MY ENEMIES SHALL FALL AND THEY 
SHALL FALL HARD!!! IT IS MY PROMISE TO THOSE 
OF THE LIGHT. FOR I COME WITH A MISSION AND I SeccoMPL'ETE MY MISSION THE-PER- 
FECTION THAT IS THE CREATION. 

MAY YOU EVER LIVE YOUR LIFE IN BALANCE AND 
HARMONY. LET NONE STEER YOU FROM YOUR AP- 
POINTED TASK OR COURSE. 

THE ROAD WALKED MUST BE TRUE AND STRAIGHT, 
FOR ANYTIWG ELSE WILL TRAP YOU FURTHER IN 
THE LIE. HAVEN'T YOU OF EARTH-SHAN LIVED 
THE LIE LONG ENOUGH? TRY TRUTH ON FOR SIZE, 
YOU MIGHT LIKE IT! 

YOU SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH AND THE TRUTH 
SHALL SET YOU FREE. KNOW THAT IT IS SO. 

I AM THE TRUTH, THE LIGHT, THE WAY, AND THE 
LIFE. 

TAKE MY HAND, FOR I KNOW THE WAY AND YOU 
DO NOT. 

I AM SANANDA. 

/ I AM CAPTAIN OF THIS S W .  

I COME WITH A SWORD OF LIGHT AND I SHALL 
SMITE MINE ENEMIES WITH PRECISION. KNOW IT! 

SO BE IT AND SELAH. 
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-Esu "Jesus" Sananda 
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